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N THE NEWEST DEVEL7OPMENTS IN RADIO. TELEVISION. AND TALKING P CT H. T. I. R.OPICTURES R. T. I. 

.. pAY,.. 

f vie" to Come 
R zidlnow offers ambitious men the great - o 

est Money- Making Opportunity the 
worldhaseverseen! Hundreds of trained service 

men are needed by radio dealers, jobbers, and manufacturers! 
GOOD JOBS are open for men in all of the many branches of Radio, ALL YOU NEED fS ambition and the 

where qualified men easily earn $60 to $100 per week and even ability to read and write. The Radio 

$10,000 a year jobs are plentiful. 
industry needs practical trained men. 

BIG MONEY for Spare-Time Radio Work is easily made in Remember, R. T. I. makes it easy to earn 

every city and village. You can now qualify for this Big -Money spare time money while you learn at home. 

work quickly through R. T. L Get the Big Money Now and 
go up and up in this Big Pay field. The Radio industry calls 
for More Men, and R. T. I. supplies what the industry 
wants you to know. 

Supervised by Radio Leaders 
R. T. I. training is prepared and supervised by 
prominent men in radio, television and talking 
picture engineering; distributing; sales; man- 
ufacturing; broadcasting, etc. These men 
know what you must know to make money 
in Radio. You learn easily in spare time 
at home with the R. T. I. wonderful 
combination of Testing Outfits, 

Parts, Work Sheets, Job Tickets. 
It is easy, quick and practical, 
covers everything in Radio Do not start R. T. I. training -includes an Talking la 

latest if you are going to be satisfied 
lures and the latest to make $15 or $20 per week 

in Television. Get more than you are now. Most 
started in 

Ra- R. T. I. men will make that much 

dio ork 
- increase after a few weeks. There is 

no reason to stop short of the Big 
Money Jobs or the Big Profits in a 

spare time or full time business of your 
own. No capital needed. Get started 

with R. T. I. now. Make money 
while you learn at 

home. 

No Experience 
Needed 

More to come 
TIIE nfEN who get into this Big -Money field now 

will have an unlimited future. Why ? Because this 
billion dollar Radio industry is only a few years old 

and is growing by leaps and bounds. Get in and grow 
with it. $10 to $25 per week and more is easily made 

in spare hours while you are preparing for Big Money. 
TELEVISION, too, will soon be on the market, so the 

leaders say. Be ready for this amazing new moneymak- 
ing field. Remember, R. T. I. "3 in 1" home -training gives 

you all the developments in Television and Talking Picture 
Equipment, together with the complete Radio Training. 

Warning 

now. 
70 -S80-PER WEEK 

AND UP. That's what tnd 
T. I. 

e 

training leads 
and see for yourself. .T.r.> li. r 

R. T. I. Book Now' 

FREE 
The thrilling story of Radio, 
Television and Talking Pic- 
tures is told with hundreds of 
pictures and facts -its hun- 
dreds of big money jobs and 
spare time money- making 
opportunities everywhere. 

Send for your copy 
now. 'PSI; THE 

COUPON. 

THE R.T.I.ADVISORY BOARD. These men are executives with important concerns 
in the radio industry -manufacturing, sales. service, broadcasting, engineering, etc., etc- 
They supervise It. T. I. Work Sheets, Job Tickets, and other training methods. 

It. T la R. T. I. TRAINS YOU AT HOME FOR A GOOD JOB OR A PROFITABLE 
PART TIME OR FULL TIME BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN 

INIMMMIIIM 

LET F. H. SCHNELL 
AND R. T. I. 

ADVISORY BOARD 
HELP YOU 

Mr. 
the It. 

Schnell. 
L 

Chief 
L is 

one of the ablest and 
best known radio men 
in America. IIe has 
twenty years of Radio 
experience. First to es- 
tablish two-way ama- 
teur communication 
with Europe. 

Former traffic man- 
ager of American Radio 
Relay League. Lieuten- 
ant Commander of the 
U. S. N. R. Inventor 
and designer of Radio 
apparatus. Consultant 
Engineer to large Ra- 
dio manufacturers. 

Assisting him is the 
R.T.I. Advisory Board 4 
composed of menprom- 
inent in the Radw in- 
dustry. 

RADIO & TELEVISION INSTITUTE 
Dept. 773 4806 St. Anthony Ct., Chicago 

RADIO & TELEVISION INSTITUTE 
Dept. 773, 4806 St. Anthony Court, Chicago 

Send me Free and prepaid your BIG BOOK 
"Tune In On Big Pay" and full details of your 
three -in-one Home Training (without obligating 
me in any way). 

Name 

Address 

City Statu 

1 
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!fthe4O (ayWays 
to Make 339-9 an hour 

THE four 
plans 

shown are but a 
sample of the many 
ways in which our mem- 
bers are making $3.00 an 
hour upwards, spare time 
and full time, from the day they join 
the Association. If you want to get 
into Radio, have a business of your 
own, make $50 to $75 weekly in 
your spare time, investigate the 
opportunities offered the inexper- 
ienced, ambitious man by the As- 
sociation. 

Our Members Earning 
Thousands of Dollars 

Every Week 
The Association assists men to 
cash in on Radio. It makes past ex- 
perience unnecessary. As a member 
of the Association you are trained 
in a quick, easy, practical way to 
install, service, repair, build and 
rebuild sets -given sure -fire money- 
making plans developed by us- 
helped to secure a position by our 
Employment Department. You earn 
while you learn, while you prepare 
yourself for a big -pay Radio position. 
The Association will enable you to 
buy parts at wholesale, start in busi- 
ness without capital, help you get 
your share of the $600,000,000 spent 
annually for Radio. As a result of 
the Association, men all over the 
country are opening stores, increas- 

ing their pay, pass - 
inglicensed operator 
examinations, land- 
ing big-pay posi- 
tions with Radio 
makers. 

Mail Coupon Today for the 
FREE HANDBOOK 

It is not only chock -full of absorbing 
information about Radio, but it shows 
you how easily you can increase your 
income in your spare time. Mailing the 

coupon can mean $50 to $75 a week more for you. 

Radio Training Association of America 
4513 Ravenswood Avenue Dept. RCA -3 Chicago, Illinois 

InYour Spare Time 
in I(AII© 

a 

t; 

Below 
are a few of 
the reports 

from those now 
cashing in on the 

"40 Easy Ways" 
Clears Frank J. Deutch, Pa.- "Since 

83,000.00 joining the Association I have 
cleared nearly $3,000.00. It is 

almost impossible for a young fellow to fail, 
no matter how little education he has, if he 
will follow your easy ways of making money." 

$1,100.00 In J. R. Allen, Calif. - "Have 

Ó Weeks done over $1,100.00 worth of 
business in the last 6 weeks. 

Next month I am going to open up a store 
of my own. I never knew that money could 
come so fast and easy." 

$Spare Week 
Time 

vea er gred$25.00aweek Spare Ti for the last 7 months even 
though I am not a graduate but just learning." 

Training Lands R. C. Kirk. N. C. -"Your 
Him Job training has been very 

valuable to me. I landed a 
job with the big department store out here a 
few weeks ago because I had my member- 
ship card with me. There were a large bunch 
of applications ahead of me." 

ACT NOW 
If You Wish NO -COST 

Membership 
For a limited time we will give to 
the ambitious man a No-Cost Mem- 
bership which need not -should not 
-cost you a cent. For the sake of 
making more money now, and 
having a better position in the 
future, mail coupon below now. 
You'll always be glad you did. 

1. 

J 
Radio Training Association of America 

Dept.RCA3 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, 114 

Gentlemen: Please send me by return mail full details of 
your 

ur 
Special Á No-Cost Membership Plan, and also a copy 

of Radio Handbook. 

Nanu 

Address 

C ¡ State 
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ÉLÉCTRICÌT 
In the Great Coyne Shops 
Without Books or Lessons/ 

- - -- -- -- - - 

419 

My Amazingly Easy Way 
Will Aslonîsh You 

Don't spend your life waiting for five dollar 
raises in a dull, hopeless job. Now- and for- 
ever -say good -bye to twenty -five and thirty - 
five dollars a week. Let me show you how to 
qualify for jobs leading to salaries of $60, $70, 
$100 and up, a week, in Electricity -NOT by 
books or correspondence, but by an amazing 
way to teach that makes you an Electrical 
Expert in 90 days. Getting into Electricity is 
far easier than you imagine! 

NO BOOKS NO LESSONS 
NO CLASSES 

No dry, uninteresting books to study. No les- 
sons to learn. No classes to attend. All aLRu- 
al eleetrical work -right here in the great 
Coyne Shops- building real batteries -wind- 
ing real armatures - operating huge motors 
and generators, wiring houses, repairing ra- 
dio sets, working on auto and airplane engines, 
etc., etc. In one department alone we gen- 
erate enough electricity to supply a small 
city with power! 

No Advanced 
Education or Previous 

Experience Needed 
You need no advanced education, because I don't 
teach you out of books. And because you learn 
by actually doing the work yourself, you get 
all the experience you'll need right here at 
Coyne. I don't care if you don't know an ar- 
mature from a generator; if you're 16 years 
old or forty -five. It makes no difference! I 
will prepare YOU for a Big Pay Electrical 
Job in 90 days' time. 

COYNE 

Prepare for Jobs 
Like These 

Here are a few of hundreds of 
positions open toCoyne- trained 
men. Our free employment bu- 
reau gives you lifetime employ 
ment service. 
Armature Expert. to $100 a Wk. 
Substation Operator 

foe a Week and up 
Auto Electrician . $110 e Week 
Inventor . . Unlimited 
Maintenence Engieer 

up to E1.".0 Week 
Service Station Owner 

up to E200 a Week 
Radio Expert up to $Ion a Week 

Get My Big 

Free Book 
Mail the coupon and let me 
send you the big Coyne book 
of 150 photographs-f acts- 
jobs - salaries -opportuni- 
ties. This costs you nothing 
and does not obligate you in 

any way. Just mail 
the coupon 

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
H. C. Lewis, Pres. Est. 1899 

500 S. Paulina St. Dept. 30 -95 Chicago, Ill. 

SOBS- PAY -FUTURE 
Sixty - thousand new Electrical Experts are 
needed every year. Thousands needed NOW 
for jobs paying $60, $70, $100 and up a week. 
So don't worry about job -Coyne Training set- 
tles the job question for life. Just recently one 
concern called on me for 150 graduates. And 
calls for more men are coming in almost daily. 
My big, expert Employment Department will 
help you and back you up as long as you live, 
without one cent of cost to you. 

EARN As You LEARN 
And don't let lack of money stop you. Most of 
the men at Coyne have no more money than you 
have. Many of them pay practically all their 
expenses through spare time work we get for 
them. I will allow you your railroad fare to Chi- 
cago, and help you land a good part-time job 
the day you arrive, if you want it. Then when 
you graduate I'll give you lifetime employment 
help anytime you want it. 

Special Aviation Offer 
Right now I am giving an extra special train - 
ing in radio, Auto Ignition and Aviation Elec- 
tricity, without one cent of extra cost. Also, 
I'm making a most unusual tuition offer. But 
to get these big advantages, you must ad at 
once! So tear out the coupon and MAIL IT 
TODAY! Find out how quickly and easily you 
can land a Big Pay Electrical Job. Just mail 
the coupon. 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
I COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 30.95 
I Soo S. Pauline St., Chicago, III. 

Gentlemen: Please send me free your big 12 x 16 Book. with 
1 150 illustrations and your special offer of Two Free Course'. 

.Nome 

' Address l 
City State 
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"The World's Champion" 
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` 

c r e en_ Ori 

12,000 MILES OF VERIFIED RECEPTION OF A 10O- WA'I "I STATION! 
STATION 2UW, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 

This wonderful WORLD'S RECORD was not made on "short waves" but on the regular broadcast band on 

a wave length of 267 meters by John White, 3054 Kingsbridge Ave., New York City. It was not made with a 

ten -tube super -heterodyne hut with the marvelous FIND -ALL FOUR -Correctly Designed to utilize all the 
latent possibilities of the screen grid tube. 

HERE IS A CUSTOM -BUILT RADIO THAT FOR 

DISTANCE AND QUALITY HAS NO EQUAL 
It is the supreme achievement of a man who has the respect of, the 
entire radio industry. The "FIND -ALL FOUR" was designed 
principally for radio fans who desire reception from stations all 
over this country and foreign stations as well. While it is battery 
operated it can also readily be adapted as an A.C. or D.C. ELEC- 
TRIC SET. Although compact it is one of the most powerful 
receivers on the market today. Its reception surpasses that of 
many six or eight tube sets. It can be used with the ordinary mag- 
netic speaker or with the most modern dynamic reproducer. The 
WORLD'S CHAMPION "FINi) -ALL FOUR" is made up in a 

handsome Table Model cabinet and also in complete kit form with 
blueprint and complete instructions for assembly. 

'l'ABI,E MODEL, Complete -Less Tubes $35.00 

COMPLETE KIT Blueprint and Instructions...$25.00 

Complete Table Model or in Kit Form 
Direct from Factory at Remarkable I'rices 

RA N REFE RE 

Fidelity Trust Co., New York 

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY 
(I) DISTANCE -Marvelous distance reception due to cor- 
rect use of the modern Screen (:rid Tube has been verified 
with this set. Stations in New Zealand, Japan, Canada and 
other foreign countries have been clearly received. 
(2) TONE QUALITY- Clear. natural undistorted quality - 
found only in the most expensive sets. 
(3) VOLUME- Plenty of volume even on distant stations. 
(4) TWO DiAL Control gis es sharper tuning for greater 
distance. 
(5) EQUIPMENT-Only extra equipment -Batteries or 
Eliminators, one 222 Tube, two 201A Tubes, one 171A 
Power Tube and Speaker. 
(6) COMPACT CONSTRUCTION - Cabinet measures 
exactly 7 x 7 x 12 inches. Aluminum chassis of latest design. 
(7) KIT -Can he assembled and wired by merest novice in 
less than an hour. Chassis furnished completely drilled. 

SEND US YOUR ORDER NOW -Mention this Series -RC -3 

1EUkNIL1 ALL uaAIIDIRD CO. 
designers and .Manufacturers of Custom. Built 2,a.dios 

Suite7o7, 285 Madison Ave. Find A11 Xew York. City' ereerz_orie -, 
FOUB 

4 
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Thousands of 
Positions 

Open 
Right Now 

at 

Salaries Ranging 

UP to $20000 per WEEK 
for MOTION PICTURE SOUND Engineers 

WE are in contact with chain 
theatres and manufacturers of 

Sound equipment who desire the 
services of competent sound men 
as engineers, projectionists, instal. 
lation and service men. Our em- 
ployment department will assist 
you in making a profitable con- 
nection free of charge. 

GUARANTEE 

Our guarantee insures you that if 
you enroll as one of our students 
and take advantage of the many 
opportunities that your member- 
ship entitles you to your increased 
income will pay the tuition of the 
course many times. We uncon- 
ditionally guarantee that if for 
any reason you are dissatisfied 
(you being the judge) we will re- 
fund every cent you have paid. 

Due to the tact that radio and sound 
are so closely alied, men with radio 
experience are the most adaptable. 

POLICY 
Our course on Sound Projection 
which is prepared by the most 
eminent authorities on Electrical 
Acoustics will qualify you for a 
Profession whose place in the 
engineering world is second to 
none. All of the available knowl- 
edge of the art and the underlying 
fundamental principles of sound 
is given to you in an everyday, 
plain -talk language, as well as 
two weeks' practical training in 
the operation, servicing and instal- 
lation of Sound Equipment. 

DEMAND 
In the 20,000 theatres throughout 
the United States and Canada, 

PROJECTIONIST 
SOUND 

INSTITUTE 
"The Authority" 

EASTON, PENNA. 

r-- 
I PROJECTIONIST SOUND INSTITUTE, 

EASTON, PENNA. 1tC-:t 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me, by return nail, full details o f your Special S cholars 6ip Prop. 

t 
1 

which now employ approximately 
50,000 projectionists, it is esti- 
mated that a very small per cent 
of this number are qualified to fill 
the position as Sound operators. 
Many thouands of new men will 
have to be taken into this field as 
fast as the many thousand unwired 
theatres are wired for sound as the 
additions of sound doubles the 
number of operators required. 
This condition will create many 
thousands of positions at salaries 
up to $200.00 per week. 

The tuition for these courses is 
very reasonable and is payable in 
easy installments as you study. 
Also you have the added conve- 
nience of studying at home in your 
spare time. Fill out and mail the 
coupon below today for special 
scholarship proposition. 

Mail Coupon for Free Information 

-MOM =NI - -- 
otiition on Sound Projection. 

Naine 

Address 

t'it, Mate 
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The BIG 3 always in the SPOTLIGHT 
of Scientific Fiction 

A SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION WHILE READING THE 
MOST MARVELOUS FICTION 

Once you have read your first science fiction magazine, you will never 
let a month pass without making every effort to read the next issue. Hours 
of pleasant pastime are well spent in reading stories that you like- stories 
written by men who have spent many years in study of the science and have 
attained literary success -stories that are entertaining and educational as 
well. In the Science Fiction Group you will read stories of the H. G. Wells, 
Jules Verne and Arthur B. Reeve type, with a techni- scientific background. 

Scienceop 
ON Stories 

SCIENCE WONDER STORIES 
exploits the present and the future by 
giving you the most marvelous stories 
that have ever been put into print. 
Interplanetarian trips, space -flyers, 
talking to Mars, death rays, gravity - 
nullifiers, transmutation of elements, 
trips to other worlds, are some of the 
subjects treated in SCIENCE WON- 
DER STORIES. 

This magazine publishes only sci- 
entific fiction of the type that made 
Jules Verne, H. G. Wells, and Edgar 
Rice Burroughs famous. 

NOW -for the first time, advanced 
thought on scientific crime detection 
is published in a profusely illustrated 
monthly magazine. SCIENTIFIC 
DETECTIVE MONTHLY is truly 
the most amazing publication ever 
issued and the most fascinating read- 
ing ever set into type. 100 pages - 
every one chock full of gripping reve- 
lations and stirring situations. All 
based on newly discovered scientific 
facts. 

Th 25e Copy 

110-Nim* [ 

MAILMAIL 

COUPON COUPON 

NOW N O V 

AIR 
WONDER STORIES 

What will aviation be like fifty 
years hence, one hundred years hence, 
five thousand years hence? 

The answer to this question is found 
in the most unique aviation fiction 
magazine in print. 

AIR WONDER STORIES presents 
solely flying stories of the future, 
strictly along scientific- mechanic tech- 
nical lines, interspersed with explora- 
tion and achievement. All of these 
stories are of the scientific fiction type. 

THEY ARE ALL DRAMATIZED 
MECHANICS OF THE AIR. 

In addition to this, AIR WONDER 
STORIES now publishes interplane- 
tarian stories by which you visit 
strange worlds and strange races and 
find strange adventures. 

On All Newsstands 
or use coupon for Big Saving 

STELLAR PUBLISHING CORP., 
98 Park Place, 
New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed foul $ , for which enter my 
subscript ion to 

( ) SCIENTIFIC DETECTIVE MONTHLY 
( ) SCIENCE WONDER STORIES 
( ) AIR WONDER STORIES 

for eight months. Check which you prefer. 
(Canada and foreign $1.25.) 

Naine 

Address 

City State 
R.C. -330 

8 MONTHS 

ANY ONE MAGAZINE 

$1.00 
(Canada and foreign $1.25) 
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Made of black hard 

I rather. Nickel clip and self- 
Sing lever. 14 Kt. wldte gold 

point and feed. 

The 
A 1..rge ale,ranrial 
I.sut,t.aaru same 
sire as $7 and {a.re 
fountain pens. Made 
d ninIllesi hard rub. 
ben,. hi, 'h is black and 
. d ara,dcally Mend- 
er. Gold filled band 
on rap, gold clip and 
lever. I. Il 1. whi to gold 
pnintaudfee,l. Beauty 
and 1 dig.hW corn hi ne.1 In 
a oat atraedre wanner. 

Trise 1440 a. ( 
tif/lustrationsilcfuaG cSize 

The Black 
and Pearl 

i : 

Aw 

I, l a^.d rn ant 
same 

tivai1 
i;. t.n.'ai 

'Anti,pl. t. in Sum, t. 
durable and Is. 

' cl'i r. ttala. 
There a..ii l,il..,i kohl, 

tPI n ui.l ea- 

Price $5.00 

ertaTtD SR ° Phi:; 
PENCIL POINTED FOUNTAIN PEN 

Á New Idea 'a distinctly dif- 
ferent self- filling 

fountain pen that writes with ink like 
a pencil. It does any kind of writing 
-instantly -on any kind of paper, 
even wrapping paper. Better. 
Smoother. Without a miss, skip or 
blur. Has the advantage of a pen and 
the ease of a pencil. 

FRANKLIN 
SURETY CO 
Assets over 
$L000,000. 
GUARANTEES 
fulfillment 
of all 
promises 
made i 
this 

It works like 
a charm -with 

a light, smooth 
easy glide that ac- 

tually improves your 
handwriting. 
Makes 1 to 4 clear 

AD. carbon copies and your 
originals in ink. Ideal for 

salesman's orders, private 
correspondence, office, sales, 

billing or other records. 
Draws lines to a ruler. 

Not a smudge or blot. The 

THE WRITING 
HEMISPHERE 
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hard smooth ball -like point can- 
not spread, bend or break. Let 
anyone use it. They cannot 
injure or distort it. Patent auto- 
matic feed prevents point from 
clogging. And it never leaks. 
Beautifully made of finest ma- 
terials. Has safety screw cap, 
self- filling lever and clip. It is 
the equal of pens selling at a 
much higher price, and it's 
FREE to try for 10 days. No 
obligations. Simply send the 
coupon along. 

WHAT THEY SAY OF 
I have been Money Order Clerk Ant tickled skinny. It's a 
in the P. O. fur twenty years darling. can make carbon copies 
and this is the best pen I have of orders and entl riginal In 
ever used.-John O. fl,loIWeder, ink to factory instead of pen - 
Monroe, North Carolina. riled sheet.- 

Watson, LI n, III. 1 A. ui 
Your Inkograph is a delightful ram determined to use no other Surprise. The touch is velvety, D. pin my work. If they 

other 
only the flow smooth and Its per- knew the comfort of writing Tormance altogether satisfac- with this pen, every author in foci)- . ;duru dduma, Hod: Dili. with 

world would. I am sure. South ('.Folios' get one. Cheerio. " -(>nmt 
louts Hannon, London., England. Toll have one of the best 

minting idless 
of 

I ever Eight years or more ago. I am- used regardless o1 price. I use chased an Inkngtaph which has the lowest grade stationery and been in almost Constant use there is never a blotch or dur ing that time. This is scratch because of its round rather remarkable, inasmuch smooth point. It is a wonder- as I had many fountain Pena 
but invention.- front cheap to expensive. but N. L. OAry, dltano, rd. none compares with the Inko- 

graph which IS as good and Am a bank teller. Can pick up ready to serve as when I pur- Inkograplr ally time in any chased it.- 
allitw'ordst andesnumberrsiately 

l4:nic bu, ttr, Gnat A'rrk, L. J. the 
same. Try and do it with any Writes smoothly like point was other pen. Can honestly say greased. Makes iro difference 
1 never found a pen so easy what kind of paper. Fine for and tireless to write with.- shipping tags. - 

C. Jr. Moray, di/tntegn, Pa. E. 4. Simms, Jtrery City, S. J- 

IT! 
I must Write end express my 
appreciation to thank you for 
giving the public the oppor- 
tunity to use so wonderful a writing instrument. In my own 
work. inventing. I must Jot 
down my thoughts and ideas 
very quick and I And my Inko- 
graph my first aid. which 
never falls.-B. L. Huey (Lady 
Ldiaon). Nno York. 

Rave Improved 50% in my hand writing since using your Inko- 
graph. - 

J. R. Reed. Loutrdle, Kg. 

You can see the point in It for Insurane, men -for you can 
spread this news but not that 
point. -O, orpa P. Maier. War 
Ph iladt t..h le, Pa. 

In my opinion there Isn't 
baiter Den on the market re- 
gb dless of price. - 

D. J. Brryrron, Lafagrtte. Le. 

We Intend to use the Inkograpb 
generally In the office. It makes 
a splendid carbon on 20 lb. pa- per.- N. n,.,,.t filo(Wet' Company, 
l'dt.tiri)li, l'a.. 

1 

Take Advantage of Our FREE 10 Days Trial Offer 
and f ^'' the r 

s 

o thon,aw le who I, II .. .I t t_e 
\Atn..Al'll is tile le bt writing in,true, -.t t . ,, r .t t. 

INKOGRAPH COMPANY, Inc. 
(l'oad's Largess Pencil Pointed fountain ern Afa,m /error... 

163 -69 Centre St., New York, N Y 

Y, If wRhin lo s' 
SEND NO MONEY sett Is the h° 

t çou 
Maud 

-d rcgud'as of p ice, 
r ..... .. ,;1 niuud ywr uwr.cY. 

DEALERS 
I hug 

nd ion 
t 'Is ̀pric s. 

When Ordering 
7nkograph Put X 

After Style Desired 
$=00 D Mao mark X 

Here 0 if you prefer $`30ó p tad:e aise 

cap 
ring on 

p to be car - s500 0 rigid on ladies' toir or 
a watch tch chain. 

AGENTS 
Stud ter Inaueaara or FREE aale. 
.I..Luut4itmm Sells e.wltieten.. 

NOTE: Wii.n remittance accompanies oiler 
ucil ,.ill be s t stwbi. 

Friers , nido U. S. A., { oa be. 
s t {u.uu; {5.w salo, {ztw and nn.ivauce 

order. 

INICOGRAPH CO., Intl., 13N Centro St., Now Tork 
Y. , n..v setel Ti. ISKObaAr11, I will pay pwnt... S 

plat y n'.:c uu uc... try. 

Nome 

Address 

City State 
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what B16 money 
thew. fellows have made 
in the RADIO BUSINESS 

an One Month Spare Time 
"Recently I made $375 in 
one month in my spare 
time installing, servicing. 
selling Radio sets. And, 
not so long ago, I earned 
enough in one week to pay 
for my course." 
EARLE CUNNINGS, 
18 Webster St., Haverhill, Mass. 

u s$7 In The Meath@ 
"The N. R. I. is the best 
Radio school in the U. S. A. 
I have made $1597 in five 
months. I shall always tell 
my friends that I owe-my 
success to you." 

HENRY J. NICKS. Ja., 
302 Safford Ave., 
Tarpon Springs, Fla. 

$1154 Spare Time Profits 
"Look at what I have made 
since I enrolled, $1,16I- 
money I would not have 
had otherwise. I am cer- 
tainly glad I took up Radio 
with N. R. I. I am more 
than satisfied." 

HENRY R. HEIKKINEN. 
123 W. Erie SL, Chicago, Ill. 

Over SIOOO is Tear Months 
"My opinion of the N. R. I. 
course is that it is the best 
to be had at any price. 
When I enrolled I didn't 
know a condenser from a 
transformer, but from De- 
cember to April I made 
well over $1000 and I only 

-worked in the mornings -" 
AL. JOHNSON. 
1-109 Shelby St., Sandusky, Ohio. 
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J wilt /shWwsp WV 
how to starts 
time or full time 
Radio Business 

of Your Own. 
gvagaut 
Radio's amazing growth is making many big jobs. The world- 
wide use of receiving sets and the lack of trained men to sell, 
install and service them has opened many splendid chances- 
for spare time and full time businesses. 

Ever so often a new business is started in this country. We have seen how 
t he growth of the automobile industry, electricity and others made men rich. 
Now Radio is doing the same thing. Its growth has already made many mea 
rich and will make more wealthy in the future.. Surely you are not going to 
pass up this wonderful chance for success. 

More Trained Radie Mea Needed 11Y1R 'Train Ton At Rowse 1ta This 

A famous Radio expert says there are four 
good jobs for every man trained to hold them. 
Radio has grown . so fast that it simply has 
not got the number of trained men it needs. 
Every year there are hundreds of fine jobs 
among its many branches such as broad- 
casting stations, Radio factories, jobbers, 
dealers, on board, ship, commercial land sta- 
tions, and many others. Many of the six to 
ten million receiving sets now in use are only 
25% to 40% efficient. This has made your 
big chance for. a spare time or full time 
business of your own selling, installing, repair- 
ing sets. 

So Many Opportunities Ton Can Make 
Extra Money While Learning 

Many of our students make $10, $20, $30 a 
week extra while learning. I'll' show you the 
plans and ideas that have proved 
successful for them -show you 

how to begin making extra money shortly after 
i you enroll. G. W. Page, 1807 -21st Ave., S.. 

Nashville, Tenn., made $935 in his spare time 
while taking my course. 

t?- ", I Give Ton Practical Radio Experience 
¿_. With My Course 

My course is not just theory. My method 
gives you practical Radio experience - 

e -you learn the "how" and "why" 
of practically every type of Radio 
set made. This gives you confi- 
dence to tackle any Radio problems 
and shows up inyour pay envelope too. 

You can build 100 cir- 
cuits with the Six Big 
Outfits of Radio parts 

` I give you. The pictures 
\) here show only three of 

them. My book explains 
my method of giving prac- 
tical training at home. 
Get your copy 1 

i bring my training to you. Hold your job. 
Give nie only part of your spare time. You 
don't have to be a college or high school 
graduate.. Many of my graduates now mak- 
ing big money in Radio didn't even finish the 
grades. Boys 11, 15 years old and men up 
to 60 have finished my course successfully. 

Ton Most De Satisfied 

I will give you a written agreement the day 
you enroll to refund your money if you are 
pot satisfied with the lessons and instruction 
service when you complete the course. You 
are the only judge. The resources of the N. R. I. 
Pioneer and Largest Home -Study Radio school 
in the world stand back of this agreement. 

Get My' Rook 
Find out what Radio offers you. My 6I -pago 

book, "Rich Rewards in Radio'" 
points out the money making op- 

'f/ -- L, poriunities the growth of Radio (G has made for you. Clip the ,cou- 
pon. Send it to me. You on't 
be obligated in the least. 

Book, 

-p oaf " 4 

t e431-.../ Address 
J. E. Smith, Pres. 

Dept. OCY 

National Radio Institute 
Washington, D. C. 

J. E. Smith, 
President, 
Dept., OCY 
National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C. 
Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your book. I 
want to know more about the opportunities 
in Radio and your practical method of teaching 
at home in spare time. This request does 
not obligate me to . enroll and I understand 
no agent will call on me. 
Nànie Age 

Address 
City State 
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HUGO GERNSBACK 
Editor 

Short-Wave Opportunities 
By Hugo Gernsback 

DURING the past two years there has been greater 
activity in short -wave radio, perhaps, than in any 
other branch of the radio art. Chile short waves 
themselves are nothing new on the radio horizon, yet 

it is most interesting to note that the general public is, at 

last, becoming aware of the fact that there are such things 
as short waves. 

From 1908 till 1921, radio was a sealed book, so far as 
the public at large was concerned. 'l'hen, when broadcasting 
started its triumphant progress in 1921, the general public 
became interested, and a tremendous boom in radio followed. 

It seems certain that we are to see history repeated, so 

far as the short -wave receiver is concerned. 

tTntil quite recently, it was not possible for the untrained 
layman to buy a short -wave set and operate it himself; and, 
indeed, until a few months ago it was not possible to buy an 

A.C. short -wave set. 

These conditions, however, are being overcome very 

rapidly; and the time is now here when the public at large is 

beginning to ask questions about the possibility of listening 
in to short -wave stations thousands of miles away. 

Until very recently, it was necessary to use the head- 
phones when listening to short -wave programs; hut, during 
t'e last year or so, it has become possible to bring in, on the 
loud speaker, the ( listant programs on the short waves, ,just 

as clearly as with the regular near -by broadcast programs. 

It is no longer a novelty for people in America to listen 
in directly to 21.0 of London (over 5SR' of t'hehnsford) or 
h, l'C.I in Holland; or even to a number of Javanese and 
Australian stations from eight to ten thciusamd miles distort. 

Such things are everyday occurrences today and a recent 
rebroadcast of European programs- which were received in 

America on short waves and retransmitted on American 
broadcast waves by the National Broadcasting Co. and its 
associated networks -has aroused the general public, as per- 
haps nothing else did that has happened in radio in recent 
yea rs. 

Of course, it will be many years before there \call be hourly 
rebroadcasting by our own broadcast stations of the foreign 
programs; and it is doubtful that this feature will ever 
become quite general. In order to rebroadcast a program 
with faultless quality, atmospheric conditions must be abso- 

lutely right, and electrical conditions must be ideal. 

But the man who operates his own short -wave set does 
not require 1005- perfect reproduction in bis programs and, 
indeed, it gives him a far greater thrill to tune in foreign 
programs directly an his own set than to listen to rebroad- 
casts over his regular set. 

Rut the important message, which I would like to broad- 

cast to all professional radio men and Service Men, today, is 

the following: 

There are now available on the market either ready -made 
short -wave sets or sets in kit form, which can readily be 

sold to the public (luring the coming year. It seems quite 
likely that none of the large set manufacturers will attempt 
to sell short -wave radio sets on a large scale, as they do with 
regular broadcast receivers; and it is here that the profes- 
sional radio and Service Man can reap his harvest. All that 
he requires is a good set which, when properly demonstrated 
to a prospect, will almost invariably result in a sale. 

In other words, when the Service Man or radiotricia n 

awakes a call on a customer, he should find out by tactful 
questioning if his prospect is interested in receiving foreign 
programs from Europe or from other parts of the globe. 

the important point to mention is that the type of set needed 
for this purpose is quite low in prier, considering everything. 
and that a demonstration will be gladly made in the pros- 
pect's Own house. This is also comparatively simple; because 
the prospect has already an antenna and ground and his 
own batteries to operate the short -weave set. In case the 
set owner has an A.C. receiver, an A.C. short -wave model 
will, of course, have to be used by the salesman. 

If the demonstration is well made, there is no question 
but that the professional radio man can dispose of quite 
a good many short -wave sets. 

Or, if it is not desired to sell the prospect in his .,wn 
home, it is then a good idea for the professional man to rig 
up a set on his own premises, .'and send out invitations to 
his prospects to came and listen in to foreign short -wave 
programs, at certain times of the day. This is always a good 
drawing card, and many sales can be made in this manner. 

At the present time, it is still necessary (with the majority 
of short -wave sets) to plug in different coils for the dif- 
ferent wavelengths. But radio history is being rapidly made 
and, in a forthcoming issue of Itanto- CR.crr, we will present 
to our readers as entirely new development whereby it has 
now become possible with a single set of inductors -which 
need never be remme(1 from the set -to tune in to all wave- 
lengths between 20 and 200 meters. This, by the way, is 
one of the biggest radio developments in many years; the 
feature will be exclusive with II.anm- CNArr. 

It should be noted that the surface of short -wave possi- 
bilities has as yet not been scratched; and that, sooner or 
later, we will certainly have a real boom in short -wave radio. 
Now is a good time to prepare for it, and lay the ground- 
work for what is to core. 
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Service Men's Department 

OI; of the interesting - -if not the 
most interesting. -high lights of ra- 
dii) service work is that nothing crut 
be taken for granted. Each diag- 

nosis for trouble, he it simple or complex. 
is individual in itself. 

'fake, as an example, the voltage divider 
employed inn "11" eliminator. It is common 
practice to employ the "bridge" type of 
unit; that is, the re.i.st ntee network across 
the output of the filter ,v,ttm, with taps at 
certain points lo provide rrtain fixed volt- 
ages. Yet it is unsafe to assume that all 
radio receivers employ such voltage- divider 
systems; because quite a few employ the 
parallel arrangement. where a separate re- 
sistance is connected between the maximum 
"11-i -" and the tithe or tubes to he operated 
at a certain value of plate potential. 

It is quite common to supply grid bias 
for the output tube by means of a fixed 
resistor connected between the center tap 
of the filament circuit and the grid return 
lead, which is also "li -". Yet it is unsafe 
to assume that all are connected in this 
manner; because some popular receivers 
employ a separate resistor in the "11" elim- 
inator system as the source of bias for the 
output tube. 

One %woad nntorallV assume that, if a 
voltage -divider resistor is used in tun( ttetion 
with a "11" eliminator, and this resistor is 
lapped at cerinin paints for the voltage re- 
quired in the receiver, the tap intended for 
the detector connects directly to the unit 
located in the plate circuit of the detector 
tithe. Yet measurements of the supposed 
"detector" voltage at the divider, and at the 
tube plate, show a difference greater Min 
that which ,huuld be due to the drop acres 
the transformer er primary in the plate cir- 
cuit. 'file di0rettet is due to a drop atru., 
a special resistor located in the detector 
plate circuit of many receivers. This re- 
sistor is used tu drop the voltage to the 
value required for the detector tube, and 
is external to the voltage -divider. 

The fact that two output ternuivals aie 
provided inside the receiver housing does 
not signify that ana output coupling unit is 
enclosed within the receiver. (,tuile a few 
A.C. receivers deigned for operation with 
'71- or 'îl.\ -typa tubes are equipped with 
two output binding posts, but mot veilla out- 
put coupling tn,its. 'Plis (magnetic) speaker 
tips are plugged into these terminals ;std, 
:is such, are directly in the plate circuit of 
the output tube. 

i)vfeets do not occur at the most oc- 
ee.sible paints in an installation. Several 
instances have been found where short cir- 
units were located within the connector plug 
employed to couple a dynamic speaker to 
the receiver proper. Such plugs have four 
or five contacts whereby several circuits are 
closed. An apparent defect in a speaker 
system need not lue located within the 
speaker proper. Check the plugs! 

Edited by ,IOI IN F. RIDER 

MR. JOHN F. RIDER is one of 
those radio authorities who has 

the knack of bringing engineering 
down out of the clouds -or at least 
out of the laboratory -and putting it 
to work for the Service Man. Each 
month he will contribute practical ar- 
ticles, in addition to passing upon all 
the suggestions and experiences offered 
to this department by its readers. 

The ends of shielded cables frequently cut 
Ihruugh the wire insulation and. when jarred 
by vibration of a receiver during operation, 
will enlise intermittent shorts. 

TI gli it is a fact that a very large 
number ut' power packs employ the '140 -type 
rectifier tube with similar capacity values 
in the filter system. the 1).('. resistance of 
the chokes employed in the tiller is not 
always the sane. Investigation among a 

large number of manufacturers shows that 
such resistance %allies wary from about 400 
to about 1,0(10 ohms. 

The fact that one chassis put ont by a 

Heinufacttner utilizes choke rated at, say, 
3:31í ulna. O.C. resistance does not ute:m 
Ihnt the sanie t Ise o( titi is incorporated 
in the "P" sulq.l unit employed ill cun- 
,lumßion %with owl her reedver (.hassis; (c- 
spitc the fact that the rectifier tube is the 
saille in both instances. 

Pillar chokes employed in . \.l'. "lt" elim- 
inators are nut the .:une IS Ibusr eutplayeti 
in the eliluivators of 1).('. reeris trs. Iles 
1%111W the fretplcucy to be filtered is much 
higher, it is possible to employ smaller 
values of indalance; and, since the eurtcnt 
Bunt- through such chokes k much higher 
than in A.C. resistors. the U.l'.resistaaee 
of the %winding is much less. 'the 1).C. re- 
sistance of such chokes varies from a frac- 
tion to about SO ohuts. 

All '40 -type A.C. tulles do not secure their 
grid bins by means of a resistor located in 
the filament center tap- "11 -" grid return 
circuit. (unite a few receivers still employ 
the old "11" eliminator standby. 

All radio receivers have not reached the 
standard of design where it is possible to 

sous ce n high degree of tone quality with 
low %Niue of power output. In many good 
receivers excellent quality is a%ailnhle with 
high gain level; but the reproduction falls 
ofl' when the uoluua is reduced. The fault 
is in the speaker and not in the set. 

'flue fact that a unit is new does not clean 
Ihnt it is perfect. (uuantity production is 
such that a few defcetive units slip by now 
and then. We make particular reference to 
phonograph pick -up units: it is possible that 
they may be defective when purchased. 

'l'hc conventional filler system employed 
in a "lr elimiu :tor is of the "pi" type, with 
two chokes in series %t¡Ill the line and three 
enmle_nsers ;ten IS:: the line. In some of the 
new reeeiitrs, however, the design of the 
liltcr s stem has been changed; the struc- 
ture is still the sane but lite number of 
elements in the system have been changed. 
In stunt., one of the chokes is shunted lid 
capacit; thus forming a parallel resonant 
circuit in series with the line. Filter systems 
are undergoing eh:loges in design. (suite a 
few do not employ the input capacity. 

The fact that an audio coupling unit is 
eont:tined within a uncial e:ur etuipped with 
four output terminals (indicated as "I'," 
"il," "( and "F -") does not signify that 
the unit is a transformer. (suite a few re- 
ceivers arrang ingtedanee- coupled units itt 
such fashion. l'urtherniore, the fact that at 
audio coupling unit hears ounce than tour 
terminals does not Mean that it is :, push - 
pull transformer. Several receivers are 
equipped with single writs housing Iwo 
separate transformer windings eonnected 
into different audio stages. 

'l'c fact that a transformer consists of 
two separate %t hidings, inductively coupled 
to each utbtr, does not mean that the two 
circuits are isolated front each other. Bear 
in mind that. the _rid return lead terminates 
at the "It- -" terminal, and that the latter 
side of the "11- " terminal (uaniel the 
"lt -I -") terminates at the primnu' winding 
of the same transformer. 'l'hus continuity 
testing cannot be dune unless the leads to 
the transformer are disconnected. 

The man who fakes for granted that a 
tube is not shorted will etentnall' pity the 
cost of several new natr,. Short circuits 
are eotnoon among tubes %%Melt have been 
handled.. inserted and with%h: nvn from 
sockets. 'Test all tubes for short circuits 
before inserting into a regular tube tester. 

The fact That perfect continuity is avail- 
able through a uwinding, as determined by 
means of a voltage lest, does not mean that 
the %%hidintg is perfect; it may be shorted. 

'file fact that a reeeiuer nperutes, al- 
though poorly, does not mean that its vir- 
cuit continuity is satisfactory. Open plate 
circuits in the radio- frequency amplifiers 
will not always .stop operation of the re- 
(liver. Open plate- circuit resistors will 
impair performance, but will not interrupt 
operation. 
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AN UNUSUAL COMBINATION 
By Stanley I. Hough 

AN almost unique experience, I believe, 
was that which I enjoyed( ?) when 

called upon to service a monstrosity which 
combined a fine grand piano, a phonograph, 
and a radio receiver. 'l'he instrument was 
called the "l'honpiarad Grand," or some- 
thing equally distinctive. Its design had 
been accomplished by someone with a great 
lack of radio engineering skill, but a coun- 
tervailing surplus of optimistic imagination. 
'l'he owner, u resident on "Millionaire 

Fig. 3 
Luckily, customers t. ll., require servicing lobs 
with silver trimminns have the money to pay 

for them. 

Street" (Summit Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.) 
had paid the trifling sum of $4,500 for this 
eleventh wonder of the world. 

It was a grand piano of high quality, 
with two sliding drawers, one to the left 
and one to the right, which contained the 
receiver and the phonograph, respectively. 
A reproducer and power pack (such as are 
incorporated in the RCA 144 combination) 
were mounted beneath the piano, in such a 

manner that the opening of the speaker 
pointed toward the floor, and the tubes of 
the power unit hung downward, threaten- 
ing to fall at any time to the floor. Both 
traits had been taken from some Victor 
combination; but I ant sure that the de- 
signing engineers in their most fanciful mo- 
ments had never imagined the use to which 
the material would be put. The receiver 
was of the `28" type, comprising eight 
three-volt tubes in a super -het hook -up, with 
center- tapped loop. 

I decided to tackle the radio problems 
first. 'l'he designer, being ignorant of the 
nature of a loop antenna, had designed one 
Of only four or five turns to fit a very Ihm- 

ited space. I replaced this with an in- 
ductor; making it necessary to utilize an 

aerial -and- ground system. This was in- 
stalled by house wiring experts; for the cus- 
tomer was one of those who insist on spe- 
cialization and expert service, and are will- 
ing to pay the price. The connection was 
made to an outlet at the rear of the piano. 

The next problem was to relocate the 
power unit so that the tubes would be in 
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Leaves from Service Men's Note Books 
The "Meat" of what our professionals have learned by their own 

practical experiences of many years 

By RADIO -CRAFT READERS 

KEEP YOUR WATCH AWAY FROM 
THE DYNAMIC 

By George H. Haby 

IHAVE experienced something, while 
repairing sets with dynamic reproduc- 
ers, that should be published to warn 
other Service Men. I temporarily 

spoiled my good watch. through magnetiza- 
lion of its steel parts in the flux thrown off 
by the field windings of a Kolster speaker. 
In. a test, I found the magnet affected a 

compass some distance away, directly in 

front of the reproducer. 

Fig. 1 

l i'hen a service man is working on a dynamic. 
his watch is close to the field coil. I f a can. 
rent turre turned into the windings, it would 

magnetize the watch. 

(Electrical workers have long known the 
necessity of keeping a sensitive watch away 
from the fields of motors and generators. 
'flic electrodynamic reproducer introduces 
into radio a piece of apparatus with strong 
flux; and, while the user of the set does 

not come close enough to it to experience 
this trouble, the Service Man should be 

careful to keep his watch +twat' from the 
field windings of the reproducer while test- 
ing.-Editor.) 

TESTING RADIO RECEIVERS 
By C. Washburn, Jr.. (BS., E.E.) 

VVTHEN answering a service call, I carry 
withh me a Jewell No. 199 set analyzer 

and a small portable tool -box which contains 
the instruments and supplies described be- 
low. 

Upon arriving at the customer's house I 
derive as touch information as possible about 
the action of the set by questioning the 
customer. I then turn. on the set to see that 
the tubes light, and notice whether there is 

any sound in the speaker. 
if the set is battery- operated, I test the 

batteries with the set "off "; using a storage- 
battery discharge meter with ai low- resist- 
ance, 0 -50 voltmeter. The latter affords a 

test of the "B" batteries under load, due to 
the low resistance of the meter. The storage 
battery meter precludes the danger of spil- 
ling acid incurred when using n hydrometer. 

If the set is electric, I insert the plug of 
my set analyzer in one of the sockets of the 

set and read the filament voltage. If this 
is normal, I know that the line -voltage is 
O. K. If not normal, I then test the line 
voltage with the A.C. voltmeter in the ana- 
lyzer. If this test shows normal condition, 
Ì substitute the phones for the speaker, as 

it cheek on the speaker. I then test the 
aerial and ground for a short with the 
continuity tester. The suggested routine 
for testing is tabulated as follows 

Tool s 

Lineman's pliers, long -nosed pliers, side 
cutters. soldering iron and stand, large and 
small screwdrivers, storage- battery discharge 
meter (not a hydrometer); 0 -50 low- resist- 
ance voltmeter; pair headphones. 

ACCESSORIES 

Tubes: one'OLA, one '27, one '80, one '71A; 
one 2 -tuf. :300 -volt filter condenser; one 
.00025 -mf. grid condenser with clips; grid 
leaks; one ground clamp; box of assorted 
screws, soldering hugs; roll of hookup wire; 
coil of aerial wire. 

INYORM]TION FROM SET OWNER 

Age of set? 
General performance? 
Condition prior to defect? 
Changes clade in set? 

TESTS ON BATTERY SET 
Tubes light? 
Sound froid speaker? 
Test batteries; 
Test circuit: 
Test tubes: 
Repair. 

TESTS ON A.C. SET 
Fihauuent voltage? 
Line -voltage? 
Check speaker; 
Aerial and ground; 
Tube voltages -plate -grid? 
Continuity tests. 
Repair. 

Fig. 2 
,llr. Washburn uses cheap, lo'uresistance meters 
to give a load test of batteries, before going 

over the set with his analyzer. 
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an upright position. out of .sight, vet :II 
cessible for servicing. This required the 
construction of a special hinged hanger, 
which could be lowered for service work. 

Since the speaker produced disturbing 
harmonies in pants of the piano itself, an 
unusual amount of experiment with sound- 
insulating materials tea, necessary, to cor- 
rect the eonditiun without producing "echo 
chamber" effects that would injure the 
piano's tone. This was linally done; a rat- 
tle in the speatier's (sue was finally elimi- 
nated by installing a new felt -edge cone, 
after vainly trying to re- center the old Ic. 

Last, Litt not least, value interference. 
This was finally reduced. suflicientiv to 
satisfy the customer, by installing special 
filters, one on an oil burner. and Inc on a 
small motor. 

The phonograph was checked, and re- 
placement of the (entering rubbers was the 
only thing found necessary. 

With a sigh of relief, I gathered my tools 
-only to lind I had sighed too soon. The 
butler stopped me at the door, to inform 
me that the antenna outlet plug most be 
changed to match the colors of the room 
before the work could be :wedded as com- 
plete. A few days later. 1 installed a silver - 
plated outlet plate. 

Can you beat it I would be very nmh 
interested to hear from anyone Nth,' lie 
had the opportunity to service an:. 
outfit as I have described. 

DIREC`ION 01 

40741 ON 

TONE ARM 
NEEDLE 

TICKKUP REF O.E 

Fig. 4 
This use of the saur dise for radio and pinrno- 
araph at once is not only amsing, hat a test 

of yaa/ity. 

A RADIO- PHONOGRAPH KINK 
By Louis B. Sklar 

I<Iti o is a very novel whew.. of playing 
Htht' radio and phonograph simultane- 
misty. Anone having an tectrie pick -up 
and a phonograph can perform this stunt 
without difficulty, as shown above. 

Looking at the layout, pun see that the 
pick -up needle is at one side of the record; 
while the tone -arm needle is exaetIv oppo- 
site. When the record starts to rotate, mu- 
sic will be heard coning from the 
graph as well as from the radio speaker. tr. 
The music from the two speakers will be 
slightly tint of synchronism. because the 
two needles are not. on the sauce I ' t of 
the record; even though they are placed 
in the same groove. 'Ibis produces an ef- 
fect as if instrument were playing and 
the other aecougs:ntt iug it; it is particularly 
noticeable on :I voice record. 

Any radio fan who has the necessary 
equipment will lind this stunt very amusing. 
Radio Service Men will lind this sehme 
a very good attraction in selling radio 
pick -ups. 

TESTING THE '80 ON 110 -VOLT D.C. 
By Jack Sadowsky 

VVHERE the Service Man finds it neccs- 
sors to test n full -wave rectifier tube 

Fig. 5 
I .,-J ia, Nd.a Will Se, 
(IS CT mater, for the Service oho ¡Ow ha, 

not an ;,,.stover titled for ßs11 lakes. 

of the '8(1 type, and alternating current for 
the purpose is not available, or umilli:un- 
meters with high ranges are not availabl 
(the usual positions for such ;5 -11u1. scale 
meters are indicated al MI and M9 in 
Fig. 5) the writer suggests the use of 10- 
watt lamps. These light up, showing the 
approximate moonlit of current passed by 

Vi I IA7 IS THE COMMONEST 
TROUBLE IN THE 
R. F. AMPLIFYING 

CIRCUIT? 
RADIO -CRAFT especially invites its 
readers to send in their answers to 
this question during the coming month, 
so. that we may have, as it were, an 
open forum on the subject in our May 
issue. Each month a different subject 
for discussion will he propounded. 

.act plate of Ihn' 'lia. With n little prac- 
tice, and it comparison or two with at mil - 
lia tomeler. a _ont idea will be uhlatttle(' of 
the condition If the tube. The lut -watt 
atups are indicated at Iti and I {2. 

I'datlllIlt current of the correct amount 
for the tube is obtained through resistor 
113, which may have a salue of fie 0100x. 

Olhe1,11Ni', two 32-e.p. carbon- lil:uuent 
lamps. or at 21.0-watt lamp bank, may be 
Ilse(]. 

MAJESTIC "9l'6" CONDENSER PACK 
By J. A. Shafer 

WHEN testing the power pack in the 
Jlajestic '91'G," for shorts in the eon- 

( nser hank, n reading will be obtained ('ti 
t he earlier models) Between the second and 
1 w lifth taps. This is due to a choke co I, 

210 DH S 210 us RED 2000 0i4 10 

+308 
ho Niiit) 

SPECIAL PLUG 
75'ANGLE 

BLUE 

BLUE 

9PC. 
BALLAST 

100.130Y. 

Fig. 6 
The schematic circuit of the earlier Majestic 
"91'ó" power pack, .showing the choke between 

detector and poa't'ramplifier tap. 

which is mounted inside the condenser can, 
and connected between these two taps. 

In the later wiuhis, this choke has been 
replaced by a resistor. In case of an open 
in this (hake or resistor, there will be nu 
plate voltage at the detector tap. 

REPAIRING MAGNETIC SPEAKERS 
By Elden L. Cherry 

T111: independent Service Jinn, who is 
called upon to repair all kinds of sets, 

is likely to have among his customers many 
who are still using cone- or horn -type loud 
speakers, of the designs popular at few 
years back. Most of these were intended 
for use with sets with low output current, 
being wound with 40 -gunge wire; and an 
open for burnt -out coil is a eommon diffi- 
culty. You may consider such speakers ob- 
solete; but to tell the owner of one, "Your 
speaker is not worth repairing," does not 
add to y profit or prestige. In fact, 
satisfying the en.lomer with a proutpt and 
economical repair .lob is just the kind of 
work that is likely to eautst' hilu to recom- 
mend you to his friends. 

At first, it might appear too troublesome 
it jilt) to he worth bothering with; but, with 
the improvised device shown in the sketch, 
I have found it to he a comparatively siluple 
operation. It is also a profitable one; .since 
a job for which your customer will readily 
pay $1.50 or 2?.50 ea:u be done in about 

NUI FOR ADJUSTING 5CRE5 IS SOIDE `END THRUST 
TO UNDERSIDE OF FRANE BR4'o 

SHEET METAL FRANE RENT 
10 &NAPE AS SNOWN- 

BOBBIN Of 
SPEAKER COIL 

Fig. 7 
11r. Cherry ,p, ieLty eeteindt a magnetic speak- 
er's armature coil in thi., rnanner. Extra care 
must be taken to correctly "pole" the repaired 

coil. 

thirty minutes. '1he winding of the coil it- 
self requires only about list' minutes. 
wire costs nothing; since it van he obtained 
from the secondary of a defunct anti/ 
transf, rmcr. 

Of course, speakers of too old at type, hav- 
ing n unit built like a headphone, are not 
words bothering with: but the ones in most 
common Ilse our usually If the halanced- 
arnlature type (Baldwin, t'tnh. roc.) which 
err quite easy to repair. These have a sin- 
gle coil wound nn at Iiakelitr or fiber hut) - 
hin. t ter removing Ihis from the unit, 
i1 wood plug is fitted to tole hide as shown; 
and a small rod is passed through the plug 
and held in the chuck of the hand drill, as 
shown. The bobbin need not be centered 
ex:utl'. 

The audio coil used to supply the wire 
is also mounted on a wooden core and a 
large brad in each end serves as a shaft. 
'Phis coil is heavy and should be centered 
as nearly as possible; however, mounting it 
on a vertical axis avoids most of the trouble 
due to any lack of balance. This also al- 
lows the paper between the layers of wire 

(Continued on pale 467) 
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Operating Notes for Service Men 
Sonie of the simplest things cause the most trouble. The Service 
Man says to himself: "! ought to hat'e known that; l won't tell 

anyone how dumb I ami." Mr. Freed tells on himself. 

By BERTRAM M. FRIED 
Ill: Spnrton "301" and "0:111)( ' em- 
ploy six 1 pr -tat a -%oit l' :mdon tubes 
in .tirs: if one ut' the tubes is ttith- 
di s i. the pilot light twill 

With the pilot light either "shot" or redan cd, 
the lilanat voltage on the tais will rise. 
1)o not rephoce the tubes in a Sp:iiton with 
1t.C.A. or ('unninghuu litho,. or similar 
types; because the heater voltages in Ibo it 
are ton high. 'l tercftirc, replacing the Woad- 
:out 4H Is ttit11 ` -'is will cause trouble. 

In the Str. uuuln rg- l'artson eereen -grid 
nunhI.s, "1"11 uiny :appeau tu ht a lisrvl "Hi- 
denser in the plate circuit of the detector 
is, in reality, an Ill'. choke 1.1 housed with 
two .11005-nif. fixed condensers l'I, ('2, whose 
center connection is grounded. 'l'ho other 
side of earl' roudrnsrr is connected to itnr 
end of the choke: the rouabinal inn ser%es as 
at lote -pass band litter. The N% liter l'ail the 
experience of testing tine of these tuodels. 
and obtaining a "short" reading across the 

Fig. 3 
"RaRfe" in a ,huamie :rill of/ ii I' rorr,cted 
when the primary of the re produ,n'.ç match, ino 
transformer 77 is shouted by a fixed condenanr 

C1 of correct rapacity. 

terminals of this choke. Ile iuuurdiately eut 
the "condenser" ul as defeetive, and threw 
it out of a fourth -story window; only to 
walk dtiwn, a little while later, to reeuver 
it! (See Fig. I.) 

l'he "radio- plaonn' switch on the Sonora 
"t 4" should he eve mined, it a complaint of 
lark of vnl inn, k mode after a week's u'c- 
repliuu. ('Iran Ihr contorts of the switch. 

In sets 'Mich use "n type tubes in the 
I1.1'. :ad .\.F. si igr., trilli a '2; as drlcotor, 
bout has often been minimized by wrapping 
it sheet of tin fait, or putting n metal cup, 
over the dtdctlor and gro ¡Tulin g it. 

Zenith and Fada Models 
Iut the Zenith "Piet v" surir. (Models 52, 

5:1, 54, 532, 542) Ili, biasing resistor for the. 

screen -grid I{.F. :nnplilicr has been found 
open several liures, in the e tiler's experi- 
ence. 'l'his resistor, indicated by vellow in 
the color rode, has a value of 400 ohms: the 
biasing resistor for the pn.h -putl stage, 
which is colored black, has a :dore of 2,110(1 

ohms. Fig. 2 illnst¡ utis this. 
Readings of plate % 'lte -us and plate cur- 

rent on Zenith r,'ivrs abuuld he taken 
with the vnlunu' control in 'hua\ittnoti" 
position, because the controls are tither fila- 

Fig. I 
I!,,ny modern sets lit n special T.P. filter ill 
the detector plat' circuit; the .crhrntatie of this 
portion of a Si rarnberp.Carrlson set, for el 

ample, is shown above. 

meld rheostats or potentiometers controlling 
Ill'. plate voltages. 

'l'ht' Fada "10.t C" and ' °20.\(°' are :dike 
except for the type of reproducer tu be 
used; the former model uses :a magnetic, 
and-the latter is designed for use tt itla a 

D.C. dynamic, for the field winding of which 
it supplies current. Sine' the set itself 
contains the output transformer, only a 

Fada 1). U. dynastie reproducer can Le :id- 
v:mtngeonsl used Willi the "20. \l':' 

\ \'hen rrplatiug vnhlna 1'01111,1. in a l'ntla 
1.l'. nutlet, tare with respect to the con- 

nection of the leads must be exercised. 
,.haft is intariably connected lu the chassis. 

11 man be found that Arcturus 12; lobes 
of :n' early design will cause oscillation in 
the Fada "Ili;' "20" :itch ";ii' models. The 
reason is that these sets %t ere neutralized 
wills lta lliituuu 22ís, whose characteristics 
are soutcwhat different. 

Radiolus and Reproducers 
The "8f).\" ltadiuht is now being sold in 

Jorge numhcrs, by many dealers. 'l'u a writer 
has (wine across quite a number, of this 
motll, whirls :our I nist ; so unah sou, in fact. 
Ihnl the slightest ,jar will cause the set to 
emit suund.v as 11'1,1.11 IIle nether regions. 'Po 

remedy this, emcee the chassis front the 
cabinet, and clean the ohms[ uts with steel 
N104/1; make both resistance strips clean and 
shiny, and tripe them with a clean rug. 

l'hr "41 -\l "' and "Ii.. \( "' ltadiotas have 
a Itndeury to oscillate tut high waNelungths, 
TO rcmt(h 1ilia lrtiuhlt, ad lust the roan- 

Fig. 2 

Position of the biasinn resistor for the . 

s rid .F. stun. in Zenith radio sots of K tir 
"Fifty" series. 

ptusaturs, whirls are situated in front of the 
condenser gang. It trill be necessary to re- 
nuavc the chassis fruuu the eahinel, to tin so. 

.\ % -etc dittirult husk, unless une knows the 
knack of it, is to replace the "100.1" mag- 
netic reproducer chassis in the "30. \" 
Iiauliola. Many remove the large and cunt - 
I,rrsouie power pinot tu get at the speaker, 
before they discover the right method. Here 
it is: 

ltcuatve the front sptaktr grill by pulling 
out une .side (the loft side, as you face the 
set) and remove the screen at the bottom 
of the cabinet. Loosen the four screws hold- 
ing the unit; and the speaker will drop out. 
through the opening in the bottom of the 

u a bi net. 
It is easy tu adjust a u h nnutic reproducer 

which has a screw to tighten the web of the 

SET LEAD 

WATER COLLECTS 
HERE J 

Fig. 4 
The ti,'.rretled s .,f red oar,' sip oat c l- 
tout. dur to kilt agr ' from the hallo in dump 
.canker, illustrated above, (ans.! much 

o .11r. Fred and his fellow Service Men. 

voice -coil tronc to the field magnet. If the 
rtccivcr has at linon etmtrul, aul,just this fin- 
homiest hou; ur place aerial on the grid of 
the detector tube, Loosen the screw in the 
reprotlueer, to allow free action of the voice 
toil; :std :nlj ist the roue :iud coil until the 
fill-11 de nuls is hr:nt1 loudest. 'l'ighton the 
screw; :and the [nier -roil should then lie 
found properly centered. 

.\ lived condenser (say .015-inf.) con- 
nected across the priuuny of the output 
transfo noel. %t hid] feeds n dynastic repro- 
ducer will often eorreel what appears tu 
Is a rattle in the speaker. (Fig. 3.) 

It Was All Wet 
onuc time ago, I was given :t service 

problem on which most of the men in 
our uullit hod tried their luck: the manager 
said it was "nut of those ,pubs ¡' and that 
I should take nay turn it it. One of our 
customers had a I'uighl six -tube 1).('. re- 
ceiver, whirl) he found almost inoperative 
after every shower, four a day or two. 

I answered that it was a "pipe," and 
asked fur plenty of aerial eynipmcnt: where- 
on the manager I:mghud, and said that the 
rust 'r had already had three installa- 
tions. Nevertheless, I took plenty of ma- 
terial, and [vent me way to that section of 

(f 'main Hed' tai IN, Ile 467) 
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Servicing the Freshman "QD -16S" 
A popular, early screen -grid A.C. model is analyzed here for the 

Service Man 

CONTINUING our consideration of 
the problems encountered in servic- 
ing popular receivers of the 1925 -9 

season, we come to the Freshman 
"QI)- 165 " - one of the sets which intro- 
duced the screen -grid tube to the public. 
It is a four -tube A.C. electric set, employing 
a '22 screen -grid tube (with alternating 
current on the filament) in a stage of tuned 
radio frequency; two tuned circuits couple 
the output of this tube to the input of the 
'27 grid -leak detector. Two stages of auto - 
former- coupled audio frequency follow; the 
first is a '26 and the power tube a '71A. 

With this set, the most common complaint 
is the lack of selectivity in congested areas. 
This may be due to one or more of the 
following causes: 

(1) Antenna, including aerial, lead-in, and 
ground wire, may be too long; 

(2) The regeneration control Cl may be 
improperly adjusted; 

(3) Tubes may he bad; 
The first error is the most important; and 

is due to the fact that the R.F. amplification 
is high in proportion to the numher of tuned 
circuits. The over -all length of the antenna, 
as defined above, should not exceed a hun- 
dred feet. 

Secondly, the regeneration control should 
be so adjusted that the highest selectivity 
and volume are obtained. 

By HAROLD WEILER 

REAR 

V4 V5 V2 V1 v5 

PANEL 

Tube layout of the Freshman "QD -16S" 

Thirdly, the tube operation is critics , and 
the tubes should be tested. 

If the receiver is noisy, first disconnect 
the antenna; if the disturbance then ceases, 
the set is not at fault. If the noise con- 
tinues, it is necessary to trace further. 

Rotate the vol control; if it is noisy, 
clean the contact arm and resistance strip. 
Change the grid -leak; using a 2- or 3- 
megohm resistor. 

Use test circuit (Fig. 2) with "A" tip on 
orange and "11" tip on reti lead of the first 
A.F. transformer, to see if the noise is here. 
Do the same with the second AI'. unit. If 
a transformer is found noisy, remove it 
and heat over a stove to dry out the mois- 
ture. 

Tests in the Peck 

Clicking noises may be due to dust on the 
condensers, chokes or transformer in the 
power pack. 

Frying and sizzling noises may 1w at- 
tributed to an imperfect voltage- divider or 
defective rectifier. Either of these is indi- 
cated as defective by fluctuating output 
voltages. 

If a howl (not due to a microphonic tube) 
is heard, a frequent camuse is an open by- 
pass condenser across the detector tap in 
the pack. Hum may be due to an open 
filter condenser, or an overload in the power 
pack. 

An open '80 rectifier also will cause hum, 
accompanied by slightly lower voltage. To 
test the filter choke, short the two dark 
green leads. If the huta increases, the choke 
is working properly. 

If the '22 tube does not light, attach the 
"A" and "1i" tips of the meter tester (Fig. 
1) to the two blue leads of the power trans- 
former; the ureter should register. If no 
grid bias is obtained, and the filament wind- 
ing is perfect, check the grid resistor 1t6, 
by placing "A" tip on the white lead of the 
transformer, and "R" tip on the grounded 
end of the antenna coil. If the meter does 
not show continuity, replace with a 1,500 - 
ohm resistor. 

If the '26 tube remains unlighted, place 
the tester tips on the two pink leads; the 
meter should show continuity. If "C" bias 
is lacking, place the "A" tip on the black. 

(Continued on page 466) 
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.',rhrmatiC circuit of the Freshman "QD -16S" screen -grid receiver: correct coupling between L3 and L4 is an important selectivity factor in this set. 
Values not shown above are: Cl, 35 mmf.; C4, CS, 0.25 -mf. (1500 v.); C6, 2 mf.; C14. C11. I mf. (2000 r.): C7, CS, C12. 1 mf. (1000 v.); C9, 

C10, 0.25 -mf. (500 r.). RI, R2, R3, R4, RS are 40,000, 25,000, 12,500, 12,500, and 10,000. ohms, respectively 
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NIarch, 1930 RADIO -CRAFT 

The Construction of a 
Radio Work Bench 

Description of a versatile piece of shop furniture which 
may be conveniently arranged for the 

Radio Service Man's use 

By H. L. WEATHERBY 
IP is eery unusual to find a ua:nu with 

no uachanic.11 ahilIt and with no de- 
sire to make things. It seems to he 
as human a Irail fur the tour_ male 

of the species to desire uwelrniir.11 pla 
things and tools, as for the girls to wall 
to play with dolls. 'Phis tentlene should 
he encouraged in the buy; anti in adult lieu 
it may dowelop into our of the most inter- 
sting of 1lastinirs and hubbies. 'l'ie homer 
worlahnp should I,1. it part of I'Ir mums 
mutt ,)cry bis holm.. It ua\ neeept :no 

:111i, ,nano, a place in 1111. basement or gar 
age; hut. wher(i er it tu:1\ he. every man 
should bane a place where he can tinker 
with parts of the family cur, where he can 
Lake his radii apart and put it hack to- 
gether, or build one, where he e:m make 
new or repair 1111. old furniture. In short. 
he ought 111 h:n1. a play 1..0111, hat :t play 
roam that will meld tuarrrelons returns in 
peace of mind and in pr,duels 1111'llell nut. 

q'h1. shop should hr well lighted naturally 
and artilicial. for day or night work. .\ 
basement room is usually dark and damp. 
Tools become rusty :old the floor is usually 
of cement, which is I1 :1 rut to daunt nn. 'Then, 
Imo, edge tools which are dropped on it dull 
ru aulily, ;and others tweak. Iu building :a 

11011s1. one room, well lighted and \cult ill hlt 1, 

should he left for a shop, 
. \nether feature to consider is heal, in 

northern climates particularly. The shop 
shoohl be supplied w ills heat; gas, if avail- 
able. ..11.111111 be piped to the shill); an electric 
light line, by all means. should he at h:uit; 
ail running water is a _rent eon cnienee. 
None of these things, however, is an abso- 
lute necessity; so du nut be discouraged if 

.0 lark some of theut. The uuain con- 
siderations are light. %entil :Ilion, :tad gaud 
tools. I:veu the hest work11cau cannot do 
good work with hod tools. 

()It WHAT HAVE YOU? 
WE will he glad to receive from 

vv any of our readers suggestions 
as to the ideas which they have found 
time- and trouble- saving and general!) 
useful in the radio workshop. The 
bench equipment designed by Mr. 
Weatherby is here shown with illus- 
trations indicating its adaptation to 
radio service and repair work. as well 
as set building and experiment. - 
Editor. 

Design of Work Bench 

The woe* bench illustrated is one which 
cru u1kuan, skilled it olherw'ise, need he 
ashamed of. It is sturdy and is of sufficient 
.size to meet all ordina.r demands. It has 
at electrical outlet for the soldering iron, 
glue put, and other electrical appli.uures. 
\ _as connection is moulded on the huard 

for use with a Bunsen 11111.11..1. nt' whore un 
eleutrk- :uI clue pot is not :nail :able. .\ngdc 
spare un the bads is 111,1% ¡deli file liuls. .\ 
trough is Imo' ided in the top for planes; 
saws may be hung Oil the ends of the bench. 
\ nail -:old -sorti couqmtnaut hnx is found 
in a eunccnitut place; and C:ahinels :alt(' 
(1r :nyIT,s bel.oc tun mush maple storage space 
fur finishing ua :aleri :115 :lad spe6:11 tuHts. 

.11 the I. the :earl: Lego t'1: is 
sl can ire, d Toth on, tor, fun 
the Ai, 7,et tI ii; s nose. !n this 
fn,..i!in, /hey :rill be vast CUn- 

.r.ect lier .u., L text; 
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Al,, II.,,tLrrb: 
1 

,11 , 
I 

the F,m, 
u. , l.: tt,i(,., . rir 1,111, II. 
aad !fr t,1.. , .,,wl //:14/1 .,ni.i 4,, 

ha.). ar 

bench should he lilted with a good wuid -- 
worker's eist' and a1 small machine eisc. The 
total rust, not including equipment. ptuh- 
ahlc will not exceed Iwrlae tlollaurs. 

'hie material duly be purchased machined 
to size and assembled at home; 
though it may cost slightly more if this is 
done. 3alring for granted that :r shop is 
.lust being equipped, Will tools and equip- 
ment are scree; mud it will not be till e:usy 
natter to }Wild n bench tacking proper im- 
plements with which to build it 'Hie eon- 
shan't i1111 of Ibis 111.1101. howrcer, is very 
simple and with the ordinary home tails it . 
is easil assembled. 

Bill of Lumber 
Secure from the mill the fallowing ma- 

terial, which should be maple or oak. \laplu 
makes the host work bench, but n gol /11 grate 
of while oak runs it a dose second: 
1 purrs for legs, 2 in. x Ya . in. x :S'S1 in.; 
I piece for t o t , , 1 1 : . ii. x Ya in. x I t in.; this 

should be glued up from mega% strips, 
mitt grooves should 6t' rut in etch cnt 
for the eat pieces, the grain of luich 
runs al right :naglrs to 1111. Imp. 'í'111. 101 
trough shallot also be rut in the hack side 
and a 1._ in. piece set in front the llottiln 
with slaw WS. 

Y pieces for top It!, in. x :I in. x 23 in; these 
ti to li :1yr tongues cut uu thrill, to fit 
thu gr.utr.s in the ends of the top. 

The 'work bench rearranged for r' ... radintririan's tools 
replace the carpenter's. The .1, ell o-/, r.; shrew at'.: u .1.C. "Alodul 78," 
l- 3.15.15: 1.,41 reading: and three P.C. ".lfodel 88" with these scales-0-15-150 

ma. and O-73 -cult; 0 -1 -1U -mop.; and U- 150- 300.730trolt. 
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4 pieces for long frame, 2 in. x 21/2 in. x 
33 in.; 

4 pieces for end frame, 2 in. x 21/2 in. x 
18'/2 in.; 

1 piece for tool panel, 1 in. x 181/2 in. x 
48 in.; this will probably have to be glued 

' up. 
2 pieces for ends, ?! in. x 18y., in. x 19 in.; 

these are to he fastened in places with 
screws. 

1 piece for back, 3/4 in. x 23 in. x 29 in.; 
1 piece for drawer front, s,4 in. x 31/4 in. x 

16 in.; 
1 piece for drawer front, 4 in. x 6 in. x 

16 in.; 
1 piece for drawer front, 3/4 in. x 71/2 in. x 

16 in.; 
% in. soft wood for sides and backs of 

drawers, and % in. plywood for bottoms; 
2 pieces for door, 3/4 in. x 2 in. x 19 in.; 
2 pieces for door, 3/i in. x 2 in. x 12 in.; 
1 piece for door, panel 1% in. x 9 in. x 16 in.; 
1 piece for partition, 1 in. x 21% in. x 

22 in.; this may be common pine faced 
with an oak strip on the front edge; 

1 piece for bottom, t/2 in. x 18 1/2 in.; 
2 pieces for drawer partitions, 1 in. x 

21/2 in. x 17 in.; 
Scraps for drawer slides; 
6 pieces for nail box ',4 in. x 31/2 in. x 4 in.; 
1 piece for nail nox, 1/2 in. x 2 in. x 24% in.; 
1 piece for nail box, '/ in. x 4 in. x 241,4 in.; 
1 piece for tool holder 1 in. x 1'/2 in. x 

28 in. 
All this wood should be surfaced and 

sanded, if it is possible to have this done. 
However, if the frame of the bench and 
the top can be assembled, a vise may be 
attached and the job finished on the bench 
itself while under construction. 

For assembling of the frame, through 
mortises are cut in the legs, for the long 
or front and back rails. The short or end 
rails are cut perfectly square and to the 
right length, and held in place with long 
bolts (as the drawings show) which also 
hold the tenons in the long rails. 

RADIO -CRAFT March, 1930 

WORK BENCH DETAILS 

METHOD USED /N FASTEN /NG FRAME TOOL TRAY 

,# Bo/t, ¡Through mortise 

ore for nut 

DRAWER CONSTRUCT /Ox 

Groove bottom into 
sides and front 

CAB /NET DOOR 

Fasten pane/ with sertes 

The joints used in framing the bench are shown here in such a manner that their exact nahae may 
be determined. The construction is simple; and the worker who has not the facilities for doing this 

joinery can frequently purchase the woodwork ready finished for assembly. 

After the frame has been securely bolted 
together, the top is fastened down with 
long screws through the end and side rails. 
After this the vise may be mounted on the 
left end, which projects slightly farther 
than the right end to care for this. The 
bench then may be finished up at one's 
leisure and at home. 

The construction and lilting of all parts 
are fully shown'in the details. Pulls, hinges, 
and lock should be set; and then the bench 
should be carefull- sanded, given a coat of 
light filler: and varnished with one or more 
coats of good varnish. The bench, if care- 

fully constructed of good sound hardwood, 
will he a very strong, serviceable piece of 
equipment. 

He/de, ro, 
g /ue pot 

2/ 
Z4" 

Glas severs/ pieces for lop 

Attach Blech -loot and gas outlets lo pare/ 

aa 

z 

WORK BENCH 
FOR THE HOME SHOP 

iAttach top with /oy 
ecrews through fromsr4.,Q 

Loa/ 

_ 
d! 

A/tech wnodvise 

f,c,,bì,,at con_ 
portrient with 
shelves 

Bon 

fasten pore/ 
with screws 

28-through boten 

.lotion rte Fasten 
bath ways with 

screws 

Leg Frame End 

The complete detail of the different parts of the work -bench is included in this sketch, the plan view 
Geint at the tap. The modifications to adapt it to radio service use are simple and at the option of 

its future user. 

Equipping the Shop 
With the bench constructed we should 

turn our attention to equipping the shop. 
Nearly everyone has a few of the common 
tools; but we will give a rather complete 
list, to select from as pocketbook and de- 
sires suggest. The prices given are only 
approximate, but they will serve as an in- 
dication of what one should pay. 
Block plane 1.50 
Jack plane 3.2.5 
Marking gauge .50 
Try Square .50 
Back saw 1.75 
Hand crosscut saw 2.00 
Hand rip saw 2.00 
Wood vise 4.00 
Machine vise 5.00 
1/; in., 1/2 in., 3/t in., I in. chisels 4.00 
Dividers .50 
Spokeshave 1.00 
Square 1.00 
Ituule .10 
Duplex oil stone .50 
Cahinet scraper .90 
Pliers 25 
Bit brace 2.00 
Set of bits 2.00 
\' :ail sets .20 
1411001er .90 
\I=Ilct .50 
Countersink .20 
flack saw .35 
Coping saw 25 
Files .25 
Screwdriver .25 
Automatic drill 1.50 
Glue pot 1.75 
Bunsen burner .75 
Emery grinder 2.00 

The list given here will cost approxi- 
mately forty dollars. It can be added to as 
occasion demands; wrenches, punches, drills, 
snips, soldering iron, etc. It is largely a 
question of the nature of one's work and 
what he may wish to invest. On the other 
hand, ten dollars spent on tools will yield 
wonderful returns. 
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Causes and Cure of Radio Interference 
(Part Ill) 

A further consideration of the electrical "strays" that cause poor 
reception, and of the methods required to discover their points of 

origin and combat them 

By F. R. BRISTOW 
Supervisor, /tome Study Division, R. C. A. Institutes, Inc. 

TROUBLES rising from the normal 
operation of domestic and other elec- 
trical appliances were considered 
last month. We shall close this series 

with a brief consideration of the troubles 
arising from power- distribution systems. 

A few of the sources of inductive inter- 
ference caused by trolley, elevated, and sub- 
way traction lines are: Sparking commu- 
tators; trolley and rail contacts; sparking 
of motors driving the air compressors on the 
cars; sparking at the contactors of the 
controllers; faulty line insulators; and poor 
rail bonding. A longer list could be writ- 
ten; but this is sufficient to indicate some 
of the possible sources. 

It is often found that disturbances from 
any one of the above causes may create lit- 
tle or no interference close to their source; 
but the high- frequency currents generated in 
such cases travel by means of the rails or 
power lines and thus may cause interfer- 
ence in locations at considerable distances 
from the source rather than locally. In 
some localities, trolley and feeder wires 
often run parallel with telephone, telegraph, 
or light wires; and the high-frequency im- 
pulses originating in these lines are trans- 
ferred by induction to the other lines paral- 
leling them. In this way, the interference 
which started in one line may extend for 
great distances in other lines. It is condi- 
tions of this kind that make radio inter- 
ference sometimes a "will -o'- the -wisp" and 
almost impossible to trace to its source. 

Instances have been known where inter- 
ference has been set up from spark dis- 

e 

1, JJ S E 

HORN GAP 
ARRESTER. 

SERIES 
RESISTANCE 

1:_r:, 
:WM- 

;4.2" ..T-°' AJS _ . . ... 1L.. .- 

Fig. 24 
The resistor in series between the horn -gap 
arrester and ground damps the natural oscilla. 
tion of the circuit and reduces interference 
caused by atmospheric sparking across the gap. 

Fig. 23 
"Static" noises may be caused by imperfect 
contacts within a potter transformer, usually 

at the points indicated. 

charges occurring through the oil film be- 
tween the shaft and bearings of rotary con- 
verters. ' l'iris trouble was overcome either 
by insulating the base, or by making an 
electrical connection between the base and 
the shaft through a wiping contact. Ex- 
amples of this kind are interesting because 
they serve to show unlikely places that may 
be sources of radio interference. 

Street Lighting 
Defective lamp sockets, grounds caused 

by the power-supply lines coaling into con- 
tact with the branches of trees, especially in 
wet weather, and loose splices, are all causes 
of radio interference. 

A loose primary cut -out on a transformer 
will often cause trouble. Fig. 23 shows the 
general position of the cut -out in an actual 
installation. If a good tight contact is not 
made at the cut -out, slight vihrations of 
the pole will cause nlinute interruptions in 
the current supply, and result in surges be- 
ing radiated to great distances either side 
of the defective unit. All wire lines parallel 
or close to the line, in which the faulty part 
is connected, will pick up this disturbance 
by induction and propagate it for miles. 

If arcing occurs between a transformer 
case and the prinn:my- leak of a high- poten- 
tial line, it will produce a harsh buzzing 
sound from the loud speaker. This noise 
often hem ues SO loud that broadcast re- 
ception is blotted out for hours. 

High-Potential Systems 
High- voltage transmission lines contrib- 

ute to radio interference problems, chiefly 
because of leaks. condensers, and also be- 

cause of heavy surges of current set up by 
some faulty unit. This disturbing energy 
is transferred 1w induction to other parallel 
systems, causing interference perhaps twenty 
miles from the source. 

A "horn-gap lightning arrester," of the 

type shown in Fig. 24, will discharge (luring 
snow and sleet storms; thus causing heavy 
clicking and snapping which can be heard in 
the reproducer. 

From this discussion it should be apparent 
that the elimination of radio interference 
caused by power and traction lines is to be 
undertaken only by unen qualified and 
equipped to work on these systems. 

Location of Trouble 
We now come to the work of definitely 

locating the source of radio interference. In 
this work the assistance of broadcast listen- 
ers is often of great help in quickly locating 
the trouble. 

For example, owners of sets who are ex- 
periencing excessive interference are often 
requested by the power companies in their 
locality to keep a log of (a) the time the 
interference begins; (b) its characteristic 
sound; (e) the time it ceases, and; (d) 
whether it comes in with certain regularity, 
or only now and again. Information of 
this nature is very- helpful in making a pre- 
liminary study of the situation before actual 
field work is begun. In a measure, it aids 
the men seeking the trouble; for it enables 
them to determine whether they will have 
to attack the problem from the standpoint 
of a fixed source, from which the interfer- 
ence is being propagated, or consider it one 
caused by transient phenomena. 

After a study of the trouble has been 
made and it has been definitely determined 
that the interference is originating outside 

(Continued on page 469) 
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\ , I tDAC NCt 

MAXIMUM ENERGY INDUCED IN LOOP 
WREN MANED EDGEWISE OR IN PLANE 
OF SIGNAL 10 BE RECEIVED. 

kLESS ENERGY RECEIVED AS 
`LOOP IS TURNED AT AN ANGLE 

TO THE INCOMING SIGNAL. 

i 

INTERE EEENCE 

1 

SOURCE 
OF 

INTERFERENCE 

RTHE LOOP At RIGHT ANGLES TO 
THE SIGNAL TO SE RECEIVED 

`RESULTS IN MINIMUM OR NO ENERGY 
AVAILABLE FOR THE RECEIVER 

Fig. 26 

While the loop, as shown, indicates the direc- 
tion of the conductor which acts as an aerial 
radiating "strays." the apparatus originating 
the trouble is often a loin ways from the ap- 

parent "source." 
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13 Radio Service Data Sheet 

SPARTON "EQUASONNE" 
Although grounds an -Il I li in the schematic 

circuit of this set, no crown' should be con - 
nectesl to this set. Thu reason is that one side 
of the D.C. line is grounded at the lower house; 
consequently, if, for example, with the line - 
plug connections reversed the set should be 

-ouiecttd to all external ground in any manner 
a s hortcircuit would result. fu some D.C. 
sets fixed condensers will be found in both 
ground and antenna leads; in this receiver 
accidental grounding of the antenna (which 
usually results, when the lead-in insulation of 
a poorly installed aerial is robins', through 
permitting the Iran to touch metal on the build- 
ing) is prevented by the antenna condenser 
stn ovn. . \n additional safety factor in the 
I1.1'. "Etna -mine" is a 3-amp. fuse in the 
u c :tivc side of the line. 

. \11 toning is obtained before the input of 
\ I, a band -selector circuit being used to secure 
the '.sired selectivity. 

. 

'file signal is then am- 
',Mkt' successively by VI, V2. \'3, V4 and 
V5 ( \V6 is the "power" detector); the sign:' 
transfer being made through "aperialic" 
(broadly-resonant) R.F. transformers. In 
series with a special It. F. coil arrangement in 
th, plate circuit of VI is a 2.8011 -nlim resistor. 
shorted by a fixed condenser of very small 
capacity. 

'Pile bank of throe 15 -olun resistors in series 
with the rtpro'luccr's field roil limits the cur- 
rent consumption to approximately the correct 
amount; nuore accurate adjustment for high - 
or low -line supply is obtained through the 
7 -011m resistor which is controlled by the short. 
Mg switch marked "Ili -Lo." ("I.o," below 
115 volts; "Ili," 115125 volts.) It has been 

found that the "119 -soli" It.t. supply ;u some 

districts may rise to a value of 135 volts; and 

the remedy in this case is to add to the three- 
resistor bank a fourth resistor, also of 15 ohms. 

The Service ?Ian is recommended to check 
first the 15-uhnt resistors in the 45 -ohm bank. 
There is no other outstanldmg point for test. 
in the event of trouble, in this sea; the dynamic 
reproducer requires usually no attention. 

The volume control in this receiver has a re 
sistance of 50,000 ohms. 

A few cautions must he observed with regard 
to the filament circuit of this receiver. If the 
pilot light should bunt out, replace it at once: 

MODELS 931 AND 301 D.C. 

REAR 

V9 v7 

v6 ® va 

PANEL of v2 O 
rube urroopnnrvrt of the "lgoaanunt' 

U.L. rn,del.r. 

this will bring back to normal Ille increased 
voltage acr,lss the filaments of the Type -182 

t Sparks. \ \'ithington t'o'.s.) lower tubes \7 -\ 8 

it quit :dent to the standard '71.\). The dial 
light, with a 63uhnt resistor in series, is shunted 
across the filaments of the R.E. amplifiers and 

the power detector V6. Therefore, if the lita 
neat of one of the type "484" tubes should 
born out. \'9 will act as a fuse and also bunt 
out; this should be to the Service Man an in- 
dication of the troubla. For this reason, um. 

tubes should be nemoved from their sockets only 
when the .set is disconnected front the line, to 
pro -vent burning mit \'9. (If the heater [lila- 
mcntl of one "i the 484s should burn out, the 

raonuiniug tuts s in the series will not light 
until the circuit is completed through a re- 

placement tube or an equivalent resistor.) 
. \s the Spartan Iules carry a 911 -day guar- 

Alice, the Service Man should acquaint him- 
self with the limitations of this guarantee. 
The spteiiications set by the manufacturer for 
Iules s;tj cet to replacement :old hearing the 
proper sticker, laded. are as follows: low am- 

plification; low emission; hase bast's; loi, ctive 
welds; unsoldered terminals; gassy; open heat - 

une element shorted tu :uo tiler; loose pins; 
low mutual cun,luetanee; Ina plate current; loose 
elements; open filament. Tilles having loose 

tops: broken glass: Irnkeu stems; Iir. ken bases, 

or dated outside the limit carrot be re- 

placed. 
. \u external "t"' battery supplies the Lias 

for the bower tubes. 
V9 may i.e a 3.8 -volt Mazda 13, type G3. 

The current in the filament -heater- resistor 

..erupt is approximately 1.3 amperes under cor. 
et conditions. All continuity tests of the 
apparatus should be made with the set off the 

line. 
. \bse. cc of plate rult:i ge on the detector V6 

may he duo to: lack of line voltage; an open 
I(. F. eho die t 'II : open push pull -input A.I °: 
transformer Irimar); or a ground in the It,l'. 
amplifier. 

Operating voltages for this set arc as follows: 

Plate voltage, V7 and V8. 115; \'6 (volume 
'on "), 100.1118; V1. \'2, V3, \'4 and V5, 
( tolnme "oui'), 112. 

Grid voltage, \'l, \2, \'3, \'4 and V5 (vol- 
ume "oil"), 2 to 3; V6, 8 to 10; V7 and V8, 

Filament voltage, V1, \'2, V3, V4, V5 and 
Vii, (across the six talcs in series) 18; V7 

and V8 (across the two tubes in parallel), -I 

tu 4.5. 

For reference, the characteristics of Sparton 
nitr, are given in lilt, accunup;nryimg table: in 

which SN is the Spartan tuts -type designation. 
FV, filament volts; P. \, filament amps.; I; \, 
grid volts; l' \, plate volts; 1'\Ia, plate milli - 
.imps.; PR, plate resistance; \In, amplification 
factor. 

SN FV F. GV PV l'\la PR Mu 

484 3.0 1.25 3 90 6.0 16,000 12.5 

585 7.5 1.25 45 250 55.0 2,000 3.8 

18211 5M 1.25 29 200 18.0 2.400 5.0 

181 3.0 1.40 29 200 12.11 1.500 3.7 

401 3.0 1.40 3 90 6.0 7,000 9.5 
221, 1.5 1.95 3 9i1 1.11 7,9110 8 

227 2.5 1.75 9 135 6.0 9,000 9.11 

1,86 3M 1.25 3 911 3,(109 3.8 

182 5.0 0.911 45 21111 18.0 2,1100 3.1) 

fhe Spartan tulles numbered 171, 373, std 
201.\ have been discontinued. The 401 is a 

"silt, -heater" iule similar to the Kellogg tithe 
of the same characteristics. the 585 has a 

wire mesh plate, the 086, also a high-power 
tube. has a solid plate. The 182 has a slightly 
larger output than the standard '7I.\. 'the 
484 is a hi-nnu tube with a 3 -volt filament. 'Ihr 
18211 is a special 5 -volt tube with slightly higher 
output than the standard '45. Type 281) and 

281 tubes arc similar tu the standard '80 and 81. 

SELECTOR 'AMPLIFIER 
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This receiver is of the neutralized, tuned. 
radio- frequency type. For local reception, in 
certain localities, good results will be obtained 
when the light -line is used as the antenna. To 
do this, connect a jumper from "Loc." to 
"Ant. "; coupling to the line is then obtained 
through the series condenser C21 in the filter 
block. The receiver is shipped with this con- 
nection already made. 

nigh selectivity in this receiver has been 
achieved by the use of four tuned stages, ganged, 
with compensating condensers for balancing the 
tuning of each stage, in addition to the panel - 
mounted compensating condenser, VC, which 
carries a spring contact. This last control 
resonates the antenna stage of ICI'.; when this 
condenser is rotated counter. clockwise the grid 
of the first tube VI is disconnected from the 
input circuit and grounded. This is the short. 
range position, used for strong signals. For 
weak signals the knob should be rotated clock. 
wise, to reconnect the grid of VI to the input 
circuit. Further adjustment to the right allows 
finer tuning of the antenna circuit. 

When using the light socket as an antenna 
it is advisable to reverse the light -socket plug 
to determine the lest connection for maximum 
signal strength and minimum hum. 

The tubes used in this receiver are: four 
'26s, VI, \'2, V3, V5; one '27, V4; two '45s, 
V6, V7; one '80, \'8. 

A good ground connection should always be 
used with the "Model 87" receiver, which uses 
the Ilazeltine neutralizing system. 

The tuning scale used on this set is num. 
bered from 55 to 150. The numbers represent 
the 96 authorized broadcast channels, and by 
adding a cipher after each, give the kilocycles. 
For example, 85 on the scale represents chan- 
nel number 85 and a frequency of 830 kilo- 
cycles. 

Lack of sufficient voltage on the R.F. tubes 
may be due to a grounded hum adjuster R6. 

The "Loc." connection is convenient for test. 
ing the general efficiency of the outside an- 
tenna. If signals are not heard with the out- 
side antenna connected, but good reception is 
obtained when the "Loc." terminal is con- 
nected to "Ant. ", the outside antenna system 
should be checked. 

The efficiency of the ground connection may 
be checked by removing the ground connection 
while weak signals are being received. There 
should be a reduction of the volume if the 
ground connection is good; no reduction denot. 
ing a poor ground. (This reduction in volume 
will not be noticed if the test is made on strong 
signals.) 

o 

PHILCO 87 

REAR 

VI v4 V3 Vi e e O 
PANEL 

Tube layout of the l'hi /co "Model 

If the neutralizing condensers (Cl, C2, C3) 
should short- circuit the plate voltage of the 
R.F. tubes will he increased, in addition to the 
circuit's "going dead" so far as signal strength 
is concerned. .\ grounded neutralizing con- 
denser will result in very weak signals. 

If the circuit tunes broadly, after care has 
been taken to balance the tuning of each stage, 
one of the R.F. transformers may be at fault. 
These are readily replaceable and interchange- 
able: the constants all being standardized. 

Inh1 unu6 VC. 

IPC6 RS-C6 RbC6 

DYNAMIC 
MOVER O RR° RiTRR RR Y6 

cwsmlas t+QBQeO®Q O 
cl 1 S,c,yp a CO CD 
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ar l 

ce 

Luder- chassis arrangement of toc "87." 
In the open or local position of l'c. the 
neutralizing condenser Cl becomes a coupler 
to V2, which is then the first R.F. tube. 

A caution is issued by the manufacturer with 
regard to the tuning- condenser gang. If it has 
been positively determined that the trouble lies 
in the alignment of the condenser plates, re- 
move the entire condenser and return it for 
adjustment. The screws holding the stator 
plates of the tuning condenser in place, and 
those holding the rotor bearings, should never 
be loosened. The compensating condensers C5, 
L'7 and C10 may be adjusted with a wrench 
to equalize the tuned circuits. Replacement 
H.P. transformers of standard values are 
separately obtainable. 

If trouble has been localized to the dynamic 
reproducer, a check with a voltameter across 
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the field coil should show approximately 135 
volts drop. 

With a line-voltage of 125, the "Model 87" 
draws 95 watts from the power line, and the 
correct set voltages are as follows: 

Three R.F., and the first A.F. stages, fila- 
ments 1.5 (winding A); plate 90; grid bias 6. 
R2, R3, R4 are low in resistance and do not 
reduce plate voltage perceptibly. 

Detector heater 2.5 (winding B); plate 30; 
grid bias 0. 

Second A.F. (and pilot lamp) filaments 2.5 
(winding C); plate 245; grid bias 45. 

Rectifier filament, 5 volts; across secondary 
700. 

The code used in wiring the receiver is: 
Leads from Colors 

A.C. Supply Green rubber covered 
A.C. Supply Black rubber covered 
A.C. Supply to C21 Blue, white tracer 
"Lac" post to C21 Black 
Winding A ('26 fila- 

ments) White, black tracer 
Winding A ('26 fila- 

ments) Black, white tracer 
\Winding It ('27 heater) Vellow. green tracer 
Winding B ('27 heater) Vellow, plain 
Winding C ('45 fila- 

ments) Green, yellow tracer 
Winding C ('45 fila- 

ments) Green, plain 
Winding C center tap Green, black tracer 
Rectifier winding center 

tap \' ellmv, rubber covered 
Ch 1 (high -voltage side) \White 
Ch I (low -voltage side) 

Push-Pull plate lead 
and Field Coil, high 
side Black, yellow tracer 

Ch 2 (high -voltage side) 
and Field Coil, low 
side Blue, plain 

Ch 2 (low- voltage side) 
and amplifier plate 
leads Yellow, green tracer 

R7 (low- voltage side) 
and "B }" on A.P. 
transformer (detector 
plate) Yellow. 
Values of parts are given as follows: RI, 

10,000 ohms; R6, 6 ohms. C4, C6. C8 (units 
include R2, R3, R4), each 0.1 -mf.; CII, 001 - 
mf.; C19, C20, 0.5 -mf. The following are in- 
cluded in the filter block; C12, 0.1.mí.; C13, 
C15, 1 -mf.; C14. C16. C18, 2 -mf.; C17, C21, 
0.15 -mf. R7, 70,000 ohms; R8. 4,582 ohms 
tapped at 157, 640 and 3.785 ohms. 

CH 3 

000 
V5 

V6 

C12 

L 1 T 

TO 
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The Service Man's Open Forum 
"THE SPECIALIST, '1I1E NIAN t)1 

EMINENCE" 
WA'1' Il radio needs, and must have if 

we expect it to progress., is careful 
selrettun of radio dealers and Service \Ion. 

1 hr train trouble with the majority of 
radio dealers is that they either sell too 

I la iV lines of radio, eliange the makes they 
are ,Alin;; too often, or both. 

The time has uuw ael'iyell When radio 
dealers. if they expect to ,u,reed, lust sell 
not over two lines nit radio,, and gitr sere- 
We on these. No Service Mall, 1111 matter 
how gout) ho is, can be nut expert on all 
makes of radios. The reason is that practi- 
rnlfy etery radio circuit is just enough 
different so that, if a radiuhieiam tries to 
be :rut expert on all makes, he is usually an 
expert uu none. 

However, I do not mean that :t Service 
Ilan should work on iiiiI line or two lines 
of radio; what I do mean is that he should 
specialize iu one or two Tines. If Ire does 
this, I ,ineerelv believe it would be bolter 
for all concerned. 

I have been servicing receivers, of prac- 
tically every popular slake, for the last 
four years, and I ant vunsid1'red a111 expert 
along this line. I luwtur, I spetiali're un 
only a few makes, and I am quite sure that 
the greater part of my success is duty to 
this fact. 

In the last year I have received several 
ruuplimeutary letters from manufacturers 
who staled that patrons who; bought re- 
ceivers from their dealers were greatly 
pleased with my work: and. on Iwo ur- 
eusions, the auurluf:nturrr. forwarded serv- 
ice utanntaIS to tor. 'this k what can he 

called real eoopratiull on their part; be- 
cause Ihrse were forwarded without my 
asking for them. 

Therefore, my advice to the Service Man 
is to specialize in the repair of une or two 
makes, and to understand them thoroughly. 

.I tw:s tl tai: EL Jan., 
uxemir, Rtuaq, ('la stille, 

(What have our other readers, including 
the dealers, to sa) :. Editor.) 

THEORY OR PRACTICE 
C is with some amusement, a good deal I of 

with 
and some regrets that I 

read a good uuauly opinions on what radio 
needs. I would like to express suite of my 
own ideas. 

Service with us has been a hnitbv, a side 
lint, and finally something that just nat- 
urally grew to large proportions. 

In the first place, I don't think examina- 
tions will do any grain except, probably. to 
el' ate sumo good mechanics :old increase 
the field of "gyp' artists. 'There are a few 
things which can he figured out with a pen - 
eil, and many which a man learns by actual 
experience. 

Next. we (red :u little more honesty on 
the part of the dealer and salesmen. I)turing 
may vacation (two weeks) I sat around and 
observed what not to do to stay in business. 
There is no excuse for n service department 
being maintained as a neressuney evil; it 
should be self- supporting. 

As to test kits. every good mechanic has 
his own ideals as to the tools he wishes to 

OPPORTUNITIES 
the "Opportunities" column of this 
month's issue of Runu -Cuatr will he 

found on page 479 of this issue. The 
Service Man who desires to take ad- 

,antage of this feature may do so 

without cost, as explained there. 

use, aiuti makes his own deduetiou from tint 

results obtained in his own Ina 11111'1% Since ht 

is the owner, he dislikes the idea of heir;, 
lull what he should or ,ltould not use. 

The iadepcudrnt Surtiii Ilan will alwus 
be with us and. us for an. self, l'tl slat that 
wan :nut take a ti\ thing Ilunl ,Dines 111) %ay; 

and l aka sic ebu noes on being as close to 

up to date as the next one. 
1). K. Si:ta.ts...t.a.x.. 

1752 1'ii, rim Hand. 
Inlyda. Ubio. 

ADVERTISING FOR SERVICE WORK 

A S one of the great multitude of service 
.1-1. 1111'11 throughout the country, I would 
like In tell others through II.stii.u- ('a.vt-r how 
I stirred alp more work in repairing and 
servicing radio sets, by running this adver- 
istmcnt in a [twat daily newspaper -until 
t became impossible for lie to handle it all. 

W A N T E D 
Radio Servicing and Repairing 

All Makes of Radios 
l xprricncr caulbinrd with nanufuc- 
turer data, takes the guesswork 

out of all our repairing. 

Looking over my ad one night, I got to 
thinking: why is it that 1 have to hunk 

through a pile of books and Magazines to 
find the desired circuit anti infuurunition, 
when sue yoluu1e of these service sheets 
would save the Service Ilan at lot of gray 
hairs, when he starts to repair at receiver? 

.\ tolunu of nothing but service sheets, 
of ntanI all the standard makes of radio, 
would t' usil' sell to any Served hall. 

It is au inured- to- guuthuess jolt for :t 

Service thou to gel service sheets nut of a 

M:uutfartuiru r. Ilaybc he will send you one 
if lue got out of bed un the right side. The 
manufacturers :1re sun host w ill their orders 
during the sv:sun they do not pay any 
attention to a Service Ilan unless he happens 
to be a dealer in their locality. 

1)11 the other hand. magazines publish 
front three to four sheets a month on differ- 
ent types of sets: in twelve months, say, 
forty- eight. Itaulio manul'oelnrers in ('hit - 

and Cincinnati alone make more than 
ttciee that number of different models. 

The manufacturers with their everlasting 
changes itu sets, speakers, etc., keep the 
Service Ilan working both day and night to 
figure out all their little contraptions. If 
he had a 'Monte of their service sheets he 

could turn to the desired information, in- 
stead of looking through a pile of hooks and 
magazines scattered here and there, and give 
the kind of service the public wants. 

.1 1'. :\ mare. 
2 :52 Ilt(tover 'I., Ito umil ton, Ohio. 

THE CUSTOMER SPEAKS 
Ct)NGI(A'Tt] ATIONS on your editorial, 

" I'reu;ird Radio,- in your February. 
issue. That is out line New' Year's gift to 
the radio listener, the Service tLuu and, 
lso, to the manufacturers of radio sets - 

if they have horse sense e gin to profit by 
the warning.. I ant ccrlainty gratified to see 

uuu unit t'mm1u'ut,tl niIII Ilue radio industry 
shed light. last, on an utterl rotten con- 
dition which is and has been detrimental to 
all concerned. 

I :uu operating a fairly late-model battery 
set, with "It" power park and ".t" battery, 
and I might state that my first set was pur- 
chased in 1!2I when radio was young. 1 

now feel the urge to place a modern . \.C. 
set in any bunue; but I will nut do so until 
I eau assure Ill \self that intelligent scrtice 
is nbl aina hue when needed; anti, as you well 
know. there is nnl a remote possibilit tlu.in 

sna in service can he had ter the present 
a t t it udc of the manufacturers toward Serv- 
ice 

I believe that the average Service Ilan is 

honest in luis endeavor to fix his enstomers 
receiver in a satisfactory manner; but it is 
evident that the uuuuufa.eturer does not de- 
sire the set repaired -with the false tat' 
that such an attitude will result in further 
s,drs and for this reason refuses to furnish 
proper circuit and other tinta. 

My reference above covers the Service 
Man strictly -and not the "set slaughterer" 
who is sent forth by sonic retailers, like a 

snake in the grass, with pruubable instruc- 
tions to piuiie the unhappy customer's re- 
eriver in Sidi a condition that he will be 
glad to trade it in. 

I alit keenly interested in the progress of 
:milli., and ant perfectly willing to expend 
nn share tow:u i the upkeep of the industry 
it I can feel that I am likely to get at square 
deal. t'ntil then nuv dollars stay at home. 
and the old battery set will continue to %York 

overtime as in the past. 
Hoping that you will keep up the guard 

Murk and not let the "big boys" scare you 
out, I am, 

Sincerely }unit:., 
I :. IS. C1..,au, 

791 East II Street, 
I :a Iliad re, Ina ruda nd. 

(We print the :dime letter fruit a radio 
fan who is not :t Service Ilan, is Dolt unr, 
yet a typical. expression of the feeling of a 

lung -suffering public which refuses to be 
"kidded" any further by the radio industry. 
-Editor.) 

THOSE CURRENT SURGES 
W1'1'11 reference to Ih. C. 1). Ilerw in's 
4111iele on protecting . \.1'. amplifiers 

in the Deeeuubur issue. I have ditoted con- 
siderable time to this subject. No doubt 
keeping the (date current out of the trans- 
formers is a t cry good idea; but, with re- 
gards to soldered joints, I take issue with 
him if the rosin tlm is nsrd. 11 is true 01:11 

a galcanie action results when different 
metals are joined; however, this auction is 
so slow I doubt if it would have any weak- 
ening effect on new transformers. 

If II r. Ilerw'in caress to prove where and 
(('o,. 1 ;soled on page 478) 
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Men Who Made Radio -Guglielmo Marconi 

TIII.....: 

is in.., of nn11u which epitu- 
Diize> :Ill ,nlin :n t in till' Ininlls of 
its bearer.; hecause its bearer had 
the _ruins and the Iinnlint',s to make 

the successful step which tethud a pl :nts- 
thle Theory to suecr..tnl, efficient practice. 
The mast' of \%' itt is :dmoa scnuntnuuts 
tvith steam engineering; that of \lon with 
land-tine teirgrapuy; tluit of Edison with 
electric lighting; and that of \Lneoni with 
radio communication. When Jlnreuni carne 
upon the scene, the di.co\eries 0f soiencc 
had shaped the theory of radio; 0111' uuc 
thing remained -to make it :r..rk. Marconi 
did so; to extend the old simile a step fur- 
ther, he not only made the egg st.mil upon 
its end, but he !eddied it. 

Guglioluu, (\Villiain) Marconi was born 
ill Bologna, Italy. . \prit 25, 1871. Ills sci- 
entitie education was acquired at the cen- 
tIllies -old mtitrrsity Of Iii, native oiiy, where 
hi. mind rya, lilt ri_ttrd t.peeiall\ by the pus - 
sibililio, latent ill the i itacri0us tlccttie 
wave.: %%Hell Maxwell had l,redietttl and 
Hertz hail demonstrated, a few revs be- 
tore. The time was ripe for a arty, epoch - 
making inyentiun. 'l'ho concept of universal 
communication through the other ryas oh- 
iIuns to many scientific uteu; as Sir William 
Crooke, had put the matter in 1892, "all 
the requisites corded to bring it within the 

THE SIXTH OF A SERIES 

il% litt aro ttI Il tcilhin the pos- 
.ibilitie. r t. I.,ea 1111%1, Ilgr:tpli 
eng %l it 11.1111 ein. i It ilde eilhin a re- 
strioletl radio. ,, liundred Farol.." 

Attention: Radio 
RADIO -CRAFT is compiling an in- 

ternational list of names of qualified 
service men throughout the United 

States and Canada, as well as in foreign 
countries. 

This list, which RADIO -CRAFT is trying to 
make the most complete one in the world. 
will be a connecting link between the radio 
manufacturer and the radio service man. 

RADIO -CRAFT is continuously being soli- 
cited by radio manufacturers for the names 
of competent service men; and it is for 
this purpose only that this list is being 
compiled. There is no charge for this 
service to either radio service men or radio 
manufacturers. 

We are hereby asking every reader of 
RADIO -CRAFT tvho is a professional service 
man to fill out the blank printed on 
this page or (if he prefers not to cut the 
page of this magazine) to put the same 
information on his letterhead or that of 
his firm, and send it in to RADIO- CRAFT. 

The data thus obtained will be arranged 
in systematic form and will constitute an 
official list of radio service men, through- 
out the United States and foreign coun- 
tries, available to radio manufacturers. 
This list makes possible increased coopera- 
tion for the benefit of the industry and 
all concerned in the betterment of the 
radio trade. 

So much, Marconi had proved for him- 
self in his uniterit laboratory and during 
his vacations at honer. Like \C:ttt, Uarconi 
beheld a giant ering for useful employ- 
ment; and determined to make it his life's 
work to turn that "possibility" into an 
actuality. . \t the ago of twenty -two, ht 
landed in England, in the voar 18t11ì, to seek 
the a..orialos nece.snr to the fulfillment 
of his plan. 

In some respeets. the 11uug inlrutot ten. 
favored h fortune. English 11ns t0 hini 
a familiar tungut; for his mother tens ut' 
I birth. 11c Itnt with ollicial tneuurgc- 
ment in high uirelr.. in plao-o' of the unin- 
telligent euu.rrtali.tu which often stares 
frigidly at nett ilea.. Ile muted ;t welcutue 
trout Sir William Preece, chief technician 
of the Rriti.h -elegraph and telephone sys- 
tem, who had himself experimented with the 
idea of "ttitilo -.'' communication, and given 
it demonstration. although 11ncconomitally. 

\larcuni's first demonstrations at the Lon- 
don general post office were encouragingly 
successful. ')'hen followed experiments on 
sali.hury Plain, in southwestern England. 

1 ;1 \Each of 1897, messages had been sent 
for fora utiles. In July of that year, with 
.maple financial backing. he was enabled to 
oi._:mize till' \ \'irelra Ielegraph and Signal 

(Continue() ou ¡at!), I( ;9) 

Service Men 
NATIONAL LIST OF SERVICE ML<, 

c/0 RADIO -CRAFT, 98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 
Please enter the undersigned in the files of your National List 

of Radio Service Men. My qualifications are as set forth below: 
Name (please print) . 

Address .. (City) (State) 
Firm Name and Address 

(1f ill 1,,si ness f..r .n /f, please so state) 
Age . Years' Experience in Radio Construction? 
Years in Professional Servicing? 
Have You Agency for Commercial Sets? 

What Tubes Do You Recommend'. . 

Custom Builder .. (What Specialties ?) 
Study Courses Taken in Radio Work from Following Institutions 

(What Makes ?) 

Specialized in Servicing Following Makes 

What Testing Equipment Do You Own' 
What Other Trades or Professions' 
Educational and Other Qualifications' 
Comments 

(\I.\ucll) (Signed) 
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Troubles in Radio Mass Production 
A frank discussion of the problem confronting the manufacturer 
of popular radio receivers, and of the manner in which his troubles 

bob up in the Service Man's problems, also 

By SYLVAN HARRIS 

ES, there are troubles in radio - 
plenty of them. But so far as Mrs. 
Jones, who just received her latest 
uutpty -dyne set for Christmas is con - 

cerned, radio troubles may just as well not 
exist. She has never heard of them and, 
even though she had done so, it would 1w 

difficult for her to conceive how there could 
lie any troubles encountered in building 
radio receivers. 

Why, all they have to do at the factory 
where they build them is to take a number 
of parts and fasten them together with 
screws (or eyelets, if she has ever heard of 
them except as components of women's 
wear). 

Those of my readers who have had any- 
thing to do with the building of receivers 
certainly know better than this; and so 

especially do those who stake it their busi- 
ness to service radio sets. But, even at 
that, it may seem strange that, in building 
radio receivers in large quantities, there is 

so much opportunity for the occurrence of 
troubles, which are not even suspected by 
those who build their own, or by those who 
make radio kits for the customer to assem- 
ble himself, or even by those who service 
a great many receivers. 

The Service Man says: "I can thank my 
- lucky stars that they (lo have a lot of 

trouble- because it is from this that I make 
my living -but, confidentially speaking, 1 

don't understand it at all." 

The Set Builder's Viewpoint 

Let's look into the matter a little fur- 
ther. Why doesn't the Service Man, as a 
rule, or the parts -and -kit manufacturer, or 
the hone set builder realize these difficulties? 
The answer cannot be given in a few words; 
but, among the principal reasons, we may 
cite the following: 

In the first and perhaps the most in - 

portant plate, all these people happen to 

le0g00o 
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Fig. I 
This is an engineer's diagram on a scale show- 
ing that the measured sensitivity of a cons. 

mercial rereit er is ttecniv. Cte times as I,igl: 
in fair weather. 

fall, in a general way, into the category of 
"custom -set builders." Take, for example, 
the man who builds his own set. After 
assembling and wiring it, he tries :t out on 
the air, and finds it does not work as it 
should. Naturally, he first takes the blame 
on himself; he feels that he has made a 
mistake somewhere in the assembly or in 

the wiring of the set. Then he spends a 

lot of time looking for the trouble. Even- 
tually, he finds and corrects it, and the set 
works wonderfully. 

'Phis is all very satisfactory when there 
is any actual break -down in the circuit, 
such as a burnt -out transformer winding. 
But what about the case where the set works 
very well for a while and then, all of a 
sudden, the operator finds that the sensi- 

RADIO -CRAFT is pleased to wel- 
come Mr. Sylvan Harris to our 

list of contributing radio authorities - 
and so, we are sure, will be our read- 
ers- because he is one of the most in- 
teresting writers in radio. Mr. Harris, 
formerly managing editor of RADIO 

News, has been during the past four 
years engaged in design and produc- 
tion research with Stewart -Warner, 
Roister, Fada and other manufactur- 
ers; and his technical contributions to 
the Proceedings of the I. R. E. have 
been frequent. It may well be im- 
agined that Mr. Harris speaks with 
authority on the subject of factory pro- 
duction of sets. -Editor. 

tivity is far below what it was last week? 
"Why," he says, "last week I could hear 
WRY.Z all over the house, and today I 

can't get it at all." 
Then, next week, he finds that things 

have returned to normalcy, and that he can 
not only hear that station again, but hear 
it now louder than ever. 

No Allowances Made 

Now, let us see what this condition may 
lead to in the case of a factory -built set. 
If )Irs. Brown went into a deaaler's store 
to buy a certain set during the week when 
its sensitivity was low, she naturally would 
change her mind and say that this set was 
not as good as Mr. Black's, and that it was 
only by accident that the manufacturer of 
the hitter set turned out a good one. So a 

sale is lost to time manufacturer. 
Now, what could cause difficulties like 

this? This tale I am telling is character- 
istic of a great n her of difficulties which 
arise, and the causes of these troubles are 
many -very many. And the was in which 
they manifest themselves are as varied as 
the causes which produce them. 

CONDENSER SHAFT CHASSIS 

Fig. 2 
The many grounds on a set chassis arc not 

always low- resistant; special wire interconnec- 
tions cost higher in labor. 

Manufacturing Coils 

For the first example, let us take the 
case described above. Economic reasons 
are forcing more and more manufacturers 
to use paper forms on which to wind their 
radio- frequency taansfortner coils. Paper 
forms are h less expensive than forms 
made of bakelite or other similar material. 
But, in using them, proper precautions must 
be taken in the matter of impregnating 
them against moisture. When this is done, 
it is found that paper forms are quite 
satisfactory for all practical purposes. 

What precautions are necessary? It is 

not sufficient to merely coat the winding 
with a varnish or lacquer. This would ac- 
tually imprison within the paper any mois- 
ture which might be there before time im- 
pregnation. The forms, after punching or 
drilling, should be well baked, in order to 
drive out all moisture, and then dipped, 
(not merely painted over) in lacquer or 
varnish. The varnish should then be dried, 
slowly, in an oven. 

The form is then wound, after which it 
may again be dipped, or coated by hand. 
If silk -covered wire is used, instead of 
enamelled wire, for the secondary winding, 
there should be an additional beating pro- 
cess before applying the coating to the wire. 

Now, non)- of you will say that this is 

not news. But it is surprising how h 

trouble has arisen from attempts to elimi- 
nate some of these steps in the process, 
in order to stave labor or material costs, or 
both. And this problem seems to be more 
important in connection with screen -grid sets 
than in our previous models; since, in the 
former, the amplification (or sensitivity) is 

inversely proportional to the resistance of 
the tuned circuit. 

In dry weather, untreated coils may have 
an B.F. resistance of, perhaps, 10 ohms; 
whereas, in humid weather, enough moisture 
Italy be absorbed to cause the resistance to 

rise to double or triple the original vale. 
It is an easy matter, therefore, for the sen- 
sitivity of a three -stage receiver to drop 
down to one -tenth of what it ought to have, 
or even less than that. This has been 
proven, time and again, by baking an entire 
receiver in a drying oven and making meas- 
urements before and afterwards. The ef- 

(Continuecl on page 471) 
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Obtaining Energy for a Dynamic Reproducer 
A convenient method of using an auxiliary power rouit to operate 
from the rectifier of a power pack and supply exciting current for 

the speaker's field coil 

T1IF. "dynamic" reproducer is _em :- 
E11v considered hest for reread m! 

speech and mush.. One of the owl- 
standing features of this Iype of reproducer 
is it, electromagnetic livid, which is u",I 
instead of Ils perm:nunt magnet eagle, 
in the "wagiut it e t pc of speaker. 

The direct current required to energize the 
field of a dynamic speaker van he obtained 
in lite different ways: (I) .. six - -alt stor- 
age battery; (2) IE low -voltage rectifier, 
similar to the triekle charger used for 
charging .storage batteries; (3) the 110 -volt 
1).l'. house current; (t) using the field as a 

choke coil in the "il" unit: or (.i) by build- 
ing a small "II' Irait hid' eot.istS of a 
sot -up tr :msformcr. a t pc 'so tube, and a 
ron(1111ser. In the Ia.t e: se, Ili licld of the 
dynamic speaker, with the condenser, con- 
stitutes the liltcrimr systems. 

1'hc applications of method', one and three 
are limited :nid %i ry little used. Method 
four can he used ont ht sot manufacturers 
who cam design their "Ir eliminator to 
compensate for the voltage dropped in the 
tiller sstem, on account of the high D.C. 
resistance of the field winding of the 
speaker. 

No. 3 was and still is the one most com- 
monly used for "dynamics" in existing elec- 
tric sots; or ;my set- with or without "vlinu- 
in:afors." TIti.N method is not entirely satis- 
faelorV; 115 the lin -cycle hune mat heroine 
ri iilible. 

A Convenient Method 

And so No. 5 has been iat,I adopted by 
reputable speaker m:unataelurers. This 
method produces current without any trace 
of limn for energizing the field windings of 
dnrunie reproducer.. The writer has de- 

. .. ..{J.o.'L.:tt 

i taAn OF 10 101t '- tr '': : ;: 

SIC V ' 
ICY nub. 

SOT 

I CONTACT PLUG WOO MA 

ONWBEELrO,.' 
OS SE1eNO 

To MO Or 
DvN WANES 

OLL WE w,10.1 AECTMEA 

FIG. C 

I he arrangement of the field -cull's Si! pp/v nuit. 
f Nil t yin ,, into the socket f the usual 'SO 
t.; pe rectifier. lise set's rectifier tube renia lits 

ils 110rm01 circle it, elect vieil/ v; the repro - 
durer takes current from u "Ra. ytheon BH. 

By LOUIS B. SKLAR 

The ingenious device here sl n per- 
mits the operation of an electrody- 
namic reproducer -without built -in 
current supply -from a receiver of 
any type which was designed for a 
magnetic speaker. It will doubtless 
suggest profitable possibilities to many 
Service Men. 

Have you tried out some original 
ideas which have a commercial pos- 
sibility of this kind? If so, let us hear 
about your success. -Editor. 

tised a utte mclhnd which produces the same 
results, but at a lower cost. 

.t glance at Fig. I will show how this is 
aceuuaplishrll. Von will observe that the 
whole thing consists of staking the high- 
voltage side of the regular IC' unit trans- 
former do a double duty: i.c., it supplies 
energy to two rectifying tubes -brae is the 
regular "11 "- yultage rectifier, and the other 
a gaseous reclitier tube. The latter tithe, 
edit the condensers and choke, supplies the 
energy tel the dynamics field. 

'Phis does nut, in :n war, interfere with 
the operation of the "it" unit; for the cur- 
rent acrd tu energize the speaker's field) 
finding dues not go through the resi.t;lnse 
network of the capas di rire. The poten- 
tial "dropped" will :Inwlult to shout ten or 
fillet n roll.. on the "maximum" tap of the 
elinliu:llor. and a proportional :Entamlt un 
lie low- yultng( Laps. This .hoadd not affect 
the operation nt' the radin set; as in mane 
,rise., especially when only a few tithes are 
used. the reliage of a good "II" pack is 
Slight 1\ higher than is required for the set. 

Thu arrangement of Pigs I is fora -It" 
power moil. or ana all -elect rie set, Hiring . 
type 'MIE rectifier tube. The parts [... mired 
for this ping -in adapter are as follow': 
Two standard -I -prong sockets. 

f. condensers. 
'I'n n.I -nit'. condensers. 
Che g:lseaus- reetititr (( "Itlaytheoui') tube. 
One hell- ringing transformer. 1 10-volt G.1;. 

type. 
tone 5-wire cable, with a I- contact -paint 

l ll sag. 

Iiox, binding post S, Pte. 

Using a Gaseous- Rectifier 

The sane saloon ((an he used on a "II' 
unit hating already a gaseous -type rectifier. 
with the modifications illustraleEl in Fig. 2. 
Ilrrr you will see the secondary of the 
Irmesfortner supplying two gaseous -type rec- 
tifying tithes. The parts required for this 
dr.sign are as follows: 
Two st :rdnrd I.-prong sockets. 
Two 2 -III f. condensers. 
I)ne Itaytheon -hypo rectifier tube. 

(11w hell - ringing transformer, 1 10-volt G.E. 
type. 

(Ire I--%% ire cable with a I- contact -point plug 
(the plu_ eau he made from an old 
radio luter brise). 

nos. binding rusts, etc. 
In either ease, the adapter will supply 

the high -tunage 1).('. lied of a dynamic 
speaker with about I50 cults. It there is 
no limn in the radin set itself, there will he 
ubslhdel no limn heard in the speaker; 
e'en ria n pair car is lit a distance three 
inches trUnl it. 

The .i/c box required for housing the , 

equipment is trey small. It takes up less 
room th:nl the step-down transformer and 
reclifier required tor the low-voltage type 
.t.('. speaker. 

The assembly and tririug is very simple, 
:E., there :ire trry few parts. 

\ \'tern the adapter is completed, all you 
baye tu du i. Lake out the rectifier from the 
"I:" unit and put in the plug from the 
adapter in its place. The tithe from the 
unit will go to the socket in the adapter 
prutidcd for it. . \ny radin fall who likes 
the reprodncliun ut' dyumnie speakers, minus 
the hum, will find that this adapter in con- 
junction with a 1).('. -Itpe (high -resistance 
field) dynamic speaker -IUd, of course, a 
good radio sel --trill Meet his approval. 

In conelnsiun, the writer wishes to add 
fur the hrnelil of many radio fans that the 
D.C.-type speaker, love:nlse of its simplicity 
of construction, is annul: sis to ten dollars 
elwapt'r than the .1.('. tyre. It will there- 
fore be seen that the difference in the cost 
of the two sprakrrs will libre than coter 
thl cost of time parts necessary to build the 
adapter. 

PUT >KTL.E DFb' ELM 

1y....+ r.}I r [t i.Q,7 

',-}rPRESEM FLLL WA+E LutOUf SELTi,ES 
tElls T 

l#= - ---.-.-.--°- 
L CONTACT PLUG 

1 -otE To- oll GROW/ ON Tit'. 
{Writ CABLE 

ADAROS 
Soi 

TS FRED O. 
DM. SPEAKER -) 

IV( LAMM SECT FEEL 

SELI tw°E 
F G.2 

If Elr, p..;,rr pilr nf the receiver em ploys n 
f11ll:cirr, cr,111.5 tube rectifier, the tiren it of 
l'in I modified ill this EnaI11eT. In th is 
eo.ce, are II. IoElf. 'óuffn comb. n sea- .s" of the 

pack irr uliliml. 
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Servicing Automobile Radio Installations 
(Part ID 

In the preceding issue of RADIO -CRAFT, Mr. Sheedy described the 
earlier model of the "Transitone" automobile radio set. Here 

we have the latest type, with servicing hints. 

SIC ItVICING radio equipment in auto- 
mobiles may be properly divided into 
two parts; first, the receiver and its 
accessory equipment; second, the 

method used to eliminate the disturbance 
caused by the electrical system in the car. 

The Service Man must bear in mind that 
the operating conditions of radio equipment 
in an automobile are entirely different from 
those encountered in the home. For example, 
a receiver is installed in the owner's home, 
and reception in that particular locality is 
found to be poor. 'l'bere are various meas- 
ures that can be taken to offset this; such 
as lengthening the antenna or relocating it, 
or milking additional ground connections. 
With the modern A.C.operated sets in use, 

today, with four and five stages of radio - 
frequency amplification and high audio out- 
put, there is always a certain surplus of 
power which can be used to build up a 

weak signal. None of these are available in 
an automobile installation. 

The automobile will, in the course of a 

few hours' run, encounter receiving condi- 
tions that may range all the way (town the 
scale from perfection to zero. The problem, 
then, is to have a set efficient enough to 
hold the signal under these varying condi- 
tions. 

Because the available antenna space is 
confined to the physical d' nsions of the 
car top, we cannot, very well, increase the 
sire of our antenna. The additional induc- 
tance and capacity would only overload 
the circuit, without giving any additional 
pick -up. In place of a ground, we must 
utilize the metal chassis of the car as a 

counterpoise. The plate current, being drawn 
from dry -cell batteries, must be conserved. 
Space again enters the question, limiting 
the size and number of batteries that may 
be used. This leaves the whole burden of 
assuring reception, under all varying con- 
ditions, on the receiver itself. The instru- 
ment t also be small and compact, in 
order to be adaptable for installation in 
any make of car. 

In the first part of this article, which ap- 
reared in the February issue of I3.uuo- 

C'sarr, the model "'('11.100 Transitone re- 

By M. J. SHEEDY 
ceiver was described and illustrated. Several 
thousand of these receivers are already in 
operation. The circuit is exceedingly simple, 
and the layout makes trouble shooting a 

simple matter; since voltage readings may 
he taken at any point of the circuit, and all 
wiring is readily accessible for inspection. 

Care must be taken, in servicing this re- 
ceiver, that the interior wiring is not dis- 
turbed. After assembling, all ganged circuits 

Fig. 3 
A mire -mesh aerial K is used in sedans; the 
dome light D and its wires R must be shielded 
and spared three inches from aerial, as at C. 
The lead -in F is connected at several points 
G, as shown in cross. section J. L, listing 

clot,, 31, lining. 

have been balanced at the factory within 
very narrow 1' 'ts; and a slight change in 
the positions of the R.F. circuit wires might 
be sufficient to shift the resonance point of 
a stage and lower the over -all efficiency. 

New Single- Control Model 
A receiver known as \totlel "NIt.109" has 

recently been developed be the Automobile 
Radio Corporation, to meet the demand for 
a single -control set. The complete receiver 
consists of two unit.; one contains the It. F. 
amplifiers, while the audio section is built 
into the second container. (These units are 
known as models "Nlt.107" and "NR.108," 
respectively). '('his model is used on all 
Chrysler ears which are radio- equipped at 
the factory. As several thousand cars are 
about to be equipped with this model, the 
following data will be of help to the Service 
Mau. 
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The set is turned on by means of a key 
operating a switch, which is usually located 
at the right of the tuning control, and is 

very similar in appearance to an ignition 
switch; a quarter turn to the right turns on 

the set. When the set is not being used, the 
key should be removed, thus preventing 
tampering. 

The tuning is done by merely rotating the 
one dial through 180 degrees, or half a revo- 
lution, to cover the entire wavelength range 
of the receiver. 

The volume control, a knurled knob in the 
center of the tuning dial, operates in- 
dependently of the dial. Turning in a clock- 
wise direction increases volume and counter- 
clockwise decreases volume. 

General Test Data 
If there is no signal or click from loud 

speaker when switch key is turned on and 
off, remove knurled knob holding cover of 
either box in place, and remove one cover. 
If tubes fail to light examine "A" battery 
connection. This is a wire leading from 
"Hot" or ungrounded side of starting bat- 
tery to "Ii" battery compartment and con- 
necting with "13" wire of set cable. 

If "A" battery wire is intact and making 
good contact, and tubes still fail to light, 
examine plug connections on both set boxes 
and see that these are pushed together all 
the way. Ex; unine key switch and be sure 
that there is a wire connected to each of 
the two terminals on rear of same. 

If any one tube in the receiver does not 
light, replace with n tube of the same type 
as marked on the base of tube. The proper 
location of the tubes may be checked by 
referring to diagram. 

If tubes light, but there is no click from 
the speaker, examine connections to "13" 
and "C" batteries in battery compartment. 
If all connections are in place corresponding 
with diagram (Fig. 1) test each battery 
with a voltameter while the switch of set is 
turned on. When "II" batteries fall below 
:18 -volts they should be replaced. 

If batteries are good and all connections 
ti ht, anti still there is no click from speaker, 
examine speaker connection to audio fre- 

Fig. 2 
"Model NR. 107" tuning unit, left; "Model 
NR. 103" amplifier above. Either R7 or 128, 

or both, may be used. Observe resistance - 
capacity filters in grid and plate leads. Part 

values are not given. 
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fluency unit. This is made by means of a 
plug inserted into a jack in the side of the 
audio or smaller box. The speaker may be 
checked by plugging another speaker into 
this jack, in place of the regular car speaker. 
If the external speaker functions, the 
trouble lies in the car speaker or its con- 
necting wires. 

The '71 -A type tube must be in the proper 
socket in the audio or smaller box. If a tube 
of another type is placed in this socket, the 
receiver will not function. 

If the set operates. but stations received 
are weak, test "II" batteries with set turned 
ou. ('beck "C +" battery connection. If the 
negative side of starting battery is grounded 
to frame, the "C+" st be e cted to- 
gether with the "A- Il -" lead from start- 
ing battery. Examine and test tubes to see 
if all are of proper type and of good char - 
acteristics. 

The tuned circuits in the larger (R.F.) 
amplifier may be out or balance. Titis rarely 

)ailottt{rtrtttttt1 

ttttttttttttttttltt%tttl 
Q9lß IJ i! t! aj aseJi iJ à! b as 

Fig. 4 
Touring car antenna: J Ieadin: O, end of 
vein; R, top; I', lining; Q. cloth, supporting 
wire; P, flaps; .S', lead-in shielding; t', heavy 

wire; T, receiver. 

occurs, but is easily corrected. All four 
condenser rotors should be full meshed 
with stators when the handle of dial is in 
extreme left position. If the rotors do not 
track together, set them by loosening set- 
screws holding them to shaft; wad, when 
re -set, again tighten setscrews. Now tune 
in it station in the neighborhood of four 
hundred meters, or slightly above the middle 
of the tuning range. Reduce volume con- 
trol until signal is weak. Then screw adjust- 
ments on end of coil housings up or down 
until signal received is loudest. Circuits 
are now balanced with one another. 

Noisy Reception 
If the interfering noise is in the form of 

a series of crashes at irregular intervals 
persisting in all localities -even when the 
automobile is standing still -it is probably 
caused by atmospheric disturbances, com- 
monly known as "static." This forms of dis- 
turbance is most conuuon dining the summer 
and in unseasonable hot weather. 
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If the noise is a continuous crackle or 
roar which is loudest on the lower wave- 
lengths (that is, with the stern of the timing 
dial to the right) it is probably caused by 
load electrical disturbances, such as elec- 
tric motors, power lines, etc: Driving to a 
location away from overhead wires should 
cause this interference to disappear. If the 
noise is noticeable only at night, when the 
ear lights are lit. it may be caused by a 
loose bulb or dirty contact in a socket. 

If the noise persists, even when the, volume 
control is turned completely off, it may he 
caused by either a loose or dirty plug con- 
nection in the cables, a tube with dirty 
contact prongs, or a noisy battery. 

'l'he batteries may be tested for noise by 
connecting the terminals of a pair of tele- 
phones across each battery and listening 
for any crackling or hissing. Any noisy 
battery should he replaced. Care should also 
be taken to see that no moisture enters the 
battery compartment. 

If there is noise or crackling, heard only 
when the ear is being driven, but which dis- 
appears when the car is motionless, it is 
probably caused by dirty tube contacts. It 
is a good plan to remove each tube and 
clean the ends of the contact prongs with 
fine sandpaper. The surfaces of the tube - 
socket contact springs may also be cleaned 
this way. 

Two types of antenna are used in Transi- 
tone installations. In sedan models a copper 
mesh is used; for touring, roadster models 
and all cars with folding tops, a very effi- 
cient antenna of flexible construction has 
been developed. (Sec Figs. 3 and 4.) 

The plate and grid batteries are placed 
in a waterproof metal box, which is gen- 
erally suspended through the floor boards 
in the rear of the car. In coupé and roadster 
models, the batteries can be reached by 
raising the hack deck of the car. 

The Car's Ignition System 
An explanation of the action of the igni- 

tion coil will be of help in understanding 
the systems. 

In order to operate the high- tension coil 
we must use some method of interrupting 
the continuous direct current supplied by 
the storage battery. 'l'bi. is done by the 
action of the breaker points in the primary 
circuit of the ear. When the breaker points 

RATTERN 

SE NOTE molt 
1 

IF NEGATIVE SIDE OF *A.. 
BATTERY IS GROUNDED 

GOES TO GROUND. 
YEe OWE 

IF POSITIVE met?. 
BLACK' 

BATTERY IS GROUNDED 
'C1 GOES TO VI. 

- AUDIO UNIT 

LOUD SPEAKER 
JACK 

OANTENNA 

Fig. 1 

Installation of the Model "AR-109" Transitons, 
employing the circuit of Fig. 2. Voltages have 
been increased and a '71:I power tube intro. 

dieted. 

original primary impulse, but slightly out 
of phase with it, must be filtered. The plac- 
ing of a by -pass condenser across the bat- 
tery side of the coil and using the impedance 
of the primary winding as a choke makes 
an ideal filter for this purpose. 

Applying the same law again we find it 
is important to keep all high tension wires 
and the lead between the breaker points and 
the primary side of the coil away from 
other wires of the system. The high tension 
conductors and other wires carrying this in- 
terrupted current create a rapidly changing 
magnetic field around them. Any wires of 
the lighting system coining within range of 
this field will carry the induced current back 
to all parts of the system. It can be readily 
seen how the antenna could pick up this 
induced voltage from the doute light and 
the wiring system behind the instrument 
hoard. It is quite obvious that all wires in 
the ignition system must be isolated. 

Another source of disturbance is the gen- 
erator. This is very easily remedied by plac- 

are closed and current is flowing in the cir- 
cuit at magnetic field is set up around the 
coil windings. The opening of the breaker 
points causes this field to collapse. Accord- 
ing to the law governing the rise and fall 
of magnetic. fields an induced current is 
set up in the secondary winding. This 
action also has the effect of reindueing a 
corresponding current of low voltage hack 
into the primary winding. This (kick -back) 
current flowing in the sane direction as the 

Fig. 5 
The system of 
ignition filters 
and shielding, 
etc., used to 
prevent inter. 
fcrow,. with 
reception in a 

c a r installs 
Lion. 
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Fig. 6 
Outside connections of the installation described 
last north, in cthich the audio output trans- 
former and ".1" filter- are a nrbined in the 

unit shown under lb.' 1" battery. 

ing a I -mf, by -pass condenser across the 
output. In order to secure clear reception. 
it be urrrxxarlf !n keep Ilse electrical system 
of the car is; nuts eater. Defective spark 
plugs, dirty ur iuilirnperi ad,iuirl breaker 
points will lend to cause interference. 
Faulty generator Inrushes and uuIten com- 

mutator segments will also cause trunlrle. 
Trouble Shooting 

The following points may help in locating 
the source of (list 1101:1 when trouble is 

experienced front ignition interference. 
Octane the set; if this does not reduce 

the level of the interference, then it is not 
coming in through the antenna. lint being 
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fed through the battery wires. 'Most dis- 
turbances of this n:ttnrc may be traced to 
the following causes: (a) Generator el ul- 
unitatur; (h) \Vorn brushes; (e) Worn 
breaker points, or lack of adjustment nn 

stillte. 

When chinning the set reduces the level 
of the disturbance. then high -tension radia- 
tion is being picked up by the antenna. This 
may be due to any one of various causes: 

(a) Inspect all high -tension wires, and 
make sure that all lit tightly in their respec- 
tive bushings in the distributor head. 

(b) 'Pest all spark suppressors for voltage 
drop; replace anywhere the resistance is too 
low. 

(c) Inspect the by-pass tenser on the 
ignition evil. Flash it with a 'l:Ì -volt "11" 
battery. (Make sure it is on battery side 
of roil.) 

(d) Ifeuluae :my battery, horn, or other 
loft -tension wires from the vitinity of the 
high -tnsion field. 

(e) In ears where the ignition coil is 
mounted on the instrument panel, see if the 
shielding on the high- tension side is 
grounded. In Packard ears cgntpped with 
"Trausilline" receivers, t evil is cnlupleteiv 
shielded in a copper cart. Cars of Chrysler 
make also use the "Electra- Luck" cable 
Ii itween the ignition switch on the instru- 

Fig. 7 

. \ute similarity to Fin. o. n¡ ¡!sit,. Ina' , 

ferences are in the ¡ils: merrt' eircl it fuse and 
" :1'' connections. sell ici, :rare ¡luth Jüirrrr,t 

MACS Of nunc, os prrciwtSly ear ¡daiurd. 

Itient panel and the distributor. This cable 
must be shielded with ILeiden braid, and 
the .shield grounded to the metal collars at 

bolt end, ut' the cable. 
(f) '11y playing a 1 -inf. by-pass condenser 

across the various electrical instrument, on 

the panel: namely, the :ammeter. electric 
nline -ange, lighting and ignition switches. 
or cig,n' li_httr. If this procedure is care- 
fully fulluwcd out, no difficulty should he 

experienced in finding ills' source of trouble 
and eliminating it. The accessibility of all 
connections in the simple circuit ncikes %ot- 
age I,sis nd tenable shunting ea.vy. 

Why New Sets Use "Kilocycle" Dials 

MANY custom set builders will he inter - 
ested to know that the "kilocycle" 

designation on receiving -set dials is becom- 
ing general; because it follows the adoption 
of the kilocycle st:uuitrrd by the Federal 
Kadin C'ununissiou and scientific organ - 
iz:tl' s. 

The use of kilocycles, as the approved 
method of designating the location of a 

broadcast station, has become established 
beyond doubt. This is ,just the logical de- 
,elopulcnt of advances in the refinement of 
radio receiver design. 

Italia sets were at first marked in nun- 

By H. B. RICH\'IOND 
l're.sident, Radio Manufacturers' Association 

hers only. Sometimes dials used the fl -1(10 

system; at other times the dials were gradu- 
ated in gelnictrie degrees. Moth of these 
na (hods screed unity as reference points. 
They both made it necessary for the uper- 
alor lu (i.sh for a new station. \Vitti the 
improvement of receiver design, it became 
practical tu calibrate Ille dials. 'These dials 
were marked sometimes in wavelength-., 
sometimes in kilorvcll :s, and uceasiunally in 
hutte. .\ fete manufacturers went so fan as 
not only to in elude kilocycles and watc- 
lengths, but also old a reference seule. 
'l'ht use of Ili: nndtiplr syslrnu tons as nttrn 

confusing as it tens helpful to set owners. 
The F,drral Italia ('onmmis,: and scien- 

tific organizations have adopted the use of 
kilocycles may: no cross- reference is being 
made to wavelengths. The broadcast hand 
burr bean furl./ Mt/ MI the taxis of a 10-kilo- 
cycle tee intro lion between .stations. The band 
extends from 5. 1) to 1,500 kilocycles. 

This uniform spacing makes a kilocycle 
dial a convenient reference dial as well. 

\larking of dials of nets, modern ratliu 
receiving sets with huh a singlt scale, that 
of kilocycles, is an est:Ihlished manufae- 
IIIring 111'110 lee. 

Locating Hum in "A" Eliminators 
H(' \1 ill un dell 

may be 
radio rertiyer 

installation ay be duc tu the pres- 
(nce of a large vaine of A.C. com- 

ponent in the 1).C. ioltage available from 
the ". \" climinatnr. This unit, like the "IL" 
eliminator, employs a rectifying dcticc :nul 
:I tiller sy icon and. ,just as in the ease ut' 
the "I;" supply unit, failure of the rectifier 
clement :und the filter ssteu will cause a 

large . \.l'. component in the I).('. output. 
\'cry little need he said album the rectify- 

ing clement. ln some crues this dctice tails 
after a short period of operation. In others 
it huts for several thous:nul hours, but it 
should be understood that Ihr unit has a 

lelinit., operating life; consequently replace- 
ment will be necessary after a time and, if 
the complete "A" unit in question is it year 
or two old, consideration anti be :accorded 
to the rectifying clement. 

However. pronnunred han has been noted 

By J. F. RIDER 

1500 MID /.CUMD[NSDN 

Above: Circuit for obtaining from an A.C. 
line loco- toltaue direct-current for the field coil 
,f a dynamic reproducer. Rehm.: ['nit supply 

imp filament voltage for tubes designed to oper- 
ate in D.C. circuits. 

with ' u' !Wit s when the complete dycice is 

only sixt or ninety d:nv old. In this ease 

the probable fault is the "dry" eleetrolytie 
condenser employed in the filter system. In 
euui r.,sl lo the eons ant iolal type of filter 
clLrit i ., . employed iu the "Ii" eliminator. 
the re.p.ircuaal of the ". \'' condenser is a 

Luge e ',way, several thousand 1uicrofrratls. 
in :t small spart. '1n attain this 1b01etitr 
it is ucccss :ny ta employ a different type of 
coud. nstr. To be exanct, titis condenser old- 
ives n Lin of oxide as the dielectric. 

'¡'tic design of this condenser is such that 
it certain :!!oint of current (known its Icak- 
ape current) flows through the condenser. 
If titis current is appreciably it will grad - 
ually ledinie the capacity \aune of the con - 
denser; anti, if this takes plane, the filtering 
action of the complete filter unit is impaired 
alai hmm in the output circuit is the result. 

(('outineerl on pale Ill) 
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New Radio Devices 
for Shop and Home 

In this department are reviewed commercial products 
recent interest. Manufacturers are requested to submit 

tions of forthcoming developments. 

VOLUME CONTROL WITH 
POWER SWITCH 

A s a further contribution towards sim- 
Lá plifying the broadcast radio set panel, 
a combination volume control a niI power 
switch is now offered by the Clarostat Mfg. 
Co., Inc., of Brooklyn, N. Y. This device 
comprises the standard wire -wound volume- 
control Clarostat with an extension pin on 
the shaft, to trip a toggle power switch, 
mounted at the rear of the assembly. In 
this way, one knob serves the double function 
of turning the radio set on a ml off, and of 
adjusting the volume to any desired degree. 
A bakelite case, with metal end cap, pro- 
tects the winding and contact member from 
mechanical injury as well as from dirt, dust 
and moisture. The device controls operation 
with a smooth, velvety action, without intro - 
ducing noise into the radio circuit. 'l'he re- 
sistance winding is designed in standard 
tapers, of several varieties to match any 
desired curve, and in all values up to 50,000 
ohms. 'l'he knob turns :300 degrees, as a 
volume control; and 40 degrees more to 
turn the power switch off and on. 

NEW LIGHTNING ARRESTER 
A VERY effective and compact form of 

lightning arrester, pictured in this col- 
umn, has been developed and put into pro- 
duction by the Insuline Corporation of 
America, New York City. It is not only 
low-priced, but carries the manufacturer's 
confidence to the extent of a free $1(1(1 in- 
surance policy against lightning damage lo 
the set which it protects. . 

The "Electrostatic" lightning arrester has 
an insulating base of glazed porcelain, on 

which are Mounted (and sealed in against 
moisture) a small B.F. choke coil and a 

fixed condenser, in series between two bind- 
ing posts which are to receive, respectively, 
the lead -in from the aerial and the lead -in 
to the receiver's "Ant." post. A third post, 
which is grounded, is eonnected to a high 
resistor, in series with the mtiaal, and cov- 
ered by a bell-shaped :octal cup. 'l'he set's 

External appearance o the new lightning 
arrester, described ¡gun-, which incorporates 
ar R.F. choke in addition to the usual resistor. 

The combination of swap icritCif and "Clara 
stai," pictured above, abords a very sat is 
factory volume consol of flic newer type and 

simplifies the panel arrangement. 

coupling is therefore obtained capauitatively 
from the aerial; a method usually afford- 
ing better selectivity with good pick -up. It 
is a precaution also against possible contact 
of other electric wires with the aerial. 

The constants of the resistance, capacity 
and inductance values in the arrester have 
been selected to cause negligible reduction 
of signal strength, but to offer high resist- 
ance to "static" or atmospherics of high 
intensity. When the atmospheric voltage 
has reached a value sufficiently high, it leaps 
to the grounded bell, rather than pass 
through the high resistance between the 
aerial post and ground. 

NEW DRY -CELL TUBES 
WI'l'l l the requirements of a successful 
portable radio set, as well as a rural 

radio set, in mind, the DeForest Radio ('ont- 
pany of l'ns.saie, N. ,1., has just introduced 
two new dry -cell tubes: the "499" and the 
"422.1" '^nations." 

It"th differ from tubes of similar char- 
acteristics in having an oxide -coated fila- 
ment, of barge cross- sectional area. This 
makes for a non- mieroptonic tube, as well 
as one haying ample emission over a long 
period. 

The mutual conductance of the "499" is 
6((I iitieronihns, a very high figure compared 
with that of the standard '99, whtrh it other- 
wise resembles in characteristics. 

'Pile "4'2'2.1" has a filament emission aver- 
aging 50 millimmps, with au passing mark of 
25. .1t :3.:3 colts across the filament, it draws 
only 60 milli:imps; thus making it very eco- 
nomical of batteries. Its recommended 
plate voltage is 1:33, screen -grid voltage. 445; 

control -grid bias. 3 cults, negative. It there- 
fore should be used with the proper "C" 
battery to give the correct bias; 50 ohms 
would be needed to give a 3 -volt drop at 60 
ntillinugteres. 1 e mutual conductance of 
the tulle is 465 uticronthus at 135 volts, as 
against :350 for the standard '2'2s. 

of most 
descrip 

NEW VOLUME CONTROLS 
PTIHE "'l'ype A Super- 'l'onatrol," recently 
1 introduced by Electrad, Inc., New York 

City, has been modified and improved; the 
new development being known as the "Model 
13," illustrated here. The metal -shell, rec- 
tangular 5 -watt "Model A" variable resistor 
is obtainable in three stmuknrd ranges 
(100,0(0-ohm tapered, 25,(1(10 -ohm tapered 
[for pick -ups], and 25,000 -ohm tapered for 
use as the volume control in the antenna 
circuit of a receiver) as well as other and 
special designs for manufacturers; it has 
now been supplemented by the "Model 13" 

which has a round molded bakelite shell 
21/8-in. in diameter. 'l'he new model has a 
power rating of 3 watts, and is of the single - 
hole -mount type; it may be connected also 
as a potentiometer. 

These resistors may be mounted in tan- 
dem for the control of multiple, isolated cir- 
cuits. For example, a tapered- resistance 
type nun- be used in the antenna circuit, 
while one of uniform variation, operated by- 

the smut shaft, controls the grid circuits. 
'llæ resistance variation in the antenna cir- 
cuit is extremely small during the first half 
of the knolls rotation; which assures 
smoother control of powerful signals. 

Both models have the same general con- 
struction and operating characteristics. 
'l'he contact is a pure silver, multiple type 
which actually grows smoother with use; 
owing to a microscopic deposit of metallic 
silver from the contact on the resistance 
element. 'l'he specially -developed resistance 
element itself is fused at high temperature 
to the surface of a vitreous -enameled metal 
plate. 'l'he result is greater permanence and 
accuracy of resistance values and more rapid 
heat dissipation. 

'Pests by the manufacturers indicate a re- 
duction in resistance value, due to the de- 
posit of silver on the graphite, of only 5 % 
for the I00,000-olnn type unit, and less for 
the Iower resistance units, over a period esti- 
mated to equal ten years' service. 

Pictes of the ".Model R Super-Tonatrol," show- 
ing construction as well as dimensions. These 
resistors may be mounted in tandem for sinnle- 
shaft control, with different rates of variation 

for each circuit. 
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.Ibut e, r ti., u: a.v at the short-wave receiving elder of the :Inierican Telephone & 
Teleurapi Co., located at .\'etennm. .'sers- 1, rsey. These complicated antennas pick up the 

,:t..... r 1,11tú i anal\ ;arcs. With these. telephone c.onanreicatn ndtlr 
' Lev iathaa' i.. eononereiallV Carried ¿Ii.. 

:I fwi rbay ea0n :,ta fur short :eaves, located at the Rt. 
Cueporati'u uj .Imerita'.S reeeiviuu (niter at Rocky l'oint, 

Island, . \. l'. Ilerc transacca u ie broadcasts are 
picked up to be relayed lu el m'ricea sfuliues. 

New Developments in Short -Wave Radio 
R LAURENCE M. COCtiAnA1 

Ishort -ware radio, I belie r,, lie, the 
enrld's real wealth. for eounuuniealion 
and control purposes of all kind., and 
il is to the a:nrlengliu below 2110 

tneters (huff- far beta, tee cannot guess) 
that we .hall took t'or the more startling 
kinds ut' de\ elnpinenl. of fill Ilre radio. 11 

%vats in the year 1412 that the first Basie 
Act ha ntletl to the .mall bawd of radin 
amateurs in the United Stades rt purent of 
vtselengths, of 200 wneters nad under. with 
the expressed idea of making il possible for 
them to continue their experinutnls mill 
out interfering ill the rapiell\ -grey, ri,_ 
euuuuereial sonie;. on Ile light., 'st ai r' 

It \tas then eon.idertd that to, oayt.- 
ltnglh, below 200 meters were nul of .,nul 
use for commercial purposes with the nerd 
of distance tram,wission and reception; and 
the amateurs would be able to dabble :wound 
and have a good time on these short waves. 
4veil if they diet nut actourplisl nmeh. 

Little \Vas it belir\rel, al that time. that 
during the )ears 1924 and I929 high fle- 
qeneies would become tipplieable for emu- 
inertial communication. . loch credit unsl 
be giton to the amateurs who, experts coin 
foleutly believe, were responsible for tun 
remarkable development \uhieh has sbm,u 
and proven that the high- frequent% eli miel. 
are not only loon- rtlieient for Tong- iliaatier 
eunuuunictetion, but ¡MAIM hile in :nt mint- 
her of ways. 

Short Waves Now Indispensable 

'fussy. we hind .hurt waelengtls or high 
freepancies being used for every emu-14 able 
unenu.$ of nonnnunientiun. They are art 
as the nies reliable Anil eonsiaeul uu:us 
of h' :nusitm ututii' cunuuunication, and haie 
praetir:li :nuligicdtd the louper -wane ap 
panahs \flic, ser,eel so atluqu:del for ntnr 
than a decade. 11 is possible to ,'.,averse 
with any city in ouest of linrop autel part 
of South .\merino -soul even with the S. S. 
l.erinlln0t in the mid-Atlantic from any 
one of the 1!,00el,1l00 telephones in the 
liitetl States, through the uta rrelulls ap- 
plication of these channels. ln addition, 
aircraft are finding their way through the 

Mr. Laurence M. Cockaday, we are 
certain. needs no introduction to our 
readers. 

For several years, Mr. Cockaday 
\Vas the editor of PoIl'I.AR R,\uto, dur- 
ing which time he contributed an 

enormous amount of important radio 
literature to the art; at the present 

time he is a member of the faculty 
of New 'York University. 

Mr. Cockaday himself is an ins entor 
of no mean order. having developed a 

number of radio circuits which in their 
time were famous, and anything that 
he may wish to say to our readers 

will he read with more than usual 

interest. 

We have prevailed upon \Ir. Cocka- 

day to write a monthly article for each 

issue of It%Dua -CRAFT for the coming 

year; the present article is the first of 

the series. 

t r I t fog and had living s,eather 
through uisu:II- he:tt011 snail. I 

un .hurl \vt,ulengih'. 'Felerisiou is uuw 
hein_ lord sulh out these }:nuls. . \nil a 

hre.t of sm ires are earr\ ing on experiments, 
ushiuh trac ultimately lead to net, u.s for 
lhe.0 already ,aluahle high-frequency bands. 

It is, therefore, necessary for all experi- 
menters :ltd Ser,ice'Alen alike whose busi- 
er, i wrapped up in the future of radio, 
In la, it informed nt' radio developments on 
Ilies*. .hurt 'surir.: nothing is too much a 

detail. nothing is lus uumll tu be waists, 
il' ace really uurut to ivatkc n sutness of our 
work. 

l'ont is une purpose of this article; tu 
give a clear idea of short -t,a,e development 
:nul \vhat it has accomplished. as we'll as 
some of the things it will or may a0eoutplish 
in the future. 

Short Wave Discovered First 
It is n general supposition that the short 

raulio \,Ayr is a new thing: This is not so. 

'l'ho itiot noticed the first 
short -erne to bi., Iramsuti.sinn, and poh- 
ah the Ilrsl radio Irnnsuuission of any 
kind. lung before he or amonc else knew 
or suspected there was anything like radio, 
\roll lie ashy a pair of frogs' legs jump 
emery lime he set m high- ..Haag,. machine in 
action on Iho other side of his Inhnr :ttm.. 
lleinrich llentz utilized short wanes in the 
oscillator circuits that hear his tonne, llis 
tnergetie successor, Marconi, used these 
same \-:IN cs for his first "wireless tran,- 
nri..inns and receptions of uuss,uges. T.:ter, 
heVeler, \lanrnni increased Ilit size of his 
antenna,: and obtained what he thouelt 
better results: and all the world fullued 
hint 0p to the High wnyelenglhs. 

t)f emit..-. Henry of lily readers could 
n.ily sole the ;mason wht- early experi- 

menters had better result. %%:ith long \;ayes; 

l',,.' I,-ec, when iruhly killed, were used 
a -,.,t , h al ley early sCirnti -ts as detectors of 
t I, ctri.ir,. \\'hen rlretritied, they jumped, be 
':m<c of m rye impulses acting on the still lire 

uneselc tis,ars. 
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the transmitting (apparatus used in those 
days was 01 the 'hark" variety, and suit- 
able amounts of power cant he genoratWd by 
that method 0u1T nn reamnabh' Long N: Ir es. 
It lakes Ille Mal 1111(1 Hthud of con - 
linuotu -I,:n, prop :lgalin11 In effect real 
ellirienc on sllul'I Naccs. 

. \rah so we an next coming into a mar- 
%clues sh,111 -(:n rra, 'hure ahnnst :nn- 
thing is possi'I in feats of radin transmis- 
sion and reeepti,u ocre long distances. \ \' 
are 1i:nning some wonderful things :nid this 
I.nnNhdge is nul _oing to Na.1i ! It is being 
put tu gond ose in turning not services to 
Humanity 11 ,1 :,re of the greatest impor- 
tauie in ordinary. ex cry -day lite! 

Telephoning to Ships at Sea 
Lnproxed methods of t ransunission :n. synth 

as Inure ally :inset reception systems are 
widening out tl'i .tope »I .short -%vair toui- 
mmniraIion :111 unir 1111 (41111(1. 'l'hc most 
ttcrnl Irrartiral (h, ilnptnont ut churl -wmvc 
t r: un.unissiun is the installation of direct 
telephone service with the f.t: i,lhnu. 

1)rce1l,11ent of the s)sIeul incul ed W: nS 
of 11Nea run, :11111 is the eullninatiuu of actant 
txperittnnls which Itayu been ouln1/1eled by 
the Rill 'Telephone Laboratories during the 
past eight mouths. Two -mac conversations 
with the ship proceed a' 1,Sily as though 
wires weir r:nrcing the voices half -way 
across the . \thau tic. 'Pile apparatus used 
aboard the LI7';,nlhoa is not n ell unlike the 
usual sIiuft -wax i telephone equipment. 

Transmissions from Lund are sent through 
a IN (lit y- kilowatt short -( :nW tcicphun .sla- 
tiou at Deal Itench. N. .1., which formerly 
served as the . \merie:in link in the inter- 
national Irlcphou r,ill with England. 
'I his transmitter feeds power to :a hags 
directional -1\ pW antenna. xtIuich casts a beauf 
signal in :un are which includes the usual 
transatlantic course of the Ltiinlhrot. 

Daring the series of experiments which 
preceded the inauguration of the unit -ocean 
telephone, it was found that, in order tu 
niulimtain reliable eutruuunieatiun xvilh the 
liner il is necessary frequently tu alter the 
xcnc(length or l'regmetie of the transmitting 
.station at Deal Beach. .tea i rdingly, :t 

unique crstii- ronlrulltil oscillator was de- 
signed, whereby it is h usable to .witch the 
tr:msmitter's frequency. selecting one of 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
The indu Annie of the potrnl ¡neuter introduces 
complication., in an A.C. short :ware tithe. This, 
Mr. 1'ackaday has found, is readily anercore 
by the by /ass condenser shown in the diaara rn 

at the right. 

lour which happens to best rover the span 
under the tonditiuus rucnuntercd. 

Skip- 1)istance Elimination 
The neeessil of change in fre(plonry 01/- 

1iuusll' is (hue to the skip -listener phc- 
nnuIena lit' high- l'rrqurnry tr:nnf41li.'iue. 
1.011 l'reyuencies Used fur this purpose rc 
:1,121, 1,1 111, 6,51.5 and h,1. :ln Liloet el, s. .\ 
.inail:n' :n'ratt iiii,nl is uaoplord on the 
Levitt/bon, although only titrer channels are 
there availahl,. 'these are 3.218, 5,6IS anti 
1s, t.il t, 

('hanging front one l'rtluenc to :mother 
invokes only the flipping of a snitch on the 
purl of the operator at. the transmitting 
station. Separate crystal- eonlrnlled oscilla- 
tors, tuned to each of the frequencies. are 
ready fur uperattlu i at a moment's entice, 
and uta he switehetl into use Each of those 
uttils is theruerst ttieally controlled, facilitat- 
ing accurate frequency- mainten:nce. 

Ilrreixing is accomplished through ullra- 
msiticr, but more or less coin out iunal 
,seriiit -grid .short -man r,c,it ors. lln of Ihr 
unusual fe :turns ul these inslrununts is 
the list of an automatic void col 

whirl, facilitates a constant xoiti level. (Inc 
of these receivers is used aboard the I.,:iu- 
Ihnu, :std is maintained by an operator, who 
keeps in constant touch with the haul sta- 
tion throughout the entire voyage 

Picking ul, the LI.'inllwn'.. signals on 

laud, howtVer, is planned with foolproof 
nlethotls. Pict separate rrei' g .1a1ions 
hinI' 'Well %sorted, ahem an rip a number 
lit' miles apart, in the x irinity of lhean (kite, 
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N. J. .VI of these .stations maintain a con- 
stant Tigil; and (la' une reporting the great- 
est signal intensity is used for the reception 
of the i,trinlhatr end of the coiversations. 

Phis idea of receiving .sets located in 
different areas 'rings up an interesting 
dctelolmlont in rnnthating fading and skip- 
distances, those enemies of long- distance 
short -tt :ne eonnnluliratiun. It is now reason- 
ably certain that short %rues are transmit- 
ted around this earth b\ booming hack and 
forth between an ionized Laver of rarefied 
gas (the hrnnellc -I lis :n'iside layer), high up 
in the earth's atim,sphctr. and the grnuuit 
itself. This has been proton by a series of 
experiments by numerous research workers 
by what is termed the "radio-echo" method, 
:nul is Ilnther .substantiated ht the recruit 
work of Ilal'.sl:ni and 'thew." 

Multiple Fading Areas 
'!'his idea of a number of stations located 

relatively ne:nh hut \, ut in a number of fading 
areas to do away with fading, :111(1 the ¡Ilea 
of using different xvavelenglhs t'or x:uious 
distances of transmission, have to a great 
extent done :truly with loss of signals and 
enabled, this yc:n for the lirst time, the 
reception over great distances with rel :t- 
tively even signal strength. 

:' similar idea used 1, the It:uliu Cor- 
poration of . \ulerir:l has Made possible li:' 
reception on short waxes of complete 
broadcast programs from Germany, I lob 
land, England. France, . \nstr :Ili: and New 
Zealand, to be rtlnoadCast over the great 
chain networks in our own country. '!'his 
s stein utilizes a number of antenuns, spaced 
a few thousand feet apart. ('onneetcd to 
Ihese antennas, through a. balanced trans- 
mission line, are separate v.. ....eking sets. 
These receivers are then tuned to the same 
short -wave signal, and the output of each is 
rectified and amplified. 'The parallel signals 
are then kept almost constant; for, idiot 
fading ovoid s at our antenna. the signals 
arc strong on tlnr next olio, and the addi- 
tional ail ca ill ages of tau aut0ttlal it v ulm11c 
rouitrnl give xirlmalty icon signal .strength. 

(('tiuliwr,ii on lanai .111) 

Note: Fan bar soul its of the Frnnelly-licavi- 
sidc layer by the echo h uet11,111.'- !'roc. 
Sept., 1929. 

.4 part of a short-wave tran.anitiinn antenna of the American Telephone & Tele- 
graph Cos. arte renter at Lawrenceville. V. J., used in transoceanic work. Here ace 
have part of the antenna "i artaia' h, sae of the "bays.- slranin,, Ihr ran aeetfans from 

ti .r trnasnlittn' t aha nn: Irma. :,d. :eh Corry tie signal ,urnot. 

This is a perusal view of the aem station WOO at Deal Beach, 
N. J.. which many short -:care listener., have heard testing 

with the "Leviathan," and its tra u.cnuttina antenna. 
(Photo courtesy Bell Telephone iahoratarics.) 
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Short -Wave Transmitter Design and Operation 

WHEN short -wave phenomena were 
novel, and the high frequencies 
were not thoroughly understood, 
the amateur was content with any 

reasonable layout that would put power into 
an antenna; but times have changed, short- 
wave apparatus has improved greatly, and 
greater distances are now covered with 
lower power. The first transmitters oper- 
ated on the short wavelengths gave very 
unsteady signals which were difficult to copy 
at the receiver; the tone was poor and the 
distances covered were comparatively small. 
Constant -frequency oscillators of excellent 
design are needed to -day. Crystal- control 
transmitters have advantages; but the com- 
plicated necessary amplifying arrangements 
are difficult of operation when one is not 
thoroughly acquainted with their adjustment. 
By careful adjustment of the set to be de- 
scribed, a good, crystal- steady note can be 
obtained. 'l'he writer has designed a 50 -watt 
transmitter that gives excellent results with 
a t.hinim um of apparatus, and its description 
should interest short -wave enthusiasts. 

Construction of Special Coils 
Inductances in common use are often un- 

satisfactory because of their high "dis- 
tributed capacity." This capacity would not 
be particularly objectionable if poor dielec- 
trics were kept out of the field of the coil, 
but this is difficult, if not impossible, to do 
in an ordinary set. However, a reduction of 
this capacity is desirable and may be effected 
by using air as the dielectric wherever 
possible. 

Ordinary copper tubing, if available, 
makes coils of good rigidity but, even when 

By A. R. HA1DELL 
spaced with a considerable distance between 
turns, the di..trihuted capacity is high. It 
is much better to use some thin material with 
plenty of surface, such as copper ribbon, 
wound flatwise, thus keeping the distributed 
capacity low and allowing one to use a 

Fig. 3 
The simple Hartley rirneit of a transmitter 
which may be constructed with a number of 

home -made components. 

"lumped" capacity such as a small variable 
condenser. 

In ordinary oscillator circuits, the capacity 
between plate and grid is in parallel with 
the oscillator inductance, and any change in 
tube capacity will change the frequency of 
the emitted wave. If the lumped tuning 
capacity in parallel with the inductance is 
high, the small change in capacity caused 
by heating of the tube elements will have 
little effect. It is therefore desirable, in 
order to obtain a steady wave, to use some- 
what less inductance and somewhat more 
capacity. With a small inductor, shunted 
by a comparatively high ca pm city, the output 

CELLULOID 
STRIPS 

Fig. A 
This picture shows the 50 -watt transmitter constructed by .11r. HakirII. It may be compared with 
the layout plan ou the nest pane. Portier grid leaks are shown at the right of the grid condenser, 

beside the fuse block which mounts the transmitting bottle. 

from the transmitter will be slightly less, 
Ind the frequency will be steadied remark- 
ably; and this is important. The use of a 
variable condenser across the inductor allows 
one to vary the wavelength of the transmitter 
between wide limits; and such a flexible ar- 
rangement is of value to the experimenter, 
especially in the narrow bands. When there 
is QHM1 on one wave, one simply changes to 
another. 

An inductor having low distributed capac- 
ity may readily he constructed from copper 
ribbon, such as that found in the coils of a 
Ford magneto. One coil will furnish enough 
ribbon for a 40 -meter primary and, if a 
larger one is desired, this material is very 
easily soldered. 

There are many ways to support the rib- 
bon; but perhaps the easiest is to use small 
strips of celluloid, which are cemented in 
place with collodion. A round, wooden form 
about 31 /, or 4 inches in diameter should be 
constructed. Two celluloid strips, about an 
inch wide, are evenly spaced about the cir- 
cumference of the form and the ribbon is 
then wound on; allowing about u/; -inch space 
between turns. Paint the celluloid under 
the strips with collodion (see Fig. 1) and 
secure the ends of the copper strip to the 
celluloid by bending the copper back upon 
it. The inductor I.1 shown in the illustra- 
tions has 14 turns and, with its distributed 
capacity, oscillates naturally at about 25 
meters. The variable condenser brings the 
wave anywhere within the 40 -meter band 
with comparative case. 

Coupling the Inductors 
The secondary 1.2 is made of the same 

material as the primary, and is mounted on 
a glass plate, as shown in Fig. 2. (The usual 
practice of allowing the coils to lie on any 
table -top is not to be recommended.) The 
glass plate protrudes over the side of a 
cardboard box, to which it is cemented. This 
box is an ordinary ea rd boa rd affair such 
as a 22i/. -volt "B" battery box; it may be 
trimmed down to give the desired height 
and the two cardboard sections are held 
together by passing a string through them 
from one side to the other. 

Instead of bending the ribbon back on 
itself, as done with the primary, leave a 
0 -indh length at each end; these ends may 
be straightened. extended to the ends of the 
glass, and lient over so as to hold the coil 
rigidly in place. If desired, clips may be 
used to attach various antennas, and these 
are clipped to the ribbon. This arrangement 
allows one to vary the inductive coupling; 
moving the coils so that there is less area 
facing one another secures nearly the same 
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effect, capacitativcl-. With small effective 
arca, the coils can be placed close together; 
although it would probably be letter to keep 
them farther apart for a given coupling. 

Other Parts 
The variable condenser for tuning inay be 

a bakelile -end affair of 2:3 plates or so. It 

-.14; 

\ "VI 
- ? - 1_ 

1[(00110 
I 

.. y, r Ak! 

LI 
CELLULOID STRIPS 

COPPER RIBBON 
GLASS TUBING 

-TUBES FIT IN HOLES ON f.- BASEBOARD- --- --. 

Fig. 1 
The self- capacity of the roil shown is mach 
less than that of one made of rower ha Ding: 
its low inductance permits j, ef t er fregu eney 

control. 

should he "double-spaced," by removing- 
alternate plates; so that the high voltage 
will not spark over. A 10- id¡tte, douhle- 
spacetl revel ing condenser will servo for all 
average conditions. It is mounted on a piece 
of scrap bakelite which is screwed to a 
small base; this base is secured to the main 
baseboard l,v a pair of brass screws. 'l'he 
condenser may be fitted with :o suitable dial 
upon which the wavelengths IIIIy be marked; 
this allows one to keep schedules ou a par- 
ticular wave and yet do a little experiment- 
ing on different Waves at other titers. Cer- 
tain wavelengths will work better at certain 
times Of the day or night. 

'The radio-frequency choke coil should have 
a rather sunup diaurter and be wound of 
small wire; a good -In- teeter choke may be 
wound of 10(1 turns of No. chi wire on a 
piece of one -inch pannllitItd cardboard tub- 
ing,. In order to keep its field from the 
other coils as much as possible, set it away 
from them, with its axis at right angles to 
those of the other coils. 

A low -cost tube socket fur a 50 -watt set 
hilly be made of twee telephone flee -holders: 
these are well -glazed and have small ter- 
minals set into the pureelain. Brass strips 
are soldered to the tube terminals and 
attach to the fuse -holder by means of its 
screws. 

'l'he coil supports are ordinary glass rods 
which are set into holes drilled in the base- 
board. The eclhdniti strips are pinched, so 
that they fit tightly over the glass rods and 
are thus held in place. Any convenient 
height may be used for the induetor, and 
the rods are unite of a length to suit. 

.NII parts not otherwise well- insulated are 
mounted on pieces of insulating material 
which are s' cruel to the baseboard. The 
powr -sapi posts are mounted directly on 
the baseboard. Binding posts, that may he 

screwed (tiredly to the hoard, are most con- 
venient for this purpose. 'Phase shown in 
Fig. .\ were taken from old telephone 
equipment. 

'l'he dips used for an inductor of this type 
should not be too large for easy removal. 
'l'he connecting wires are soldered to the 
clips; and the condenser leads should be 

heavy. 

Wavemeter Construction and Calibration 
. wanru,eter will now he required for ad- 

justing the transmitter. It is about the 
most useful insu rnutnt a station can have; 
but it is surprising to note how many do 
not lime une. There is no excuse for this; 
because a wnveueter is so rnsih constructed. 
. %s diagrammed in Fig. 9, an instruuuent 
naay be ruade of a 3-turn coil, :I inches in 
diameter. an ordinary Variable condenser VC 
of ab.ont 2:1 plates or so, and a iLashlighl- 
hump .oaket with a. small 1T._ -volt lamp, all 
CIllln. elect in series. This arrangement will 
luny trim about 20 touters to .0 meters; 

a -turn coil will usnal :flow une to 
Intic from about .15 to flu toilers (a wide 
range). 

Conplc the wa%cinetel coil to the receiver, 
hieb i. osciIl Ling vveaklt. :uiJ the 

condenser until the familiar "resonance 
idiot." is heard. This shows that the wave - 
meter is timed to the saine (r.qurnuc as the 
receiver and, if a station, the Wal el,ngth mÌ 

which is known, has been tined in, the cuu- 
ticnscr dial is tu be marked with this wave- 

COPPER STRIP 
SPACE -WOUND 

SECONDARY. 

CEMENT 
GLASS TO 

BOxt 

--24===. 

4111 
II 

111 

I 1 

TRiNG I ! 

L2 

GLASS 
CLIP 
ANTENNA 
HERE. 

-e BATTERY 
CARDBOARD BOX. 

Fig. 2 

The secondary or antenna coil of duc transmit. 
icr may be satisfactorily mounted in this way, 
which permits the carpe :na f,+ be odfasted 

at toil!. 
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length. An S.L.C. condenser will give an 
approximate straight -line relation between 
wavelength and dial setting from 25 to 
about 85 on a 0- 100 -scale dial. By calibrat- 
ing a few points On the dial, therefore, in- 
termediate wavelengths may he estimated 
with fair accuracy. On the short waves, the 
number of turns necessary t'y in the w;tv emcter 
coil is small; curd it is desirable to confine 

r080tSbooa0Ób 
VC 

LAMP 

Ij 

VARIABLE CONDENSER 

Fig. 9 

The :cavemetcr for a transm :tier has su;Vcico 
input to light a lamp :a its circuit. 

the effective indnel:nue to the coil itself 
by keeping the lends .short. In order to do 
this, the coil mm-1, as a rule, he mounted at 
the rear of the condenser. It is sometimes 
convenient to he ihle to read the wavelength 
from the Niel: of the condenser, also: Ihmugli 
the dial cannot he seen from here, this may 
be readily done by scratching radial lines 
on the plate at the end. Set the dial at s ;iv 
2, run a 1 ted instrument, flush with the 
stator plates, over the rotor plate and mark 
the latter So that the wirelength may be 
read; nest move the dial to say f :mil re- 
pent the operation, proceeding around its 
circumference until the end plate of the 
eundenser is covered with radial lines, evenly 
apart. 'l'hese lines any b. !narked to read 
directly in wavelength it' desired. and with 
this arrangement the wavrltnglh may be 

read either from the front of the condenser 
by means of the dial, or from the rear of 
the condenser by means of the graduated 
cud -plate. This is often a convenient fea- 
ture when exceptional accuracy is not 
desired. 

Fig. 4 
The layout used by .11r. Haidell in his transmitter is a convenient one. Everything is readily ar.cS- 
siGlr. and Iher¡ is the toast anon nt of undesirable interaction. The insolation th raanrlmut must be good. 
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With a sensitive wavemeter, one can se- 
cure a good deflection of the indicator at a 
distance of several feet from n 50 -watt oscil- 
lator; this shows that any conductors within 
a radius of several feet, whether metallic or 
moist wood, will have currents set up in them 
and consequently cause an apparent increase 
in resistance in the circuit parts, due to 
losses. In this set, the primary has been sup- 
ported on a pair of glass rods, away from 
the base, variable condenser Cl, and other 
apparatus. 

Fig. 5 
It'ith a center -tap transformer, the rectifier 

jars may be arranged as shown here. 

Several amperes usually flow in the oscil- 
lating circuit, consisting of the condenser 
and the shunt inductor; consequently one 
should make the condenser leads to the in- 
ductor heavy in order to cut the heat loss 
as much as possible. 

Adjustment of the Hartley Circuit 
The adjustment of the Hartley circuit 

(Fig. 3) used in this set will be next de- 
scribed. The oscillatory circuit consists of 
Cl and that part of the inductor or LI 
which it shunts. The following method is 
suggested for adjusting the circuit: 

Set the plate clip at one end of the coil 
and the grid clip at the other; and place 
the filament clip midway between them. 
This arrangement will now oscillate quite 
strongly without the shunt condenser CI, 
but at a very short wavelength. The wave- 
length is raised by connecting the two con- 
denser clips at a few turns on each side of 
the filament clip, as diagrammed. 'flue Ha- 
ment clip may be correctly set to secure good 
output before Cl is connected; and the con- 
denser is then brought into circuit. If it is 
necessary to use the total capacity of Cl 
to raise the wavelength to the desired value, 
shunt the condenser across more turns of the 
coil; and, if the condenser sparks over, use 
fewer turns, with more capacity, for the 
given wavelength. The condenser clip near- 
est the grid end of L1 should be nearer than 
the other condenser clip to the filament clip. 
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Less "grid turns" will give a better note; 
but there is a certain minimum, at which 
operation is best. 

After the transmitter is oscillating on the 
proper wavelength, with good output, with 
fairly low plate current, the secondary, or 
antenna coil 12, is coupled to the primary 
I.1 and tuned into resonance with it; slight 
readjustments of the filament clip may be 
necessary to secure good stability. Keep the 
two inductors at least two inches apart; a 
greater distance is to be recommended for 
the coils used here. 'l'he antenna current 
should he about 85 per cent. of the maxi- 
mum obtainable. For an ordinary 50 -watt 
tube, one can secure fine results with about 
800 volts on the plate and a plate current 
not exceeding 50 milliamperes. It is inter- 
esting to note that many amateurs use higher 
plate currents than this on smaller tubes. 
It is practically impossible to do so with 
ordinary oscillators, while maintaining a 
steady wave. 

The Antenna 

The antenna often causes trouble; a few 
words may be to the reader's advantage. 
For operation at 40 meters, the antenna and 

Fig. 6 
Mr standard "bridge" circuit of a rectifier is 
shown here. The number of jars must be 
proportioned to the voltage rectified; each ici I 

carry about 30 volts drop. 

counterpoise should be each about thirty - 
three feet long; if the counterpoise is near, 
and parallel to, the ground (usually the 
case) make it about two shorter, or thirty - 
one feet (these lengths are total length of 
wire to the set). L2 should be connected 
between the two and it is convenient to 
place the resonance indicator A in the an- 
tenna, and the series condenser C in the 

Fig. 7 

The complete circuit of an .4.C. rectifier supplying plate current to a transmitter. such as that 
described in this article. .4 heavy -duty choke is required, and 2000 -mf. (D.C. rating) condensers. 

Fig. 8 
To "form" the necessary film on the rectifier 
plates, they are put under load for a few hours 

in this manner. 

counterpoise, lead to the coil. In order to 
bring the antenna into resonance with the 
oscillator (which, by the way, is abso!wleh,. 
necessary in order to know when full power 
is put into the antenna) vary the series con- 
denser until the antenna resonance indicator 
shows maximum current. 

Another common source of incorrect op- 
eration must he avoided by fastening the 
antenna and counterpoise securely; so that 
there can be absolutely no swinging which 
will change the capacity, and hence the 
fundamental wavelength. This will cause 
"swinging" in the distant receiver or even 
"fading," in extreme cases, as the circuit 
swings at its point of resonance. 

The capacities of the grid- and plate- block- 
ing condensers are usually not very critical. 
Good condensers for this purpose can be 
trade from thin sheet copper with pieces of 
ordinary window glass for insulation. Let 
the window glass overlap the copper foil 
and arrange alternate pieces of glass and 
copper; make connection to every other cop- 
per strip by means of soldering small wires 
to it. The other lead makes connection to 
all the remaining alternated strips. With 
thin pieces of glass, and a few layers of it 
as described, it is easy enough to make a 
highly -efficient condenser with a capacity of 
.001 -mf. or so. The ordinary 43 -plate vari- 
able air condenser has a capacity of .001 -oaf. 
and with glass, the dielectric constant is 
much higher. This permits the use of less 
foil area for the same distance between con- 
ductors. Values as small as .0001 -mf. can 
be used, if available. The glass at the two 
ends of the condenser mac be extended, and 
these extensions used to mount the capacity. 
Set the glass extensions over the ends of a 
piece of wood of the correct size. after 
clamping the pile of glass plates together 
with two pieces of wood and a few wood 
screws; and fasten the glass to the wood 
by means of screws having washers which 
fit over the glass at its edges (Fig. 10). 

Technical Comments 
The amateur usually cares little about 

actual efficiency from the standpoint of cur- 
rent consumption, since this shows tap as a 
here trifle in the electric -light bill; his ob- 
ject is to secure maximum output with the 
available equipment. It is well to bear in 
min(I, however, that a steady signal at per - 
1,,p- three- quarters the output will usually 
ca r) better, and be more easily identified, 
than the note which wobbles or "climbs" as 
the tube elements become heated. It is well 
to note the causes of losses, so one can 
adjust for the best practical efficiency. 

Although this set uses a 50 -watt oscil- 
lator, any suuuall tube (such as an ordinary 
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WOOD PLATES 

Ik 

--RUBBER 
WASHERS 

WOOD BASE' ALTERNATE GLASS WOOD 
AND COPPER. SCREWS 

Fig. 10 
A suitable blocking condenser (C2 or C3) for 
high voltage is quickly built up in the manner 

shown here. 

7',., watt type '10 may be used. With the 
smaller tubes, correspondingly lower plate 
voltages must, of course, be used, and the 

filament voltage should also be lower. This 
set arrangement may he used as a small 
receiving -tube oscillator at the start, with 
perhaps 150 volts of dry battery to furnish 
the plate potential. Any standard "II" 
power unit may be successfully used to fur- 
nish the desired voltage. 

If low power is to be used temporarily, it 
is advisable to purchase such apparatus that 
it will not be necessary to replace any of it 
when higher power is to be substituted. 
The type of parts shown here is such that 
practically any power, within reason, may 
be applied by merely choosing the proper 
plate and filament voltages. 

Panel- mounted layouts are sometimes more 

portable; although it is doubtful whether 
any panel- mounted outfit can be made as 
attractive as one neatly lajd -out with plenty 
of air between parts, and it is certain that 
the hitter design gives the greater efficiency. 
The recommended layout of the short -wave 
amateur transmitter described by the author 
is shown in Fig. 4. 

Chemical Rectifiers 
Practically all amateurs operate their 

transmitting equipment from the A.C. mains 
and employ a rectifier; the latter often 
causes difficulty. The chemical rectifier is 
in general use, it is economical and easy to 

(Continued on page 473) 

Portable Phone System for Adjusting Transmitting Antennas 

FTER one has been initiated into the 
amateur transmitting game he com- 
mences to experiment with antennas, 

etc., to find the best possible means of 
radiating his signals. 'l'he current- and 
voltage -feed Ilertrian systems seem to he in 
favor with many amateurs; but the difficul- 
ties experienced in locating the proper point 
for attaching the feed wire from the set 
seem to present the greatest problem. 

'l'he scheme illustrated in the accompany- 
ing diagram was used for this purpose and 
has been found an excellent means of couu- 
munication between the operator at the 
transmitter and the one doing the adjusting 
on the antenna. Usually such antennas are 
close enough to a roof so the helper can 
walk along and place the feed wire at the 
desired point. 

If not, then a short piece of metal tube 
can be soldered to the feed wire; slid over 
the antenna; and operated back and forth 
front the ground by strings pulled either 
one way or the other. 

The phone system consists of two regula- 
tion headsets, a length of double- strand in- 
sulated wire and a "C' battery. Disconnect 
one phone from the headband at each set. 
Then connect the phone cords to the long 
cord by dips or phone tip connectors, and 
insert the "C" battery somewhere in the 
line. Itun the long cord from the operator's 
point to that of the helper's; taking care to 
keep it as far as possible out of the field 
of the feed wire. 

Each person uses the free phone as a 
transmitter and holds it in one hand for the 
purpose Of course the antenna has the 
usual meter or light bulb in its center for 
adjustment readings. As the itest meter - 
reading occurs, the operator converses with 
the operator at the set and vice versa; and 
thus they are able to keep in constant touch 
with cash other. This enables them to get 
the most efficient readings at the transmitter 
as well as at the antenna, and insures the 
most efficient operating point. 

l'he "C" battery can be provided with a 
switch to cut it out of the line when not in 
use, if desired, and thus prevent running it 
down sooner than necessary. 

After the best operating point is obtained 
the 'feed wire should, of course, be soldered 
mernw nentie +.. thn nn +mono 

By L. B. ROBBINS 

THIS PHONE 

!WORN ON HEAD 

THIS PHONE USED 

AS TRANSMITTER 
LONG DOUBLE 
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Al S.T. - WORN BY 
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I he problem of antenna adjustment, so laborious by eu t.and -try methods, is quickly solved with one 
assistant and the phone system shown. 
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Image Reception With a Radiovisor 
Tart II) 

A review of the present state of television broadcasting and a 
discussion of the practical problems of the receiving operator 

By D. E. REPLOGLE 
N the preceding issue of Itmou-CNAYr, 
a description of the new Jenkins radio- 
, ¡SM., and its weal; 'n1 m,atIt ies, cv;ts 
given by the writer. Some account of 

the methods of tel.,ision broadcasting now 
ill use, and of the results which may be x- 
pectcd by the will he of equal 
interest; together with practical hints nn 
the operation of a television receiver and 
reproducer. 

In the first place, teltnision broadcasting, 
at the present time, is dime almost entirely 
tan the basis of the 18 -line image, at the 
rate of 15 frames or images per second; 
which has been adopted as standard, at least 
during the present stage of the art of tele- 
vision. 

Why 48 -Line Television? 
Of course, the present -day .standard of 

"48 -line" television leaves ;curl to be desired 
from the standpoint of artistry: just as the 
coarse half -tone screen of m a.paper photo- 
graphs is hardly to be considered a work of 
art when compared with 200 -line screen illus- 
trations on cu;ied paper. llowever, it is a 
case of eutnpromising between art and 
mechanical eunsiderations. In the case of 
radioyisinn, we roust, for the present, ana- 
lyze, transmit and recvnslrnat our images 
in terius of I8 lines or horizontal strips. In 
order to represent animation, the complete 

picture is flashed at the rate of fifteen tines 
per second. 

\t lirst thought, a 48 -Iine picture seems 
hopelessly erode. \lacy have compared the 
48 -line radiovisfon presentation with the 
coarse screen of the usual newspaper half- 
tone. taking a 48 x 48 -dot section and 
representing that picture as the correspond- 
ing detail of the stanchird ra(liuvision pic- 
ture. Such a comparison is misleading. 

While it is true that the radiovision pie - 
ture is represented by 48 parallel lines or 
strips. it should he noted that each line 
is not broken up into separate dote or 
elements as in the line of half -tone clots. 
Instead. the line is n continuous oats, wade 
up of delicate rariatioux of luminosity. 
Therefore, the radiorision image ix limited 

as to detail Inl its stripe as a whole, and not 
by lock of detail hi the iudiridmd st rips. 
This accounts for the unexpected degree of 
detail that can be obtained with the 18 -line 
rn dio% isiun system. 

There ins been too much tendency to 
declare the l,ti -liar image too crude to holler 
with. Yet in our recent developments. we 
have found it possible to handle standard 
;notion -picture film with as many as three 
figures and some background, in our trans- 
mitter, and then reproduce the same at a 
remote receiving point, with sufficient detail 

Corporation, is completely .. . ...e 1 Jeri, teen Groadeast trau n it ter of the Jenkins %elerision 
,uu,ded copper .rereeniag ao percent stray electrical interference 

the amplifier inert and a"Ted ing Ihr signals. 

Underwood & Underwood 

Fig. 
tdn is a specimen caf the nn,viug'piet arc dim 
:riaieh. is non through a television projector to 

facilitate regulation at the receiving end. 

lo fulluw the story. Of course "it can't he 
done; but we hure nevertheless gone ahead 
and done so! Our recent results convince 
os that the 48 -line image has excellent enter - 
tainuteat possibilities. 

Conditions for Successful Television 
.lust what are sonie of the requirements 

essential to rued radio(ision reception? 
lu the first place, il is assnliol to pick up 

clenu. ju,,:erful, ..e/l -one, /.Ruled signals. 
There are several television transmitters on 
the ;tir today, serving a considerable portion 
of the country. '1w'.. Jenkins television sta- 
tions, for inslance, arc broadcasting salis - 
factory signals mer n considerable area for 
teleyisiun experimenters and those pru'idetl 
with eouuucrcinl "radioyisors." 

One station. \C:{XK, is located soave six 
miles north of Washington in \lontgouory 
Country. \Id., and prmes on a frequency 
ut' 1,9(1(1 kilocycles, which is equivalent to 
1113 meters. The other Mat ¡On. \C'X(I{, is 
located on Une root' of the Jenkins plant in 
Jersey ('ity, X :.1., and operates on a newly- 
assigned frequency of 2.8110 kilocycles, or 
107 meters. Both stations are liecnsed l'or 
an output up to 5 kilowatts. 

.\Ithnugh the usual "service range" of 
fhcsc stations is conservatively limited to 
i IS) miles, the signals are being received and 
"rndiovised" as far as Chicago and even to 
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Iowa, in one direction, and up through 
New England as far as Boston. 

Sensitivity A Factor in Pictures 
It should be noted that a high signal 

strength is required for good radiovision 
reception, as contrasted with the require- 
ments of sound broadcast reception. Where- 
as a "sound" signal may be of sufficient 
strength if it can be heard even by head- 
phones, in the case of radiovision the signal 
strength must be ample for loud -speaker 
cohmic to till the average room, and even 
be heard in the adjoining room. Unless 
there is so much signal strength available, 
it will he quite impossible to modulate the 
neon glow -lamp. The starting point of -mangy 

television failures is insufficient signal 
strength. 

One of the problems is a receiver that is 
too sensitive. In other words, we are more 
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troubled with inductive interference, or so- 
called "man -made static," in radiovision than 
in sound broadcasting. Consequently, the 
highest possible "signal level" is necessary. 
(The subject of "signal level" and "back- 
ground noise" was discussed in the first part 
of the article, "Causes and Cure of Radio 
Interference," bv F. R. Bristow, which 
appeared in the ,January, 1930, issue of 
I{ AuIO-CRArt' magazine.- Editor.) 

In sound broadcasting, "background noise" 
can be tolerated; and it may even pass un- 
noticed because of the subject interest of the 
program, which takes the listener's mind 
away from extraneous noise. In sight broad- 
casting, however, the eye cannot help detect- 
ing any blemish in the pictorial pattern. 

(It may be here !minted out that a prob- 
lem not encountered in "smond" reception, 
but one with which the "risuaal" engineer 

must contend, is static interference, causing 
picture distortion, on frequencies outside of 
the standard 10-kc. broadcast audio band 
but within the 20- to 30 -kc. picture band. - 
Editor.) 

Fortunately, intermittent inductive inter- 
ference, such as that from an oil burner 
or electric sign flasher, is not as annoying 
as in sound broadcasting. It simply causes 
a spot or streak to appear at intervals, and 
may hardly be noticed. Steady interference, 
such as that from ut sparking motor, how- 
ever, causes the appearance of a permanent 
blemish which interferes with the enjoyment 
of the radiovision program. 

It follows that the sensitivity of the radio- 
vision receiver should not be great 'unless 
the looker -in lives at a considerable distance 
from the television transmitter and is fatn- 

(Continued on page 475) 

The Inventor and His Patent 
IS there an experimenter who has not 

thought of himself as an inventor, or 
who has not speculated on the possibili- 

ties of patenting some idea that would win 
him fame and fortune: 'l'he answer is in 
the negative. 

This article was prepared by the writer, 
a former examiner in the U. S. Patent Office 
at Washington, to answer many of the first 
questions which will occur to everyone's 
mind regarding the cost and the scope of a 
patent and, incidentally, to give a better idea 
of the rate at which the inventive brains of 
America are working. Many readers of 
It.umo -Canrr have undoubtedly wished 
for the authentic information given here; 
which, though in ninny cases approximate, is 
reliable for practical purposes. 

'l'he authorities for the following state- 
ments, when available, and the methods of 
arriving at the conclusions, are explained 
here: 

What does a patent cost? 
Concise and comprehensive reports on this 

subject are not abundant. Unquestionably, 
a patent can be olaNincd for less than 200 
dollars; it is believed, however, that this is 
a reasonable figure for competent legal ser- 
vices where an invention of moderate com- 
plexity is concerned. (Souue attorneys do 
not charge for amendments.) The list be- 
low enumerates the separate items of cost: 

Search of the art 
Government tiling fee 
Legal services in the 

and filing of: 
the petition 
the specification 
the claims 
the oath 
the drawing 
Amendments 

Final Government fee 

$10 
20 

preparation 

100 
50 
20 

Total $200 

The approximate average cost of the 
amendments is obtained by taking 20 dol- 
lars as the cost of one amendment and 
multiplying it by the average number of 
amendments; which is, approximately, 2.5. 
The source of this figure is explained in a 
note at the end of this article. 

By J. HAROLD BYERS 
D. B. Keyes in Chemical and Metallurgical 

Engineering for Sept. 3, 1923, gives an 
estimate of the cost of a patent that is 
surprisingly high: "It has been found that 
approximately $.500 is a fair average for the 
cost of a United States patent." 'l'he article 
does not explain how the figure $.500 was 
ascertained. 

Mr. Keyes, in an article appearing Oct. 
15, 1923 in the same journal, gives approxi- 
mate estimates of the average total costs 
of patents in foreign countries as follows: 

Country Cost 
United States $ 500 
England 870 
France 710 
Germany 1,510 
Norway 510 

How long does it take to get a patent? 
Again it is desired to point out that 

there is nothing prophetic about these 
figures; there is no guarantee attached to 
them. 'l'he figure 41/2, applied to the number 
of years it takes to get a patent, weans 
simply that the respective times for a num- 
ber of instances have been added and divided 
by the number. It does not mean that the 
time it will take you to get a patient will 
coincide with that quotient. 

A statement, ascribed to Senator King, is 
quoted from the Washington Post for April 
22, 1929: ` -two to seven years are re- 
quired for the granting of a patent." Aver- 
aging Senator King's estimates, we arrive 
at the figure 4: /. 

(Continued on pale 477) 

.4 vida . of the Patent Office at ffashingtou, a building more that a century old, ;hawing at right and 
left a few of the alcoves which house the 120 miles of shelves fall of patens. 

© Underwood & Underwood 
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Amplifying the Television Signal 
Principles of design essential in the construction of an amplifier 
capable of faithful amplification of super -audible frequencies, and 

the constants of such a unit 
By C. H. W. NASON 

Engineering Department, Jenkins Television Corp. 

I :1'I1l)í'G1I utilized ill widely diver- 
gent se r% lits, the television signal 
differs but slightly from that of 
radio teiephun. In broadcasting, 

the radio - frequency carrier is undulated at 

an audible rate corresponding to the signal 
input to the modulator tutee. 'Pile modu- 
lation voltages are composites of frequen- 

Fig. 1 

1I,. ll'.al ti 111 ilL s to 
keep the ratio of the input :whoa, ti3 ta the 
.:I -trot Luttant E3 as high and constant as 

possible. 

eies varying from about 50 to slightly be- 
yond 5(11)0 cycles. In television, the signal 
eumpumnts Corer a band of frequeneies, 
ranging from as low as 15 cycles on through 
the entire audible range and beyond. 'l'ire 
highest frequencies to be encountered, in 
the present state of the art, are of the order 
of 30.0111 cedes, Obviously, the audio -fre- 
quency amplifiers of standard design arc 
unsuitable in such a ease; and a special 
problem in amplifier design confronts the 
worker entering the television field. 

It is a wise, though not universally ac- 

cepted, practice in the design of appnr:atu, 
of a. multiple thararter, to consider each 

unit as an entity and to strive for perfec- 
tion in the design of that single element of 
the %vltole. without regard for the failings 
of the associated apparatus. 

According to our previous statement re- 

garding the frequenc -band utilized, we see 

that our amplifier must present a gain - 
frequency eliaraeteristiv essentially flat from 
1.5 cycles to 3,1 kilurtrlrs (Fig. t) The 
inabilitt of the rye lo differentiate het 'Cell 
sureau t:n'iatiuns in light intensif y. without 
a standard of eouap:n'isun in direct ta- 
position. makes allowable a deiiation froc, 
normal gain of plus or minus twenty per 
cent. over the hand. 

Resistance Coupling Essential 
The high- flequenry response of any am- 

plifier is dependent upon the admittances 
due to shunt or stray capacities remaining 
negligibly low in comparison with those of 
the other circuit elements. The inherent 
stray capacities of transformer windings 
make it impossible to design as transformer- 
coupled tnuplitier eagmhle of reaching both 
the low and the high frequencies. The sane 
disa lytintage is present in impedance- 
coupled circuits. Home, we are limited to 
resistance coupling in one furor or smother; 
not house of the effects of stray ca- 
pacities, but because of the variation in 
phase dh plaeemenl apparent in trans- 

foraine- 1.01110111 circuits, with c :uiatiuu of 
the signal frequency. The human car is 
ineapahte of recognizing phase ditferenves; 
hid phase distortion of the tcleti *inn signal 
i.' quite apparent in the necked image, and 
quite apart from discrimination :against 
the Higher frequencies. The transformer- 

amplifier is therefore unsuited for 
television use. 

In a resistance- capacity -coupled amplifier 
(shown schematically in Fig. 1) the basic 
gain per stage is a "function" of the "and' 
(It) of the tithe \'1, the plaste resistance 12p, 
and the load resistance 113. That is, at a 
mid -range frequency where the reactance of 
C is negligible :nid with the eff(rlive load 
resistance taken as the paralleled grid- and 
plate- rtsistanee caducs, 

III 112 

or lia= 
RI +It'2 

for gain per stage is: 
E2 It :3 

El R:1+ lip 
This we may consider :as a constant from 

Fig. 2 
the It'Pdall:. Plat ii re If of the impl'ore i fill 
tins television amplifier. Il iah grid -leak de- 

tection, an odd number of Si a,,.'s is used: With 
potter eitl iet iarl, CO even sae m bar. 

w'hic'h all Ile\intions from the normal gain 
are to he mrasaned; taking it ns IIN) %, the 
percentage of reproduct attained ¡it other 
t'regncnries is 

1:3/1:2 )( 100 
Inspection of the equation shows that the 

gain is primarily dependent upon the mag- 
nitude of I::l: and that the Condition 

E2 /E1 = µ obtains when the factor 
1t3 

approaches unity, through the 
Itp + R3 

plate resistance's becoming negligibly small 
in comparison with the luau) resistance. 

11 is possible that, at sill low frequency1 
the rraetaiìee of C will ',immune large in 
comparison with It2; and an attendant rise 
ill It:t till increase the gain at the low- 
frequency end. 'Phis is usually overcome, 
through the tact. that 1:3 is taken across R_ 

in series with the reactance. 
In computing the response at the low 

frequencies we have 

Ea Pz c..)RZC 
E2 `'Rzt+ XC2 4C, Ct R22-t 

The evaaluntion of the quantity is dependent 
upon the factor C 1t2 and, with a prede- 
trrnlintd salue of 112, the low-frequency re- 
sponse is dependent upon the value of C. 
Likewise, with a fixed value of C, raising 
the value of I{2 will improve the amplifi- 
cation at the low end. 

C II is the "time constant "; numerically 
equivalent 'bother l' and It are taken in 
farads and ohms, or in megohms and micro- 
farads. Its valses for to reproduction fac- 
tor of 95r/o, at various lo' frequencies, are 
as follows: 

TABLE I 

¡ "r,'.pu'Pry T 
In cycles .05 
20 " .11.5 

5n " ill 
95 ' 0115 

1!111 .0025 
l'he reproduction factor hoist he held 

high in the individual stage: as the per- 
centage of a mp! i lien tien at a given frequency 
decresasos geometrically with the number of 
stages. 'l'hus a reproduction factor of 95 

in the single .stage hommes 85.7%, when 
noted by three .saiceessiue stages. 

Effect of Tube Capacities 
The high -frequency response is less sub- 

ject to predetermination. Obviously, as the 
colite of the grid- tihanaent capacity reactance 

(Coat lintrrd ou pinte 457) 

Fig. 3 
771e complete circuit of the new tCa l.ius telericiae amplifier, whose characteristic is practically flat 
If to 30,000 cycles. Constants are cru ih the diagram; the high degree of filtering and circuit 

isolat,.' .shown is ab.o,lu tilt c.t,e a t ial. 
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Modern Sound Projection 
tPART 11) 

There is "money in sound projection," but there are also funda- 
mentals to be mastered. In this installment a practical sound 
projectionist clearly describes just what are these fundamentals. 

By RICHARD CARMAN 

T HE main purpose of the "Sound" 
projection equipment is to reproduce 
speech, music or incidental sounds in 
connection with moving pictures, in 

so realistic a manner that the effect Is 

practically equivalent to ha, ing the speakers 
or artists actually present; every sound 
should be heard at the same moment that 
the action accompanying it is seen on the 
screen. A further use is to accompany 
feature pictures with specially -recorded 
"cued" music and appropriate sound effects, 
known as "synchronized score "; so that 
every scene shall have music and sound 
effects appropriate to the action and, when 
the scene changes, any corresponding change 
in the character of the sound accompani- 
ment shall be mottle accurately and auto- 
matically at the precise monuent. Hence, 
the two applications mentioned above are 
collectively called synchronous reproduction. 

Disc Reproduction 
Of the many possible ways of recording 

and reproducing sound, there are but two 
which have been accepted for the use of 
sound projection. The disc method utilizes 
a disc similar to a phonograph record, but 
larger and of a higher type. (See Fig. A). 
These records arc made originally at the 
studios on discs, technically known as "the 
wax." From these "wax" discs are made 
more permanent records. 'l'he desired sound 

THE "talkies" and their kindred 
developments, all originating from 

the application of radio engineering 
methods to the moving -picture and the 
phonograph industries, present a won- 
derful opening to the radio technician. 
The ambitious radio Service Man a:J 
experimenter should not fail to read 
every one of this series of articles on 
Sound Projection which began in the 
February issue of RADIO -CRAFT 

-Editor. 

recorded on them is separated from those 
which are undesired; and there is made an- 
other record containing only the desired 
sound, which matches perfectly the film 
with which it is to be used. This record is 
then forwarded to some large record manu- 
facturer (such as Victor or Columbia) by 
whom the records actually used in projec- 
tion in the theaters are made. The records 
are played twenty to forty times, and an 
accurate log of the number of times played 
is kept on each record itself. By limiting 
the number, the quality of the sound is 
maintained at a high standard. 

Another consideration in the use of the 
records is the choice of needles. Regular 
phonograph needles are employed; the size 
used being dependent on the type of sound 

Fig. A 
"Sound-on-R_ cord" components: 1, guard rail; 2, turntable (technically referred to as the "platter "), 
upon which is seen a record; 3, retaining cap, heavily weighted; 4, rourauterweigl't ; 5, pick -ul ; 6, 

vernier counterweight; 7, coupling gear-box; 8, pickup rest. 

and whether it is of an even texture, such 
as soft music, or whether it is of a harsh 
variety. If the sound recorded is of a 
character where the sound is sudden -such 
as II shot, or a door slum, or war scenes - 
a low-how needle (long and thin) is used 
because it is less likely to break down the 
walls of the grooves, thus causing the needle 
to "single -track" or jump. Where there is 
no clanger of sudden noises, and where the 
best quality is desired, a full -tone needle is 
used. A love -tone needle or a half -tone 
needle is less likely, however, to jump or 
single- track. 

To keep the record running at an ab- 
solutely even rate of speed, a device known 
as a mechanical filter is employed. No 
matter how accurately the machinery run- 
ning the record turntable has been made, 
there will be a certain unevenness or flutter- 
ing of the reproduced sound if the filter is 

not used. 'l'he method is that of connecting 
the turntable to the driving shaft through 
a series of springs so mounted that they 
absorb any mechanical vibration or flutter. 
These springs are sometimes augmented by 
a "hydraulic" arrangement of baffle plates 
and oil. 

Film Sound Reproduction 

'l'he film method (See Fig. B) consists 
of a sound -track on the side of standard 
Iilua, approximately 1 /10th of an inch in 
width, upon which is made a photographic 
record of the sound. There are at present 
two types of this sound -on -film: both employ 
the sane sound -track or band; but on one 
the sound vibrations are recorded as alter- 
nate light and dark lines of varying density; 
while in the other the variations are re- 
corded by dividing the band into black and 
white portions. In the latter, the black 
portion varies in proportion to the sound 
vibrations and its edge has an appearance 
similar to that of nunuataains, or a jagged 
and irregular line. In the projector these 
vnrie_atcd lines serve as means for varying 
the amount of light which Is thrown from 
the focused image of the filament of the 
exciter lamp into the photoelectric cell. The 
exciter lamp is a straight -line- filament bulb, 
usually operating on 12 volts and drawing 
approximately 4 amperes. This filament 
lights to a very high brilliancy, and its 
illumination is focused by a systems of tiny 
lenses, so that a tiny, fine line of light falls 
upon the sound -track of the filet. The photo- 
electric cell is placed in the optical track 
of the exciter lamp, lens and film; and these 
in combination with the necessary sprockets, 
idlers and mechanical filter (used in this 
case on the sprocket immediately beyond 
the point where the "sound- aperture" is 
placed) compose what is called the film 
pick -up head. 

Two or more sound projectors are usually 
installed in the booth. In some cases, these 
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Shore -Wave Stations of the World 
Kilo - 

Melen cycles 
4.97 -1.35 lio,u0u- 5,i.000 -Amateur Telephon). 
8.57 3A. -W2XCU. Ateliers., N. J. 

12.4s 2 !Mon --W6A0. Sam 11:,Ir0. full f. 
,Smeral expel imenlal -:d Iona ar :within iced 

operate n- esri'ui1V11111,1 
dou 0 

of a series, 
10 h octet'..) 

13.0I 23,010-- W2XAW, s, heincla4'. N. Y. 
13.9: 21.11111- W2XAL. New York. 
11.00 21,:1211 -D I V. Nauen, Germany. 
I.I. :a 2/1..001- LSH, Monte Grand,, .Irg,adIna, after 10:30 

Ix In. '1'rlepiauy 0i111 l' :,rape. 
.. F M B. Talmo :,e. 111Waga.ear. 
--PMB, IlamWung. Java. 

14.112 20,500. W9XF. Chicago, JII. (WI :NIt. 
14.81 20,20a -DG W. Sauen, Germany. 2 to 9 p.m. 

Telephony n, Buenos Aires. 
15.0:1 19:150 -LSG, Daute Grande. Arl;ro) Ina. Frone 9 

l ilt. tu 1 p.m. Telephoy to Pari, and 
Nanu liar reim). 

.. -DIH. Nan, i, Germany. 
15.10 19.850 -W M I, Deal, N. 3. 

1 :,.111 19,400 -FZU. '15III 
:11 

ave, Al :ldagasrar, 
15,50 19.::;11- Naml Frallie, 1 14. 5 p.m. 

--F W3, Pal N, Frame. From 10 a.m. Tele- 
phony to Mom Grande (Buenos Aires). 

- - VK2ME, Sydney'. Auettalle. 
15.60 19,220- --WNC, Deal, N. J. 
15.85 19,92o -XOA, "Iexllo City, MeL. 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. 
15.91 18,.v:,n- PLE, Itandoeng. Ja, a. Itroadrasta Wed. 

8:40 to 111:40 a.111. Telephony with Koot- 
.tük (Amsterdam,. 

10.10 18,620 -G111. IimlOdn. England. 
Montreal. 

16.11 i . G9 -GBU. Itugby, Englanl. 
1.1.3u 1$. loo-PCIC. K.oltaiik, Holland. 1l1í0' fool 1 

to 0:30 
16.:15 18.37,11 -WN D, Deal Beach, N. J. Tlausa1atilc 

Irlapheny 

10,38 18.:t1 t -GBS. itIgiy, Eglm. 
T crIaty 

ith 
York. New General l lLondon. 

16.50 13,1711 -CG A. Drummond, Inh. Ones r'. Canada. 
Telephony to England. Canadian Marconi 
Co. 

16.51 13,130 -GBW, Rugby, England. 
10.57 18.120-GBK, Rugby. England. 
10.111 18,1110 - KGI, ltnlhlas. Calif. 
16.70 17,959. ..FZU. Tamaluve. 3ladaga war. 
16.80 17.830 -PLF. Batidm'ng, Java ("Radio Mhdho,ar "). 

Works with Holland. 
10.82 17,831 -PCV, KmM1wijk, Rolland. 3 to 9 a.m. 
16.88 17.770 -PHI, haircut, Holland. Beam station to 

Dutch colonies. Broadcasts Mon.. Wed., 
Thora., Frl. 8 to II a.m. N. V. Philips 
Radio, Amsterdam. 

16.90 17,30 -181 P1. Bangkok, Siam. 7-9::10 a.m., 1.3 
p.m. Sunday',. 

17.20 17,4411 -AGC. Nation, CeranniF. 
17.31 17,300-W2X K. $.Iitoertady, N. Y. Tura.. 

Sat. 12 to 5 p.m. Cite rai }le' file Co. 
- W2XCU, Ampere. N. Z. 
-W9XL. Anoka, 51 inn.. and other (AIN'T I' 

al at loll,, 
t8.10 16.300 -PCL. Kuotwlik, Rollhuld. Work, Milli 

Barak/wig frotti r a.m. Netherland . IaIL 
Telegraphs. 
W LO, Law rein,. N. J. 
COX, Itangt, . England. 

18.75 15.9:,11 - Saigon. Indo-China. 
18.s0 IS910- P LG . Itandoclg, Java. Afternoons. 
19.50 13.::10- W2XAD, Sehouelzely, N. V. 11w:01, 4s 

Sun. 2:30 to 5:411 p.m., Tues.. Thom. and 
Sat. noon to ti p.ln Frl. 2 tu :: p.m.; 
besides nlaying WGY'a mening program 110 

Hon. Wed.. Fri. and Sal. evenings. Chol- 
era! Meet rte Company. 

IO.1a1 15.::110 - ... Lyngby, Denmark. Esprrimenta. 
19.0:: 13.280 -W2XE, Jamatra. N. Y. 
19.00 13,2511- W2XAL, New York, N. Y. 
19.:9 15.220 -W8XF ¡I:BK.%) Pittsburgh, Pa. 4:::0 

11.10. on; Saturday frotti n. Sully lay'. ell - 
t Irr program. 

I,,.pp 15,000-CM6XL Central 'Damien. Cuba. 
LSI. !throe Grande. Argentina. 

20.90 14.090 -TF2S H. Irrland. 
20.sn I ;. 120- -VPD, Snit,. Fiji hand,. 
211.9 :: 11 It. h1 -G214 M. ,`alrrl :ou. }mug laud. 
sot -21.26 I1.::0,í 1 L Ion Amateur Telephony. 

Tckl'hony with 

22.38 13. 109- -WN D. Deal B,a,h, N. J. 'l'rau,at haul le 
telephony. 

22.09 1::,0.;0- W2XAA. Houk. ti. \I,. 'lion -.:Runt is 
telephony. 

22.73 13,180 -. WFA, Its rd i t I 11 \- 11,0. 
W FAT. s. s. 1,I" '. 1: -111,.." II) n1 
Expedition. 

2:1.35 12.850- W2XO. s . 

'mignon \l' r,. 

In I 
mi 'l'0í -., 'I I ..n. 

Dune rut 1:lu rrie 
-W6XN, Pak laud, Calif. Relay: KG0 from 

5 p.m., Moo.. Thu., Sat., 10 2:15 a.m. 
'roe,., 3 min . Fri.. 1 awe . eundal. Gen- 
eral Elerlri, 

-W2XCU. -\ww'l'e. N. J. 
-W9X L, Anoka. 11 Inn.. awl 

moo al relay I'i;,laicra. 
21. -11 1280 -6BU, Rugby, England. 
21.:0 12.2111. FW4, Str. A --I.,. 110111.) Maitre. Works 

Buenos Aire -, limo -China a nl Jaya. On 
0 a.m. t0 I p.m.. and other Door.. 
NIX R. Manila. P. I. 
G X. Itugby, England. 

21.0:1 12.180 Airplane. 
21.44 12.130- CBS. Ihlglry. }:,gland. Tran.allaullr phone 

to Deal. N. .1. I New York r. 
21.89 12.015 NAA, Arlington, Va. Time signals. 8:55 - 

' 

!I: 1 -10 p.m. 
21.:,1 12,000 F2G. Salgan, h010- l'ldna. -1 -1 Slcu :d,, 

p.1) 
3,10 11,9 LS -- KKO, Itulhlar. /'alit. 

2, 10 ¡Lain- ....Zee.tn, Gerulany. Testa of 1),w Super - 
paw',, 111'aadra-Irra. 

25.34 11.840 -W2XE, Jamaica, Neu York (W.ttC). 

All Schedules Eastern Standard 
Time: Add 5 ¡fours for Greenwich 

Mean Time. 

Kllo- 
Meters eycies 
25.10 Il..ull-WBXK 'LI'I( \ l',':.I,ur.h. Pa. 4:30 p.m. 

_. .. . on . Smoiays entire 
prow, '.,I. 

-W9XF. I .. \\II:,. 
-W2XAL. 1 '.,\It\\I. 

25-53 11,750--GSSW, I . 1. 7:30-8,:0 
... _ :ola)s atril 

.. , .- `,I mWy, and 
N_511 12-t a.m. 

Slow 1:,.-...awl 'TOOr-1.,,s. 
25.00 11.710- C1RX, \\innimg. l'acada. S p,m, 

dalo. Son. t 1n 2 D.In. It. 
.iooe. Richardson A Soll , I.Li. 

25.68 11.070-K10, Kalnlhu, Ilan all. 
2d.00 11,5:10--CGA. Itnunnuaol.Ille. Canada. 
20.111 11,191)-GBK. Huai*, England. 
..__ 11,4:I0--DHe. Nemu, Germ:wy Ilk rllw We.kdaye 

after : Son. alter :1 p.111. - DHF, Nauru, Gm many. 
26.70 11.230---WSBN, "Les Willett" ski A. T. & 

T. lei. aau,91a11. 
27.00 11,100- EAT H. Virnma. .t11tria. Mun. ml,l Thurs., 

:gel tu 7 P.1 

27.75 I0,gP9-PLN, Itaudoug, .lava. 
_..RS 10,700-PLR. It:unlang, Jai a. \Cork. .\ith llon- 

law :old l'ran . rek,la)a tr"n1 7 a.w.; 
:i toes ame 9:3n. 

?silo 10.710- VAS, Cho Ilay. N. S., 5 a.m. 
to 2 11.10. 1111:pli:m 1laroti 1'U. 

10,510 RO RI.. Leningrad. 1'.5.5.11 Utus.la) 
--VK2BL. Sy dues Australia. 

_ N11 111,I!ti VK2ME. ádne. A11-Irata. Irregular. On 
(Ved. a0,r 

a 
.411411g:euaed 

tu-n mils. l,mau, 
N'Irela-. ili!!. N. S, t\'. -K ES. 'tonnes. Calif. 

(NOTE This list is compiled front many sources. 
all of which are not in agrrrmrnt. and which show 
greater or less discrepancies: in view of the fact that 
most schedules and many wavelengths are still in an 
experimental .tape: that daylight time introduces eon 
fusion and that wavelengths are calculated differently 
in many schedules. In addition to this, one especi- 
ml ntal station may operate on any of several wave- 
lengths which are assigned to a group of stations in 
common. We shall he glad tc receive later and more 
accurate information from broadcasters and other trans- 
mitting organizations, and from listeners who have 
authentic info: motion as to calls. exact wavelengths and 
sehedules. We cannot undertake to answer readers who 
inquire: as to the identity of unknown stations heard. 
as that k a matter of guesswork: in addition to this. 
the harmonics 

sf 
mans local long ware stations can he 

heard in a short wave receiver- EDITOR.) 

Inn 
.il.t 

I ti. 
ll ' 

:I9.1:, .9in GBU. Itugh), England. 
.211 11.11,1 W2XU. Long Iland l 

a . 

11 ,, y York. :l,rl GBW. Itlglp. England. 
30.75 0,7:0 Seen, !'rann'. 'Fu, . :.1),l l'rl.. 5 lo 

i:15 pro. 
30.90 ..71 r NRH. :k. In:oO tn 11:00 

ir. In. .\r:nm,m l'r.prdr_ 1larin. .Ipartid0 40. 
31.1 .1 11.1:5e 7L0. \alaebf. 1,en, a. .S1 Ira. Nasal to 

p.'tr. ItA:,s It!SW, t1"ho fie- 
ram IN fl..:n 2 to 3 pro. 

Moore I;t:aw:e, .\rg,rr, .I \amIn 
hreguhkri' after In:::l0 

::I.2:: O,r,nO LGN, 1: 'c N' 
:11.2,i 9,590.PC1. Iliholïna. II..II. \, 

'l'bur-. 2-1. 7- : I... 
p.m, Iv i .Irl. ,N 1 l' It:rliu. í:bldh,nl 

9.51,,- VK2FC. )du, '.\IIIIaIi.. 
01rr I ; N. S. W. Ill ,.:.t lug Co. 
VPO. s .I lili 1-Iand,. 

- WIXA2,1\ ;,YI:%1, 
I. 1- 

,1) 
n Ip. .., e W2XAF. ,Je .lahl, N'.. 1.II.MnI 

'1\o l'i AIN. 
uul 

Sat. ulsul . I,laya W'GY 
tl, p 1;rnrr:d }:1+ i . 

' --W9XA. In ur, 1,dar::'h1 I:, Lr. EO.\. 
-- Il, iarbu-. Fiul:upl. 

0,500-VK3LO. llrlhollrm' Au,tratla, Irregular. 
Ito a, 
OZ7RL. ,;.peuh:crn. U' II'.ark. Around 
7 01. 

' I. ugh,. Ih-nulak. 
.1': 

1 . 

CI aws I p ei 0. l Lc., 
P. Poland. '110,11a, 1 5.0111. 

r.I:: .r I V.p I:'_, 7, ,. 
XDA. ,I,I.: \L 

. : E NODE , I:.roe Su Its, Iland. 11011., Tuos,, 
1 

OZíMK. 1a'..,:lk. Irregular 

CM2MK. I1.,.. 
CGA. 1 , 1 1 1 0 1 1 , . 1 1 d , ill,. 

1 

anada. ' L al GBK, Itnghl. England. 
.._,0 FL. Pit Is. Eran Tu,n1) Time 

-ig,lul, , ;Irt. ad :::70; 
VK2BL. Si S,dtiey. .\n-Irill. 

2,,0 GBS. Itu¢b>', i:ugl:md. 'r1au.:ltlautir phone. ,.oli G BS. Iinghy, England. 
.,Nm - P-cu, Poland. Tests "fuit. :.nd 'Duffs, 

In 7 P.111. . 
8.872- NPO. Ca,ilc ULui!lal l'hil4,pD,c lslatida. 

TI uu signals 9:55-10 p.n. (Coin blued un page 478) 

ARI. IL ;l.. L,. , -- ,bic.: . a.m. 
CM2LA. ll :n.,i,a, Crab1 . 

31.25 

1 

:h5, 

2.32o.: :i 
2 !u 

:9 
. '11 

33.81 

p.m.: 

Irregularly' 

K I AT, S. S. ' me:mnr Rolling." Byrd 
ion. 

WFA, Byrd Expedition, Antarctica. 
W2XAL, Schenectady. New 1 urk. 

:G.- W2XCU, Ampere. N. J.: -W9XL. l'hlea ;o, 
:4.7 e WOO. Leal. N. J. 

.00 
- 
-HKCJ. Maniralca, Colombia. 

:., n3 .,.'a;O . K VUA, S. S. "Lake Unarm," Fool \lomr 
Co. 

:21.48 8,450 -WSBN, SS. " Leviathan." 
36.00 8.330 -3KAA, Leningrad. Russia. 2.6 a.m.. Mon.. 

Tues., Thum., Fri. 
.G. 1)2 11,118 -EATH. Vienna, Austria. Mon. and 'Phu,. 

5:30 to 7 pro. 
--HS4P, lhmgkuk, Mani. Tues. and Fri. 

8 -11 a -un., 2.4 p. in. Tuesda)a. 
.o..:! 5.030 -NAA, Arlington, Ta. Theo signals 8:55-9 

9:55 -10 p.m. 
,:7.13 x,1115- Airplanes. 
..,.11) 7,9:10 -DOA. Doeheritz, Germany. 1 to 3 pte. 

Itclehtiovta'ntratauu, Iterihn. 

7,890 -VPD, Suva. Fiji Islands. 
7.830 -PC1f. Kootwlik, Rolland. after 9 a.m. 

5-F8BZ. M,00011lar, France. 
7,770-PCL, Ka0w1)k, Lolland. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 

38. ni 

3X. 5,; 
38.80 
39.:18 

40.20 

41.00 
11.4,: 
1L5Ú 
41.711 

7,500- TF2SH. Reykjavik, Ireland. 
-E K4Z22, Danzig (Free State). 

7,400 YR. Lyons, France. Lully except Sun.. 
11 30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

7,310 -....furls. France ( "Radio Vitus") Teat:, 
.2:0-DOA. Lmbaril z, 

7.220---....Zurleh, Switer clan!. Sal. 3 to 5 win. 
7,190- VK6AG, Perth. West Aucralla, Between 

30 and I la. m. 
12.12 7.1'20- 027RL, Copenhagen. 

Inrend 7 p.la. 
42.27 7,039 -P M2, All-American I4 rie Expedition, 

Boruem. 
i:: I I e.8711 -EAR 110. Madrid. Spain, 'l'or-. awl Sat., 

5:30 tu 7 pan. 
MA, Home, Itab', Son.. none to 2:::0 p.m. 

D4AF F, Cclet lmn. Urn1:110'. 
., : :r, --VRY, (ienrgetown. Brit 1.h Guiana. Wed. 

old 7:15 to 10:15. tn --XC 51,II Siun Lazard, Nester. 3 5.0i. aW 
:t P.n. 

Itrl lin, Germany. 
.- -WSBN. SS. "Leviathan." 

n- WFA. ltyr,l Expedition, Antaretlea- 
WFAT, S S. "Nlr :our 1u01í,8." 

]15- -WOO, Ural, N. J. 
25- W2XCU. Ampere. N. J. ;-W9XL, . tnoka, 

\lion.; and other... 
22. n -CT3AG. Funelml. lhIdeira bland. Sat. 

after 10 p.m. 
,50- Airplanes. 

W 10XZ. Airplane Television. 
1 - WO/CAL, Chico g,r. IIt. I\ \MAC) and Air- 

planes. 
0,110- K 1XR. )Lrulla, P. L 3 -1:30. 5.9 or 10 

:Cr ut. 2 -3 a.m. Sondes . 
,,.1211 - - Mot ala. S.redeu. Kmldl'adln, 6:30 -7 

II -4:30 p.m. holiday s. 5 a.m. 
- 

3 p.m. 
- A RI, Hongkong. China 

-W2XE. New' York City. Relus, \VAlle. 
Ail: odic ihnadea t lug Co. 

0.1 110 W3XL, Bound Itrm,k, N, .1. (W.IZ, New 
York l- 12 ukldulghi un. 
W2XAL, New Yvik. 
W2XCX, Neu:uk, N. 3. Helios WOE. 
W9XAA, tWeag,.. 111. (Well.). 

0,070 UOR2. Vienna, Austria. e . a.m., 5 -7 

ou- W8XAL. l'i ininnati, Ohl,- Relay,. WI.W. 
W9 XU. Connell Bluffs, Ina',- Belays K011.. 

I.. 

"lo.- W9XA0. Chirego, III. 1 1V 31 -tO). 
W9XF, ehleagn, III. 
W2XBR. New York, N. Y. IW'IlNY 

-ZL32C. I lirktelitinit. New Zealand. 11 
p or -midnight. 

-- EA125, Itarrl,.I, áp:141. Sat. 3 to 4 p.m. 
R FN, Mu. c Le. 'feca., Thur.., Sat. 

to 9 a.m. 

Denmark. Irregular. 

.O 

19.1.-, 

in. 

19.10 

5 re I 

-Eiffel r. France Testing 6::10 
lo r,:lr, lu I:3o, 5:15 tu 5:45 

IIueIncas. 9:15 p.ul.-mld- 
1, l'rid:ys. 

rr AF L. 
. i i n0an-. 

1 - ' Aircraft. 
,511n .W2XBH, Ih,ukin, New Ynk ('IU (\Yltltl'. 

1S'l'1;111. 
.70 5,301--AGI, Nuuen, Gel 'Nang. 0hra.lo0a11)' after 

, p.m. 
55,n11 5,172 --Plague. Cr, d :1"akla. 
.9.99 1,920--LL. l'ori , lruur. 
l.22 to 02.511 met eri. -4.Snl te 4,900 kr. Television. 

WBXK, Pin Ann ch. Pa. WI%AY, Les- 
u' - ow \Ia,e.; W2XBU, Item oil. N. Y. 

WE NR, Chi. :;gn, 111. 

2.50 1 -'^ WIIX11, Pittsburgh. 14, Belai I:UK.t 
p.nl. \s'urk. 0i111 5SK' o t'I 7 p.m. 

I 

_..,. .L: 
d Thurs. W, 11,1. 1;1,, nie Co. 

W9XAM, 
Eight, III. 

W9XL. C111, age. 111. 

2.00 -1.: An'craft. 
4,500 to 4,:011 kr. Television. 

w'XC. I,ua Angeles. Calif. 
IlllA. n'eherit7.. German)'. 6 10 7 p.01. 

70.00 1 _ usen_. n-nia. Sun., CI -t 15 
1 in 7 u.ur. 

1:4'I:. I. ., siiel'in. 5:::Il-7 a.m. 
:1.7- - - A rtrai t. 

- ' wnn. nral, N. J. 
.,.7_ RA4. .\rlinglull. Ya. Time slgnals 8:55-9 

-3-1n 
p.m. 

run .. FSKR. 1'nn.l:udble, 'l'mlis, .Shica. Mwl. 
d Fri. 

OZ7RL. C,q,1ull:r,,r,1, lyennurk, Tue-day 
nd Frh after r, l'.0 

s1.Ib-.c5,u; 3,33e-:I.1oo- Amateur Telephony. 
8n.511-110,09 3,4!10-3, 100- Aircraft. 
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Fig. 4 
ti;mplilicd circuit of the fader: resistar, ers I 
and 2 arc foc two halves of a user tapped 
potentiometer. Projectors 1 and 2 represent 
the sound pickup devices, not the reproducers. 

projectors :are equipped for only one type 
of sound reproduction; namely, filin or disc. 
It is more common, however, to 11nd the 
projectors equipped for sound on film and 
disc as well; lweause of the fact that neither 
type has gained sufficient prestige over the 
other to make it universally used by all the 
producers. So, in order to play any picture 
desired, they must be thus doubly equipped. 

Synchronization Methods 

In ordinary moving -picture projection, the 
lain was usually shorn at a faster speed 
than that nt which it was taken. 1lmwever, 
the old motors with their speed controls and 
clutches have IHeit discarded; beeaus the 
speed at which sound pictures are shown 
oust be identical with that at which they 
were taken -- .which has been standardized to 
90 feet per minute in .standard 35-millimeter 
film (1.38 inches wide). This speed must be 
maintained exactly : otht r\ ise, the pitch of 
all sounds %void(' be changed, and this would 
cause the voice or music to be distorted 
and spoiled. 'Flit spud is maintained auto- 
matically by either a compound -wound 
motor on direct cum rent, or a synchronous 
motor un alternating eurrenl; since these 
are constant -speed ivarhines. Sonic types 
of installation ulilür a special lyp ul motor 
in con,junctiou with a tuned circuit in a. 

u at nl- control box pt a weal alongside of the 
machines. 

Before describing the operation of the 
motor -control box, it is necessary lo explain 
that its operation depends on the principle 
of the tuned or resonant circuit. This. as 
all radio wen know. norans a circuit which 
1i11 permit alternating current of a certain 
frequency to pass quite readily, but which 
offers a high resistance to alternating cur- . rent, of :any other frequencies. The frt.- 
fluency which such a circuit is designed to 
pass is called the resonant or critical fre- 
quency. 

Now, in electrical engineering. a choke 
roil or inductance has the same effect on an 
electrical circuit that a weight (or more 
properly a uiouss, such is a flywheel) tins 
on a nuvhitiile nl device: and a eondcnser 
plays the .sauce part electrically that a 

spring or other elastic member dons nw- 
rhnnicall-. Since alternating current is 
nothing but au hark -and -forth movement of 
electricity in a circuit, it is possible, by 
using a circuit consisting of a choke roil 
and at condenser, to create resonance effects. 

In providing speed rouitrol for the motor, 
the first thing necessary is to have some 

means by which the motor ran, so to speak., 

signal to the control box to show at what 

speed it is running. 'Phis is lone by building 
Mho the motor :t small . \.('. generator, on 
the sauce .shaft anti within the snow housing. 
This generator produces alternating current 
whcnrvir the motor is running: and the 
frequency- of this alternating current will 
atoms he in exact prolrorlion to the sprrtl 
of the motor at that Moment. 'Plus the 
. \.('. generator acts :is a pilot or speed in- 
dicator. 

When the motor is running at the standard 
speed, the generator is producing an alter- 
nating current of a certain frequency which 
changes at the slightest taviation in speed. 
In \Cesteru Electric Equipment the standard 
speed of the generator is 120f) 1h.P.M. am 1, 

lit this speed, it delivers . \.('. current with a 
frequency of exactly, 730 cycles (per 
second). Since the critical frequency of the 
tuned circuit in the motor- control lox is also 
720 cycles per second -it will readily pass 
. \.('. at this frequency but not at any other; 
and here lies the key to the whole action of 
this apparatus. 

1)1tring the period just after the lover 
has been put on the !motor, when it is pick- 
ing up speed, the generator frequency will 
be below 7211 cycles; therefore no current 
will pass through the tuned circuit and the 

motor is free to speed up in the ordinary 
wanner. When the Motor reaches its stand- 
ard speed of 1200 1(.l'. \L, the generator also 
coures up to the 720 cycles; and then cur- 
rent passes through the tuned circuit, which 
connes into act and affects the control 
eirruit of the motor, preventing any further 
increase in ,spec('. 'Phis action will now 1)c 

rapl:tincll in further detail. 
The motor used on D.C. supply is a com- 

pound-wound motor of the regular type; 
except that, in addition to the usual shunt 
and series windings, it has a special specd- 
regulating winding, the current for which 
is supplied front the motor-control box. It 
is will known that the speed of a A.C. motor 
is inerrn.ril when the field Current is weak- 
ened, and decreased when it is strengthened. 
This fact is utilized to regulate the speed 
of the motor. 

D.C. and A.C. Systems 
The held winding for the pilot generator 

is supplied with current from the mains. In 
the 1).(% control box are three vacuum tubes 
(see Fig. 1). Two of those are rectifiers, 
Inking the pilot generator current and 
changing it to D.C. to supply the regulating 
field on the motor which was just mentioned 

rig. 11 

"Sound-on-Film" cor its which ran: prie _ 1. ..,.!rie tell; 2, aperture plate 
and mechanical filter; .i. lens systna : a, c, ri.;, . ;'t i o,t lamps; 5, filin driving 

sprockets. (Photo courtesy RCA I'hotophonc, lac.) 
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The amount of current these tubes will pass 
depends on their grid bias; this is con- 
trolled by the third tube, which in turn is 
operated as an amplifier by the tuned cir- 
cuit. At speeds below 1200 1t.1'.31. the grids 
of the rectifier tubes are negatively biased 
and therefore the rectified current through 
the motor regulating field is small, permit - 
ing it to speed up. At 1200 11.1'.\í., the 
tuned circuit functions and the negative grid 
bias of the rectifier tubes, is, in consequence, 
decreased; this causes the regulating -field 
to strengthen, so that no further rise in 
speed can take place. If the speed tends 
to go above 1200 R.P.M., this effect becomes 
still more pronounced. 

The motor used on A.C. supply is of the 
repulsion type. Such motors have two 
windings: the stator winding, which is fixed 
and receives power from the mains; and 
the rotor winding, which is on the revolving 
part of the motor and is not connected to 
the power supply. The latter winding is 
connected to a cotuuutator which has two 
brushes. If these brushes are connected 
through a circuit, so that current can flow 
from one to the other, then the speed of 
the motor will depend on the amount of this 
current; and so, by regulating the latter, we 
can regulate the speed ofthe motor. 

The A.C. motor -control box contains four 
vacuum tubes, (see Fig. 2). Of these, one 
is used to supply rectified current for the 
field of the pilot alternator. Two more tubes 
act as rectifiers, supplying current to one 
winding of a special choke coil, which has 
a second winding placed in the circuit which 
connects the motor brushes. When the cur- 
rent through the first winding is large, the 
choking action is not very pronounced; 
therefore a relatively large rotor current 
can pass, and the rotor can speed up. As 
the current through the first winding is de- 
creased, the choking action of the coil is 
increased, and the motor speed begins to 
be limited. Therefore, the motor speed can 
be controlled by regulating the output of 
the rectifier tubes. Their output depends on 
the bias supplied to the grids; and this in 
turn is controlled by the fourth vacuum 
tube which is operated as an amplifier by 
the tuned circuit. At speeds below 1200 

the grids of the two rectifier tubes 
have very little negative bias and these tubes 
therefore pass a relatively large current 
through the first winding of the choke coil. 
Therefore a large rotor current circulates, 
allowing the motor to speed up. At 1200 
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The respective methods employed to hold the speed of the motor operating time projection machine 
and (with disc method) turntable arc shown above. Left, U.C. equipment; right, A.C. installation; 

the operation of the two speed -control systems is described in the text. 

R.P.M. the tuned circuit functions, causing 
the negative bins of the rectifier tubes to be 
increased. This decreases their output, 
causing the choke coil to cut down the rotor 
current, checking any further speed in- 
crease. If the speed tends to go above the 
1200 lt.P.M., this effect becomes still more 
pronounced. 

Further refinements are introduced into 
the motor-control box circuits, to sharpen 
the speed regulation and eliminate any 
tendency to momentary unsteadiness of 
speed; but these do not affect the main 
principles which have just been outlined. 

Sound Amplification 
The first step in synchronous reproduction 

is to generate a small electric current whose 
variations correspond to the sound waves 
forming the voice, music, or whatever was 
recorded. 

In accordance with whichever of the 
methods of recording was used, this current 
is obtained either from an electrical re- 
producer playing on a disc record, or from 
a film reproducing apparatus, through which 
the film passes after leaving the projector 
head. 

The small current from the electrical re- 
producer or photoelectric cell passes along 
to a selector switch (See Fig. 3) for filin 
or disc; and from there to an instr -nt 
called a fader. The purpose of this instru- 
ment is two -fold. The acoustical condition 
of a theater, clue to its dimensions, archi- 
tectural features, and especially the size of 
the audience, varies considerably from time 
to time; so that the fader serves, first of 
all, as a convenient means for controlling 
the volume level of the reproduced sound in 

3W1 

PC-1 

e I1111E1111101111 

ImlPll a _ahlUll 

11111,MI w. 
FADER 

PA 

D-2 

SH -2 

PC-2. 

P. 

Fig. 3 
The schematic arrangement of the double projectors. The sound pick -up, -which may be from either 
disc (Dl, D2) or either film (PCI. PC2), is selected by .S11'1 and S11'2 and switched to the fader 
(sec Fig. 4) which mises time input as desired and posses it to the power amplifier P..1. The power 

supply is derived from the unit P. C.; 121 and R2 are the "horns." 

order to achieve the most natural and pleas- 
ing results. The proper monitoring of a 

sound presentation to meet the existing con- 
ditions contributes much toward the success 
of the program. The fader provides also for 
reducing the output of an expiring film or 
disc sound -track to zero and, subsequently, 
building up the level of the new sound- 
track to the proper value. 

An abrupt change from one sound -track 
to the other at the full volume levels gives 
rise to undesirable "transients" in the elec- 
trical systems. By use of the fader, the 
change from one projector to the other can 
be made in such small steps that it is not 
perceived by the audience; and transients 
are minimized, even' though the transfer is 

made as quickly as possible. 'l'he connections 
for a fader are shown in Fig. 4. The sound 
current then passes along to a control panel 
(P.A.) containing one or more vacuum-tube 
amplifiers similar in principle to those used 
in the audio- frequency stages of radio sets. 
These amplifiers powered by a power supply 
system (P.U.) deliver a powerful output 
current to the "horns" or sound reproducers 
(lt 1 and 112) located on the stage behind 
the screen. 

The Reproducers 

'there are two types of sound reproducers 
commonly used in sound projection. They 
are; first, the dynamic speaker with the 
auxiliary field coil; this is usually used with 
a baffle board and back drapes to prevent 
interference of the sound from the back of 
the cone with that generated at the front. 
The other type is the exponential horn, and 
the principle of this is that the horn forms 
an air column which expands at the sauce 
rate as the sound wave itself. 'l'he number 
of horns used, and their exact positions, 
depend on the size and acoustic properties 
of the house. The horns are placed im- 
mediately behind the screen; so that a per- 
feet illusion, that the voice or music is com- 
ing from the speakers and artists seen on 
the screen, may be obtained in all parts of 
the house. Obviously, if the sound is not 
coming directly from the screen this illusion 
is lost. 

'l'hc horns, as well as the screen, may be 
mounted in such a manner that they may 
be removed whenever the stage is to he 

used for purposes other than pictures. This 
can be done by "flying" them (like scenery 
which is hoisted into the "flies "); mounting 
therm on tower platforms which are sup- 
ported on roller wheels, or hy- mounting 
them on an elevator which drops into the 
stage floor. 
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The power equipment is based as much 
as possible on 110 -volt 60 -cycle current 
supply. Power packs and tube rectifiers are 
more generally' lased for the plate current 
of the tubes; while, in some cases (especially 
where the sound -on -film is concerned), regu- 
lar "B" batteries arc used to supply the 
proper voltage. The low voltage required 
for grid bias is obtained from regular dry 
"C" batteries. Storage batteries, motor 
generators, and rectified A.C. are used for 
the filament supply and for powering the 
exciter lamps. In sections where standard 
current supply is not available, a motor 
generator set is used; it operates on the 
local power and delivers the desired current. 
Some of the manufacturers have provided 
both U.C. as well as A.C. equipment for 110 

volts, and do not have to resort to the use 
of motor generators except where the vol- 
tage is other than 110. 

New Large Film 
So far we have considered only the 35 -mm. 

standard width film. There has lately been 
a tendency to change to a larger size, which 
has many advantages. It will allow a wider 
sound track, which will tend to clarify the 
sound considerably. The film will run at a 
faster speed, in proportion to its size. This 
will enable higher frequencies to be recorded 
and give a atore natural reproduction of the 
original sound, heretofore impossible. The 
angular range of the field of the new film 
will be approximately 60 degrees against 
the old 30 degrees; this will enable the 
entire "shot" to be taken at once, rather 
than a section of this, and then a section of 
that, and a "long shot" and a "close -up." 
'l'he production costs and time will be cut 
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approximately 25 per cent. from those of 
pictures taken on the old 35- millimeter film. 
'l'he wide film will also offer many more 
possibilities in the color field; but this de- 
velopment is still in its infancy, and its 
sponsors are not yet satisfied as to the most 
advantageous width. The P a r a m o u n t- 
Famous- Lasky Corporation has developed a 

wide fili[, however, which has proved highly 
successful in experiments. It is 65- milli- 
meters (2.6 inches) wide, with standard - 
size sprocket holes, spaced five holes to the 
frame. The picture itself is 23 millimeters 
high and 46 millimeters wide. 'l'he sound 
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track is 6.35 -mat. wide, and separated from 
the picture by a black band 0.65 -min. wide. 
'l'he manufacturers are providing an ar- 
rangement whereby they can give the small 
house with a 25 -foot screen the same results, 
by a process called `optical reduction." The 
screen to be used in the Paramount Theatre 
in New York for this new film will be 23 

feet high and 46 feet long. 
In the next issue of ItAmo-CaAr-r will be 

described various types of sound pick -ups, 
in common use in the theaters, as well as 
problems of operation and the methods of 
recording and reproducing in general. 

Fig. C 

At time left, standard 35-mm. talking film; modulations on the sommndtrack 2 may br seen clearly 
between the sprocket holes 1 and time picture. At the right, similarly enlarged, a section of 70 -mm. 
film none being demonstrated experimentally; with sprocket holes 3. and soundtrack 4, separated from 
time picture by a wide black band 5. A special wide screen is needed for its projection, which presents 

new engineering problems. 

(Courtesy of Paramount Pictures Corp. and of Adolph Zukor) 

Amplifying the Television Signal 

of V2 becomes lower Ii increasing fre- 
quency, R2 (effective) Im,aes 

112 Xc 

112 + Xc 
where Xe is the capaeitative reactance; 
and the output capacity Of the preceding 
tube is effective in a like manner across R1. 

At the high frequencies there is a still 
further decrease in the effective gain per 
stage, due to the feed -back of energy across 

the grid -plate capacity, and the calculation 
becomes of increasing complexity. Experi- 
mental determination of the high -frequency 
response becomes our sole means of accu- 
rate evaluation; and we can merely play 
safe by holding R1 and R2 low enough to 
nullify the effects of parasitic capacities. 

Filtering by means of resistances and 
condensers clues much toward keeping the 

elements at their assigned values, by ter- 
minating each resistance effectively ait 

trruund and keeping the signal voltages out 
of the battery circuits. The arrangements 
aire shown in a self -explanatory manner in 

the schematic of the completed amplifier 
(Fig. 3). 

Before attacking the design of the com- 

plete amplifier, an explanation of one pecu- 

liarity- is in order. As the signal passes 

through each stage, it becomes shifted in 
phase be 90° and, if an uneven number of 
phase shifts take place, the resulting image 

(Cuntinued front page 452) 

will be negotire. Assuming the first shift to 
take plaire in the detector circuit, we require 
ana audio amplifier of either one or three 
stages. In polo, r-detector circuits, the de- 
tect' takes plate in the plate circuit of 
the tube and no reversal occurs; therefore, 
we employ either two or four stages of 
ua Iplifitation. 

Fig. 4 
The standard, 100': , is the reproduction of a 
400.cycle note. The characteristic of the am 
plifier is practically straight between 100 and 
10,000 cycles: between 15 and 30.000. it doer 
not fall off enough to destroy the 

image. 

TABLE Ii 
3rd Stage 211 Stagy 

'45 '24 

televised 

1,4 Stage 
'24 

Ep 60 30 1.5 
po :1.5 300 300 
pe 2 20 20 
Eg 30 1.5 .075 
Ec 50 :t 3 

El, 250 180 180 

Assuming the first case and taking the 
required output H.M.S. voltage as 60, we 
decide upon a '45 type tube for the output 
stage; since this is the most economical 
tube capable of supplying this voltage un- 
der the power output conditions encoun- 
tered -that is, 60 volts across 10,000 ohms 
(the approximate impedance of the neon 
tube). 

'l'he design of cacti stage (as indicated in 
Fig. 2) is shown in the data of Table II. 
The values of R2 and C are chosen to give 
at reproduction factor of 95 at 10 cycles, 
with a fairly low -resistance leak, to avoid 
the shunting effects of the grid -filament 
[rapacity. 

'l'he bias is chosen so that it cannot swine 
positive at-any signal voltage which is prob- 
able; i.e., each individual stage is so pro- 
portioned that there is but slight danger of 
overload. 

A frequency-characteristic taken with one 
of these amplifiers is shown in Fig. 4. It 
can be seen that the curve is superior to 
that obtained with even the best trans- 
former- coupled amplifiers, and that it holds 
closely to the limits set in the opening 
paragraphs. 

In the schematic drawing (Fig. 3) the 
U.C. voltages given are not the effective 
terminal voltages, but include excess voltage 
to compensate for the IR drop in the plate 
circuits. 
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The Cooperative Radio Laboratory 
An analysis of the comparative efficiency of different R.F. ampli- 
fiers on short and long waves, and an introduction to the director's 

new "filter -back circuit" 
By DAVID GRIMES 

s you know, all seienct :s progress, 
through various stages of develop- 
ment, largely because of engineering 
effort. The automobile industry and 

the motion- pielure bu.ine*, are typical il- 
lustrations of this; and radio presents no 
departure from the common rule. From the 
outsider's viewpoint, of e'nrse radio has 
improved; h:neri t we 11111(.11 better tone 
quality and more artistic furniture: No 
one questions these farts. Ytt, underneath 
the surface, there have been other develop- 
ments of even greater interest irons the 
technical standpoint; improvements which 
are not conveyed to the buying public, ex- 
cept by rather formidable and erudite ad- 
vertisements; which are far above the 
average reader's comprehension anyway. 

One of these sub -surface studies w111 be 
the subject of our Cooperative Laboratory 
conference this month- -the ,Irides which 
have been mule toward unitmvl radio -fre- 
quency amplification throughout the entire 
broadcast band of wavelengths. . kid, right 
now, please be straightened out on one 
notion: there is no such thing as uniform 
or equal R.F. amplification over the entire 
bend -at least, not prnetie :dly. \lost radio 
receivers whose enthusiastic advertisers :w- 
elaint them afar as possessing sorb utopian 
qualities arc, in the plain, unvarnished ver- 
nacular, just full of -hooey." Siam of the 
last sets come within :au; of it: some of 
the worst -but why talk about them? 

Good Old- Timers 
ïhe above figure will proh:ably mane to 

tu:any of you as a distinct shock. \ lodern 
radio-frequency measuring instruments have 
surprised us, too, on several occasion S. Set, 
We thought wonderful in their day :ire now 
(lisciosed, in the light of modern de clop- 
merit, as quite mediocre. If we go hark far 
enough, however, we find some pretty fair 
'receivers, so far as "equal" IL.l'. amplitira- 
tio is concerned. These circuits will hr 
found :among the "fixed" R.F. transformer 
combinations: Still :I, Ili,' Inverse I>upltx, 
the Acute Reflex, the 1)eForest Reties, rte. 
Fig. 1 gives a characteristic radio -t re( uenev 
amplification curve of these untuned R.F. 
transformer circuits. 

Then there was the old superheterodyne; 

eo0 
WAVE 

300 600 
LENGTH IN METERS 

Fig. 3 
The honed R.F. o.nplifier, without some coni- 
pennsating device, is almost a totul failure at 

the upper end of the waveband. 

which ttu:s very good for with high- and 
low -wave ,ouplifieation, because of the prin- 
ciple on '%Mich it functions. Every desired 
broadcast wavelength is wrought in and 
promptly converted to a new wavelength 
where it k amplified prior to detection. 'l'Itis 
new, or intermediate, wavelength is the same 
for every St,Itinu; SO naturally all of the 
stations viii be amplified with uniform effi- 
ciency. But even the superheterodyne "fell 
off" badly at the longer waves, as couoparcd 
with "unturned" R.F. transformers. This 
was due, not to diserimin :at ion in the RI'. 
amplifier, but to tuning discrimination. This 
point will be discussed in more detail later 
on Meanwhile, Fig. 2 will give you some 
idea of where the old superhet stood. 

Tuned R.F. Problems 
The day of really "rotten" radio results 

was yet to come. It came with a vengeance 
with the demand for greater selectivity. You 
nee, so far we haven't discussed selectivity; 
we have been concerned only with cgnal 

W0 
>F 
gú 
(Si" J 
Lap. 

E 
¢a 
j4 
wltè 

200 300 
WAVE LENGTH IN METERS 

600 

Fig. 2 
The superheterodyne, echt its fixed aanpliticm 
ti, as fetter all the : ay: thou:h liti! as g,od 

tens lang teare.v as ou the shorter. 

:uuplifir:dion. Let's keep those two points 
t cry notch in mind: since they load us in 
appo'ite directions tchen wt. try to put them 
both in a single sot design. 

When the now will -known, standard 
tuned radio frequency receiver canoe into 
rugir, wr found w'e had far too much 
amplification on tlat short waves, :nul t':n 
too IW itt' nn the long wares. I1' at nudti- 
stage, tined- It.l'. set is designed with a 
reasonable number of primaire turns, so that 
it iu,l dllesn't oscillate on the short broad - 
t':ISt w-a \l'5 :I roi11111 Yeu la letters, thell the 
(uuplifit:Ition almost drops out of sight on 
the higher tears :n'otnd :íi11 meters. Fig.:1 
git es «Mile imdienl1011 of this ('st renne con - 
ditiou: especiallt tchen comnpared with the 
gain perfartu :user of the old matured sets in 

I and 2. It was a serions problem. 
It i.s Well, at this tiler, to discuss ,nunc 

t' rho tvhv.a :Ind wherefores sal' Ulis diserini- 
innlion in atllllitieation. In the lirst place, 
there is botter .'tl'eeliy(' coupling, between 
the primary and second:n'y windings, at the 
higher frequenties (of the tv;ves :nound ?IR) 

u meters) th:nn on the langer waves (around 
:,nn meters) \Ingo energy is thus passai 
tln'ough the amplifier on the lower w':aves by 

O 300 
WAVE LENGTH IN METERS. 

600 

Fig. 1 

l he old fixed 1LF. transformer circuits terre 
fair iu the aaaiddle of the lroadcast band, and 

poor on the cads. 

virtue of this very fact. In the second place, 
Ihere is a tuning differential, caused by the 
resonant circuits in the secondary. 

Thee I:.I". voltages, placed on the grids of 
the tubes which are effective in producing 
the amplification, arre furnisheal by the re- 
:whour voitaage -drop across the tuning ctíu- 
deustr. It is really the lt.l'. voltage across 
the tuning condenser which is placed on the 
grid of the amplifying tune; this condenser 
voltage is alv:ly's equ:d anti opposite to the 
iI.F. voltage across the seemida y w'hic'h it 
tunes. Vow it is easily seen that the sec - 
ond:ny, being ut lined -inductance coil, has 
:seeress it a higher radio -frequency drop on 
the high -frequency short waves than on the 
low -frequency long waves. Bence, there is 
It :lit :Ih' for the tube less resonant 11.1". 

voltage on long waves tl:nn on short ones. 
'thus w'v have n double- barreled effect in 

t'aior of the short wacvs; the prinl:uy 
p :ISSCS more energy to the secondary, and 
IIu resonant voltages :nr higher in tar 
tuned circuit itself at the short braves. .tlid 
this is not all: the very coupling to the 
a Iitcnna facers the lower wavelength range, 
so long as sly selectivity is desired in the 
lit'st timing stage. tif eaur,e, the coupling 
can be increased to the point where the 
initial pick -lip would he practically uniform 
throtaghoul the band; ltd such close coupling 
Won1d broaden the Inning at the short waves 
-:ul the Whole idea of tuned R.F. is 
st leelivity. l'urth,rntore, uniform initial 
pick -up would Still leave the other tliscriun- 
inating factors untouched. 

0 
m 
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/SELECTIVITY CURVES \, 

O H 
WAVE LENGTH IN METERS 

00 

Fig. 5 
I t'ith the grid suppressors. a circuit is .rtufi' .'1 
easily and cheaply -but look at tlae loco se /ec- 
112 :11y Man shunt notes, ciad l,re SCIuititity Ola 

the long ones. 
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Fig. 4 
The well knoten, simple grid -suppressor method 
of keeping down oscillation; Gut what it does 

to the tuning is somebody's business! 

What's to Be Done? 

What has been, and is being, clone to 
overcome this engineering defect? Well, 
several things -in fact, so many that it 
almost appears that engineers have become 
panic-stricken and that each is riding off 
in all directions! But for all this activity, 
the best sets are far from perfect in this 
regard. Let us look at some of the well - 
known measures, and thus familiarize our- 
selves with present methods; then from 
these, we will devise a better expedient. No 
doubt some of you will be able to offer 
the missing link which, just between you 
and me, is still to be forthcoming. 

One of the earliest popular systems for 
obtaining equal B.F. amplification (and we 
always say "equal" with reservations) was 
the famous grid -suppressor stunt. Most of 
the Atwater Kent models, before the advent 
of the screen -grid tube, incorporated such 
an arrangement. This circuit is shown in 
Fig. 4. Time primary coupling was increased, 
up to the point where fair efficiency was se- 
cured on the longer waves; and the resulting 
excessive amplification and associated os- 
cillation on the short waves was suppn -t-ui 
by the resistor in series with the grid I, ..I. 

The grid resistor placed in this particular 
position automatically discriminates in favor 
of the longer waves. You see, when the 
tuning condenser is set clear in, to resonate 
for the range around 500 meters, the grid 
circuit with the grid -filament tube capacity 
becomes a negligible part of the tuning 
circuit; and the grid resistor thus fades 
largely from the picture. 

However, there is quite a different condi- 
tion existing when the tuning condenser is 
set clear out, for the band around 225 
meters. Then the capacity of the tuning 
condenser is small and the tube capacity is 
appreciable; so that time capacity becomes 
a real portion of the tuning circuit, and 
this includes the grid- suppressing resistor. 
This resistance in the tuning circuit, on the 
short waves, cuts down the otherwise ab- 
normal amount of gain and places it more 
nearly on a par with the ion g -wIye gain. 
Fig. 5 gives an idea as to the amplification 
performance of such a receiver. 

RESONANCE 
CURVE -A" 
LOW RESISTANCE 

--. FREOUENCv 

RESONANCE 
CURVE.-r 
SLIGHT 
RESISTANCE 

Fig. 6 
The effect of a slight resistance in the tuned 
circuits is something tremendous, when three 
or more stages of amplification arc employed. (ie also pan. 

45 9 

Fig. 7 
The well- known Loftin-White circuit equalises 
amplification, theoretically at least, throughout 
the entire tuning range, when capacity and 

inductance balance each other. 

We cannot go further without givin, 

consideration to time subject of selectivity 
for, while we are interested in uniform R. 
amplification, it would be foolish to attain 
the realization of our desires by the sac- 
rifice of selectivity. For instance, the grid 
suppressor scheme, on the surface, presents 
an ideal solution to the lt.F. gain dilemma. 
But what it doesn't do to selectivity at the 
short waves is "nobody's business!" This 
suppressing resistance reduces the short 
wave ILK'. amplification, by making its ap- 
pearance in the tuning circuit, as already 
explained, and a resistance in tute tuning 
circuit is known to broaden the tuning; it 
is equivalent to a high -loss tuning conden- 
ser or a high -loss coil. Fig. 6 shows what 
happens to the selectivity curve when only 
a few ohms are added to the tuning circuit. 
R'ith this at hand, we can proceed to a 
better understanding of Fig. 5, which shows 
also the selectivity curves at 200 and 500 
meters on a set using the grid- suppressor 
system. This method is not now recognize( 
in the best regulated families, for the ver 
reasons given. 

(Con f in rt eel nn per pe 474) 

One Hundred Dollars in I:O1.I1 
SLOGAN for 

ádio-Ca f t for ci 

A few moments of 
your spare time NOW may 
bring you $100.00 in Goi,)! 

WE want a catchy slogan for this magazine. Slogans are 
now used universally in many different lines of busi- 
ness, and we believe that this magazine should be 
known by its own slogan. 

Such slogans as "NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD "; "GOOD 
TO THE LAST DROP "; "SAY IT WITH FLOWERS," etc., 
are well known. A number of magazines have already adopted 
slogans; such, for instance, as "Popular Mechanics," with 
"WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT." 

We are offering $100.00 for a novel, as well as descriptive, 
catchy phrase which we shall use after the end of the contest 
as a permanent slogan of this magazine. 

REMEMBER, THERE IS NOTHING TO BUY OR TO SELL! 
You have an equal chance to win this prize, regardless of whether or not you are a subscriber. The contest is open to 

all. Get your friends in on this and, if they give you sugges- 
tions, you may split the prize with them, if you so desire. 

To win the $100.00 prize, you must submit only a single slogan, 
ONE ONLY. It must be an original idea. It makes no differ- 
ence who you are or where you live, whether in this country 
or not; anyone may compete in this contest and you may be 
the winner. 
Look this magazine over carefully and try to find out what it stands for, what its ideals are, and what it tries to accom- 

plish. Then try to put all of your findings into a slogan which must not, under any circumstances, have more than seven words. After you have the idea, try to improve upon it by shortening 
the slogan and making it sound more euphonious; but always remember that i0 is the idea which counts. The cleverer the slogan, and the better it expresses the ideas for which this magazine stands, the more likely are you to win the prize. 
No great amount of time need be spent in the preparation of 

for eh, 

Professional- Serviceman Radiotrician) 

slogans. Start thinking right now and jot down your thoughts. 
Also, tell your friends about it, and get them to submit slogans 
of their own; or compose one in partnership with them. 

Here are a couple of sample slogans; which are given as 
mere suggestions, AND NOT TO BE USED AS ENTRIES: 

"WAVES OF RADIO INFORMATION" 
"IT HOOKS UP THE RADIO MAN" 

RULES FOR THE CONTEST 
(1) The slogan contest is open to everyone except members of 

the organization of RADIO -CRAFT and their families. 
(2) Each contestant may send in only one slogan; no more. 
(3) Slogans must be written legibly or typed on the special 

coupon published on page 470 of this magazine. (If you do 
not wish to cut the magazine, copy the coupon on a sheet of 
paper exactly the same size as the coupon.) Use only ink 
or typewriter; penciled matter will not be considered. 

(4) Each slogan must be accompanied by a letter stating in 
200 words, or less, your reasons for selecting this slogan. 

(S) In case of duplication of a slogan, the Judges will award 
the prize to the writer of the best letter; the one which, 
in their opinion, gives the most logical reasons for the 
slogan. 

This contest closes on May 1, 1930, at which time all entries 
must be in this office; and the name of the winner will be 
announced in the July, 1930, issue of RADIO- CRAFT, on pub- 
lication of which the prize will be paid. 

Because of the large number of entries which may be expected, 
the publishers cannot enter into correspondence regarding this 
contest. 

Address all communications to: 
Editor, Slogan Contest 
Care of RADIO -CRAFT 

96 -98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 
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.onstructors and experimenters are invited to .stun/ in all original and ingenion, ideas which they have hit upon in their work; "Kink ' 
ire paid for at regular space rates. ./lake your descriptions as clear as possible; preferably by sketches, to guide our staff artists. 

TAKING THE KICK OUT OF 
CONDENSERS 
By S. H. Boyce 

AP'l'Elt receiving several bad hums from 
pack condensers which had retained 

their charge for a eonsidtr :,hie t' the 
writer el nceiyed tilt ideal Of using :I ",tais 
Stick" for discharging theism. This device, 

Fig. 1 

7 his "La ththe n., 
.i.il ill!, a ..I Y .acts .I 

from a ouglenser. 

obtainable from any mu.irnl supply house, 

consists of a "fan" of line wires (arranged 
to collapse into the handle. for portability) 
auk when brushed across the terminals of 
a charged condenser bank, will di.rhaFgt. 
every one of the condenser units. 'l'his has 

been found quirkr and once' eon%ralent 

than the usual method of using :I screw- 
driver to short the terminals. The imple- 
ment is about II toot long «11'11 Open. :IS 

i tustrated in Fig. 1. 

Cnntion: 'Palle the baud/' before using 

t to ",jazz ..tick." 

r1,nn I.I 

'V. 
(' AN(FNNA INSULArORS IB B i 5 

ATTIC 

% / / / / / / //// . / % // / y/ / í l / / // l / // // / / /. 1 Al 

APARTMENT 'I) 

Ii, 
%//íl////////////í.'1///JY///////////j///, 

COUNTERPOISE18 B 15 - C E LLAR 
INSULATED FROM GROUND 

FIG.4 

The counterpoise. used is this Milliner, might 
be styled an "indoor prowl. "; aerial and coun- 
terpoise form the "I leaf :ion antenna." Good 

results are tiffe., this obfa Lied. 

SIMPLIFYING THE TUNING 

By L. F. Carter 

HIS idea is submitted to the careful set 
1 builder Who cci.b's lo reduce the num- 

ber of panel control. i,, :I minimum. m. 

Compensation for t I Villon in circuit ca- 
pacities, at t.rions points in the tuning 
range. is usuall made by niions of a con- 
denser of the "set and leave :done" tturiety. 
Ilome%er, this type of compensation is of 
\:due only when the remainder nt' the set 

bass been very es. refully designed and con- 
structed. ll is more convenient for the 
ater:lg set Inlildcr to arrange a small vari- 
able condemner as shown in Fig. 2, in order 
to obtain good circuit h :donee. 

The trimmer gtnrall) eel luire. only i,ar- 
finl rotation, in relation to the full -scale 
rotation of the main tuning condenser with 
whitb it is bade integral by means of a 

pulley of predetermined diameter. 
The trick is to determine this r.ltio of 

111111 etull'Il t. 

..,.1 me.., 
Il, 

First. 11111c ill n shut ion mrnr Iht low t's! 

point oì11 till' tuning dill, :nul note the posi- 
tion Inkt'11 by tilt tri11uu'r when 1111 :Ricana 
toluunt is Obtained. Nett, tune inn st:tiou 
at the other esteront Of the inning dial, and 
:.g:1in 11011. the position nt' ('3 of IIIazinnun 

01 

that, in the insl:une :nbav', 
the two stations arc mi dial- divisi0II, Ili ut 
on the main tuning dial, and the 'ri 
has helm turned through 21 dial -tri, i'. s 

there must be a rntntionnl radio of foin t 
one between the Orlin and trimmer shalt.. 
'l'hertt'nre. proportional variation of the 
tanin and trimmer units will result when, 
stay, a 

111, 
-in. pulley is pill on the nain shaft 

and a 2 -in. pulley on the trimmer shaft, and 
the two are belied together. 

To bring the minimum capacity of ('1 to 
:I ball ancre with HIV winimunl of ('2 and G3, a 

shall variable. tondeneer ('1 is connected in 
shunt With ('1. 

The pulitY s may lue wade of any con- 
venient material; the writer used soue serap 
bakelite. 

USE OF COUNTERPOISE IN PLACE 
OF GROUND 

By Paul L. Welker 

Il' s m lC.R 'met IrylpenS that the set owner 
limis it impossible to obtain a. good 

ground tomneetion of low resistance and 
free from noise pick -up. If an efficient in- 
stallation is to he clade, it Will he hest to 

ISROIEN SECTION 
OF RULER 

Fig. 3 
Il r. l'a n.Il ': ooe uiouS use of a broken fe. 

is explained on page 478. 

use the device, familiar to transmitting 
amateurs and experimenters, known as a 

c lerpoi.se: this is a second (and prefer- 
ably larger) aerial placed beneath the regu- 
lar one, and connected to the ground Wading 
post of the set. In places where the soil is 

sandy and dry, or is composed largely of 
rock, a counterpoise will give much better 
results than tiny ground. 

I'.xctlltnt result. can he obtained troln a 

single -wire horisontal counterpoise, stretched 
beneath the single -wire horizontal aerial. 

installation wade in a lttrgc rooming 
175) 

SINGLE WIRE ANTENNA 

SIM 

. 

COUNTERPOISE WIRES 
ALL SAME LENGTH AND 
SAME HEIGHT 

FIG. 5 

. I mother form of the cowlterpoise, t It is time 
trills nII outdoor aerial. For those who have 
on ample yard or areaway, this Will 'be found 

.,, a more efficient that Fig. 4. 
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The Radio Craftsman's Own Paffe 
This page is reserved for the readers of RADIO -CRAFT; we 
shall be glad to hear what they are doing in the construction line - 

especially when it contains the element of novelty 

BATTERY SETS STILL NEEDED 
Editor, It.tolo- URArT: 

I like your magazine; your explanations are 
short. I read so much abunt short -wave sets, but 
they simply do not do much here. I have built 
quite a few; some highly praised. \Vould like to 
know how an '01A works in a tuned R.P. short. 
wave stage; any better than manned? 

Why oat publish a few things at (east on battery- 
operated sets? There are a Whole bat of them, and 
always will be. The whole country didn't get A.C. 
overnight. You won let think, from reading most 
magazines. that crystal sets and battery -operated 
were in the sane class. It's nearly a disgrace to 
mention a '99 tube any more. ( \ly first set con- 
tained just tole '99; could bate burn worse at that.) 

But your Radio Service Data Sheets arc good. 
It seems to be pretty- hard to get any information 
on most factory models. They don't wan them 
serviced; they want to sell new ones. 

A. L. i ;Ross. 
.1 /errimn u, Nebraska. 

(Mr. Cross, since his letter was written, has 
doubtless read the cd itnrial in last month's issue 
of RADIO -CRAFT. At present, the surplus of battery 
sets already in existence, including trade-ins, has 
quite eliminated them front present manufacture. 
There are, of course. millions in existent -same 
of which will give satisfaction to their owners for 
years, if properly serviced. Receivers of high 
quality and in perfect condition are to be purchased 
for a sung by those who do not demand -or cannot 
have- -A.C. operation. 

Because of its high inter-element, capacity, the 
'01.\ tube does not amplify short -wave signals well, 
except where advantage is taken of its regeneration 
in a detector stage, which obviously must he tined. 
For R.F. amplification on short waves. the screen - 
grid models are the only efficient tubes. \Zany re- 
ceivers give good results with an untuued R.F. 
circuit, but the latest models employ timing to 
advantage; especially since an "aperiodic" aerial 
circuit is likely to have "dead spots" at several 

h.- Editor.) 

THE SHORT -WAVE CLUB 
Ld'I,n'. RADIO-CRAFT: 

1 have already received many inquiries about my 
personal reception and abort the Short-Wave Club 
mentioned in my letter. which was published in 
your January issue. The clubs dues are a dollar 
a year; and we print bulletins giving information 
on short -crave stations almost as soon as the news 
reaches us. We have also a question department, 
and various other things of value to the short -wave 
Bun. At this tinte we have many members in other 
parts of the world who contribute to the information. 

As to my own reception, 1 use a very simple ci r 
cuit, and have here now (ure. 14) s i :;cations 
from 44 foreign sortions- as follows: Iioll:oll, 4; 
France. 3; England. 7; Germ;nq', 7; Java, 5: 
Australia, 3; Fiji Islands, 1: Hawaii, 1: Costa 
Rica, 1; Canada, 3; British Guiana, 1; . \rgentina, 
2; Hus -ia, 1: Colombia, l; \lexico, 1; and the 
steamship Lervtth,m. I have also lent rs proving 
reception of Indu -China (1) and Si;.,,, (1). 

Sonie of the station I am now- hearing art: 
.\ RI. Hongkong. China: 'Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 

Fridays, Saturdays, at 8 a.m. 
I(. \97, Khabarovsk. Siberia. 5:30 to 7 a.n1. 
Kl X K. \burin :,, 24.4 sol 2h.2 meters- _the latter 

being the lest -7 to 9 a.m. 
l'LR. Java. 27.8 meters, 7:.10 in 9 a.m. 

Christchurch. New Zealand, 50 meters, 
11 p.m. to midnight. 

FLU, \fadagasca r, telephone to France on 16.7 
meters, Tne -d;tys and Wednesdays, 8 a.m. 

VItY at Georgetown, Itritish I;uiauta, is adding 
power; as well as DD.\ (. \FK) Doeberitz, Ger. 
many, on 41.46 and 67.65 meters now. 

V l'D, Suva, Fiji Islands. say they have three 
stations. I have heard the two on 20.795 and 31.3 
and, I believe, the other on 38 meters. 

Saigon. Indo-China, on 18.75 is heard around 
8 a.m. 

l'he latest t ie rntai s are I /F.\, 15.29 meters; I/11:\, 
!o.22; 1)11E. 26.22; 1)III, 15.02; DIV, 11.6. 

The lasanese ¡tre I'M II, 14.5; l'LE, 15.91; PLF, 
11..8; I'Lti, 18.8; l'I.R, 28.8. 

\ on night tell the world that the station of the 
Tropical Radio -Telegraph Broadcast Co., at Teguci- 
galpa, Honduras (Central America) is coming in 
here about R8 -149 on 51 meters. '('hey speak Spanish 
and are hard to identify. Their schedule is Mon- 
day, Wednesday and Friday, 9:15 to 12 p.m., 
E. S. T. To Air. Cespetles of NRII, Ileredia, Costa 
Rica, goes the credit for identifying this station. 

Mr. Cespetles expects a rival soon in a new 500 - 
watt station under construction at San Jose, Costa 
Rica; nothing definite on it yet. Costa Rica nuay 
have a hundred stations, but the litt lc NRII will 
always be my choice. Having heard nearly a 
hundred short -wave stations, I can safely say that 
my greatest pleasures have colic front this little 
station and its marvelous owner. Mr. Ccspedes' 
friends among the short-wave fans throughout this 
country have been sending hint good -will contribu- 
tions to assist hint in equipping his little 7;. -watt 
station with higher power, as a testimonial of the 
entertainment he has given them. 

ARTHUR J. GREEN, 
700 Alpha Street, 

Xiondyke, Ohio. 
( .1r. Green semis us a bulletin of the Short- 

Wave Club which is crammed with information, 
We can heartily advise any enthusiastic short -wave 
fan to join. The data supplied are co- operatively 
collected. and will enable/ the readers to keep much 
doser to what's on the air. While the bulletin 
would be of undoubted interest to any "ham," 
it lists only stations which send voice, whether 
broadcasters or not; as it is intended to be of 
special service to the fans who cannot read code. - 
Eìditx -,) 

I l . i t l + a ' 1 2 . I .a,tprd lr+(w, this srparnte amp /i- 
der w o r k s l.,:d steliker nicely. .1 /uny 
:eon. fam.r :rill ti uti Ihir more Conte niest Chart 
the esst of um ad.ptrr with their nrlur 

(rr'nn diaalt Set. 

AN A\IPLIFIER FOR T'uIE 
"SUN TUNER" 

Editor. It nu to. CRA FT: 
In the September i -site of lt.st, to -Cs. er there 

appeared all article, "How to Build the Sun Short. 
Wave Tuner." I wish to say that I have built it. 
and the results I obtained exceeded my expectations. 
It was a surprise to me when, after listening a 
while to a station. I found it to be \ \'6XN, Oak- 
land, California. The only difference in the set I 
mole is the fret that 1 shielded the touer coin 
I lettl -. I can regularly- receive station; i 5XK, 
Pittsburgh: \V2X1:, New York; \ \'2X. \1), Schen- 
ectady: :met many amateur stations. both voice 
and croie. 

I added an :Indio amplifier to the radin just the 
other day :und found out that I could bring in many 
distant stations on the loud speaker. including 
t;5:4W, Engl ;unl. I :un enclosing a diagram of 
the external audio amplifier. 

The parts used are: Eight binding posts; two 
audio transformera, TI 'f2. 3'1.1 ratio; two 1:\ 

amperites, Rl -R2; two UX tube sockets; four 
Carter pin jacks; and the miscellaneous necessities. 

I may add that I use a 10 -ohm rheostat with a 
combination switch as a volume control. I find 
than this works so well that I emitted the one used 
in the tuner. 

\ly antenna is alent twenty -five feet long; it is 
of the riblon type and is suspended about two feet 
above the building. My ground system is nothing 
unique, being a three -foot pipe driven into the 
g b. 

1 hole that everyone who has constructed the 
Inver has had the same success with it. 

PAUL SKITZKI, 
632 II'. Green St., 

II', Ilarlctoti, Pa. 

FROM 'DOWN UNDER" 
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT: 

I have been listening with interest to Schenectady 
and Pittsburgh; and the Westinghouse Co. talking 
to the l!vrd expedition by radio. Yesterday (Aug. 
8) 1 heard the tests. I amt using a short-wave set 
-one screen -grid, detector and two audio (Millard 
"Master Four "). Some time ago I heard a New 
Jersey short -wave station at about 60, dial reading - 
most short -wave comes through here between O and 
30. They were insistent in asking to be notified 
from where they were heard; but 1 could not catch 
their call signal or name of the town -only New 
Jersey! 

There are about 18,000 radin licenses in Welling- 
ton. pnpnlatiun about 120,000 people. Four good 
stations in New Zealand broadcast. We can get 
the Japanese stations here on the broadcast hand; 
also California. 

MURRAY K. LITCIHFIELD, D.D.S., 
53 .11alcs:cortlt St., 

Wellington, New Zealand. 
(Dr. Litchfield is not the only listener who would 

like to say: 'Reg pardon; f didn't catch the name." 
Too much care cannot be taken in making calls 
plain. - -- Editor. l 

NOW WE HAVE IT 
Editor, lt.tmu('RA FT: 

.\ letter from the Secretary of Communications 
of the \lexicon federal government states that sta. 
tiun NIL.\ is operating to determine the possibility 
of establishing rad iodtIephone service between Ger- 
many and \lexico. The wavelength nosed by XIL\ 
is 1/9 meters for daylight and 31.8 for night; it 
works daily with two German stations -DIIA, 211.221 
meters and 1 )F. \. 15.291 meters. The power is 
twenty kilowatts in the antenna. 

I hope this will interest readers of RADIO-Cl/Ayr 
who have been unable to identify this station 
l .cause of the language. I find it gives a terrific 
signal here on 1. C. W. 

Eton I :AS1 FR. 
3353 .S.nth.:de .-1 vento- 

Ciaeinuati, Ohio. 

SOUND YOUR "AH" 
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT: 

I ant a reader, and also sand RADIO-CRAFT to 
England and to British Guiana. I have been in 
the shortwave game not quite a year; but in that 
time I have had my thrills and blue moments. It 
is i r..vnking to listen to a foreign station -perhaps 
France, Fiji Islands. China. Germany, ett. -and 
base then sign nil without saying in English who 
they are; after you have sat and listened to the 
program for sect rat hours. 

1 am proud of verifications front PCJ, Pill, 
ti5SN-. (;it , t;ItS, NDA. NR1f, \-K2FC, \'K2\IE. 
and Zceseu (Germany); as well as many in our 
own U. S. and Canada. 

(i,.os, ;i: 1. STARRY, 
299 Carlton Ave., 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 
(The old trouble of the DX fans is even more 

(Continued on rage 479) 
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RADIO NEEDS YOU 
Let RCA Institutes show you the way to 
SUCCESS in this fast - growing industry 

ILAC H out fora big -pay job in Radio... `Tie 
-up to the fastest -growing indus- 

try in the Nvorld today ... See for yourself 
what other men have done ... You, too, 
can do the same ! Hundreds of fellows 
just like you are now earning from $2,000 
to $25,000 a year in RADIO. J.11. Barron, 
Radio Inspector of the U. S. Department of 
Commerce says that a most seri- 
ous shortage in trained Radio 
men exists right now-. Thou- 
sands of trained men are 
needed. Broadcasting sta- 
tions, manufacturing 
plants, retail and Nviìole- 

sale dealers, as well as 
ships at sea and planes in 
the air, require trained Radio 
men. 

very source of radio achievement ... the 
vast world -wide organization that has 
made Radio tyhat it is today . . . that 
sponsors every lesson in this course. 

RCA Graduates Find it Easy to Fill 
Good Radio Jobs 

There has been a radio job for practically 
every graduate of RCA Institutes. Gradu- 

ates are actually Trained for Sue- 
.' cess because they learn radio by 

actual experience with the 
RCA Institutes famous 
outlay of apparatus given 

to every student of this 
course. You learn to solve 

every radio problem such 
as repairing, installing, and 

servicing fine sets. Here is every- 
thing you need know in order to 
fill a well -paid position in Radio. 

Send for this Free Book 
"Radio ... the Field of 
Unlimited Opportunity" 

Read these 40 fascinating pages, each one 
packed with pictures and text that tell you 
everything you want to know about the 
many brilliant opportunities in Radio and 
about RCA Institutes, the world's oldest 
and largest radio training organization. 
Tune in on Radio. Send for this free hook 
today and speed up your earning capacity! 

Learn Radio at Home .. 
RCA Institutes Will Train 

You for Success! 

RCA sets the standards for the entire ra- 
dio industry. The RCA Institutes Home 
Laboratory Training Course gives you 
the real, inside, practical training in Ra- 
dio, quicker than you could obtain it in 
any other way. It's easy to learn at home 
in your spare time. You get your lessons 
and criticisms direct from RCA . . . the 

Radio 5Icclmoirn earn 
up to R.1.8111í a year. 

Clip this Coupon NOW! 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 

Formerh 
Radio In,tiiiue of 

America 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 
I h pt. 1(C -3, 326 Broadway, Ncw fork 

Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE 40 -page 
Dunk which illustrates the brilliant opportunities in 
Radio and describes your Laboratory -method of 
in.truction at home! 

Name 

Adders.: 
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L3 consists of 48 turns of No. 30 D.C.C. wire, 
tapped at every twelve turns, while L4 has 45 

turns, center -tapped. Cl and C2 are .0005 -mf.- 
variable condensers, preferably with grounded rotors; 
(3 is .0001 -mf.; C4, .0005 -mf.; RI, a suitable 
filament ballast for the particular tube used as VI; 
123 (required only if uncontrollable A.F. oscilla- 
tion occurs), has 50,000 ohms resistance minimum, 
and 500,000 ohms maximum (it is variable within 
these limits); Detector, Carborundum crystal; 
S (shown only in Fig. 47B) is a metal shield 
placed between L3 -L4 -C2 and the remainder of the 

components, and is 61/z inches high by 8 inches 

long. 
(A.) A schematic circuit of the desired arrange- 

ment (Fig. 47.1) is shown in these columns. \'2 
is the added tube. arranged as a second stage of 
A.F. amplification; the "B" and "C" potentials 
shown are the correct values for a '7I:\ tube; 
although any other power tube may be used if 
the current supply is adjusted accordingly. 

For convenience, the idea of the filament -control 
jack has been retained; but the old jack is now 
shown as J2 and a new one, JI, replaces it in the 
former position. 

If the A.F. transformer T1 has a ratio of about 
4 to I, T2 may have a ratio of 2 to 1, if of good 

design; otherwise, the volume may not be as great 
as desired. It is suggested that C5 placed as 

shown, with a capacity about .00015 -mf., might 
improve the operation of the circuit. R2 is the 
filament ballast required for the particular power 
tube selected. The old circuit is shown at left 
of dotted line, and the added A.F. amplifier at 
right; this unit being constructed in any con- 

venient manner. 
A study of the action of a reflex circuit appears 

in the December, 1929, issue of RADIO -CRAFT Maga- 
zine, in Radio Service Data Sheet No. 7. 

(Q.) What is the difference between the Day - 
Fan model "OEM -Il" 3 -tube and model "OEM -7" 
4 -tube sets? 

(A.) It was found that the three -tube set be- 

came overloaded when operated near high -power 
stations; hence the four -tube set was designed. The 
three -tube set has its first stage of R.P. reflexed 
for the second A.F. stage; the second R.F., reflexed 
for the first A.F., also feeds the detector. The 
four -tube set has only its second R.F. reflexed 
(for first A.F.), a separate (fourth) tube function- 
ing as the second audio stage. 

R.F. COIL CHANGES -TELMACO "P -1" 
PORTABLE RECEIVER 

(48) Mr. C. W. Hooper, Chicago, Ill. 
(Q.) Is it harmful practice to compensate, for 

capacity between turns in an R.F. coil that has 
been space -wound, by forcing together a few turns 

at one end in order to increase or decrease the 
capacity? Will this practice result in a change in 
the over -all capacity and prove detrimental to the 
operation of a radio receiver? The coil under con- 
sideration is a straight -wound one and the over -all 
winding is tuned by a variable condenser. This 
method has been used to help balance receivers; 
but I have been told that it tends to throw the 
receiver off balance. 

(A.) It is presumed that operation of a gang 
condenser is the objective; otherwise, such accurate 
balancing of coil characteristics would not be neces- 
sary. The first point to be considered is that each 
tuned circuit should have its inductance and capacity 
distributed in the same proportions. For best re- 
sults, the self (turn -to -turn) capacity of the coil 
should be evenly distributed along the length of the 
winding; however, if it is "lumped" at one end or 
the other of one coil, it should be similarly lumped 
in the other coils. If the turns are forced out of 
their original positions the wire is usually loosened 
slightly, and then the entire coil becomes loose in 
a fairly short time; since temperature variations 
cause expansion and contraction of the tube on 
which the wire is wound. This is a mechanical 
objection to the idea. 

Loop 
VI 

GROUND 

C4 

J L2 ur 
r1 

/i p `.1 
.- / ; a 
LI 

¡ 

CORNECTIOTO 

LOOP 
ILS/ 

_J 

4. -A + 13+45v 8+135V. 

(Q498) This snit introduces a stage of R.F. 
screen -grid amplification between the loop of 
a superheterodyne and its regular first detector. 

Pushing turns backward and forward would not 
be so objectionable if the result were really as 
expected. But such attempts at circuit balancing 
are usually made in the wrong place, and not at 
the source of the trouble; moving turns to balance 
a coil is like bending a condenser plate to balance 
a condenser; for both usually result in causing an 
unbalanced condition at the other extreme of the 
tuning scale. 

It is preferable to balance a coil by removing 
or adding turns until resonance at a particular 
frequency is obtained when a standard capacity 

COPPER- SHIELDED WIRE 

R3 
III6 .002-M F. 

I ' rr 
V4 V2 

T3 
® J 

B+ B-A+ A- 

T2 

MIN 
B ra, fI yoozs. mv 

,IVLIUL'y,pr ...... ....: ... ...: 

T1 

r 

` LOÒP 
N WOOD 
CASE 

100 FT OF WIRE 
tN EXTERNAL 

LOOP 

(Q48) The " Telmaco P -1" portable receiver, with optional loop and aerial and ground connections. 

The set, with its reflex circuit, gires three R.F. and three A.F. stages with four '1'99 tubes. The 
mpt buttery ronsu - 

(Q49Á) This shielded booster unit may be 

coupled ahead of a loop -operated set, to increase 
pick -up and selectivity. 

value is used in shunt; a small condenser may then 
be placed in shunt with the turning condenser and 
coil when assembled as a unit, and the minimum 
capacity of the circuit matched to the minimum of 
the other circuits. 1f the placement and design 
of the parts have been correct, the circuits should 
tune correctly throughout the tuning range. If 
they do not, the origin of the fault should be 

determined. 
(Q.) What is the schematic circuit of the Telmaco 

"Type P -1" portable receiver? Please indicate all 
electrical values. 

(A.) The circuit of their receiver is shown here, 
with the approximate position of each part as it is 
in the completed receiver. The constants follow: 

TI, T2, T3 are 3 -to -1 ratio "llegehog" A.F. 
transformers. 'fhe R.Y. transformers, of the 
"fixed" or aperiodic type, are indicated as RFT1, 
RFT2 and RFT3. Cl is a .0005-mf. Remler, 
equipped with a special plate P (essential for best 
results); Det. is an adjustable crystal detector of 
the panel -mount type; R1, a 400 -ohm potentiometer; 
R2, 6-ohm rheostat; Swl is a panel -mount S.P.D.T. 
switch (for selecting the built -in or the external 
loop); JI is a closed -circuit jack (making head- 
phone or loud -speaker operation optional); R3 is a 
filament ballast (in some models this resistor has a 
value of about 3 ohms; in some it is 6 ohms; and 
in a few instances the circuit has been wired with- 
out this unit, entire control being effected through 
R2). 

The panel size of this receiver is 5' /z x 17% 
inches; the baseboard measures 5 13/16 x 17 inches. 
Three dry cells supply- the "A" current, and the 
recommended "B" potential is 67y volts. It may 
be necessary to try several sets of '99 tubes before 
a good combination is obtained. The sockets should 
be of the "shock -absorbing" type. VI is the first 
R.P. amplifier: V2, second R.F. and first A.F. 
(reflexed); C3. third R.F. and second A.F. (re. 
flexed); \-4, third A.F. All are type '99. 

A loop for this set may take any convenient 
form; the length of wire required is approximately 
100 feet, the turns being spaced about %- to % -in. 
This external loop is led to "G" and "L" posts. 
connection to this antenna being made when Swl 
is turned to "external loop." A light- socket or 
short outdoor antenna may be connected to binding 
post "A "; a ground is recommended at "G." 

"RADIOLA 25" -USE OF R.F. UNIT 
WITH LOOP RECEIVER 

(49) Mr. 1. L. Edmiston. Riverside, Calif. 
(Q.) A Local Service Mau tells me that the 

"Radiola 25" six -tube dry -battery superheterodyne 
will give better all -round performance if equipped 
with '01A tubes, by using offset socket adapters to 
provide clearance for the larger tubes and substi- 
tuting a six -volt storage battery for the filament 
supply. If the scheme is practical, it is probable 
the voltages of the power stage would require cor- 
rect adjustment. What is your opinion regarding 
the thought? 

(A.) It is quite true that storage -battery tubes 
may be substituted for the '99s; however, we can- 
not find sufficient merit in the idea to give it our 
approval. 

In the first place, the Radiola superheterodynes 
are engineered to a high degree. Every turn of 
wire and capacity value in the layout has been 
determined after extensive laboratory work; and 
all on the basis of the characteristics of the '99 
tube. 

For instance, the average grid -filament and plate - 
filament capacities of the '99 are 3.8 mmf. each, 
while the 'O1A averages 5.4 mmf.; and again, the 
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Radio's Greatest Bargains: 
zwvvomoilom 

Send for 

FREE 
RADIO 

SET 
CATALOG 

A Postal 
Card 

Brings It. 
CMCSSSWOCWV 

As Long As the Supply Lasts 
THESE are the greatest rad io set bargains that have ever been offered. The radio sets listed here are 

standard sets made by the greatest and best known radio set company in America 
All of these sets are battery sets; but this is only one reason why they are sold at such ridiculously 

low prices. 
The other reason is that these sets are mostly demonstration and display models from New York's largest 

radio and department stares. 
We have been able to make connections with a number of houses in New York City. and we secured these 

fine sets at remarkable prices. Due to these circumstances, we are enabled to sell them to you at only a 
fraction of their original cost. 

Importantt -Set Builders, Constructors and Experimenters 
Even if you do not need any one of these fine sets. here is a tremendous opportunity to get parts at prices 

next to nothi ng. Everyone of these sets contains in addition to the valuable cabinet, a goodly quantity of radio 
parts, such as. condensers, transformers, sockets, tuning dials. coils, etc. 

These sets contain from $25.00 to $50.00 worth of radio parts, if you had to buy them separately. In many 
cases, it will pay you to rip a set apart in order to get these valuable parts at unheard of prices. So, even 
if you do not need a set, the tremendous value in the separate parts will recompense you for the small outlay. 

TURN THESE SETS INTO BIG MONEY! 
There are still many families and many houses not equipped with radio today. At the prices at which 

sue are selling them, it wi ll pay you to install these sets and sell them at an excellent profit. 
A number of our customers have made as much as $20.00 and $30.00 on each one of these sets by installing 

them. incidentally making a profit on tubes, loud speakers. etc. 
Remember. we do not sell you these sets as brand new. They all have been used somewhat, but they are 

all in excellent condition, and. by going over the cabinets with some furniture polish. or otherwise renovati ng 
them, they will make a first class appearance and, i n most instances, you will not be able to tell the set 
apart from a new one. This is your great opportunity to make a few extra dollars, and we trust that you will 
not let this opportunity go by. 

We promise prompt shipments. We have a large supply of these sets on hand, and. in most cases, can 
ship within 24 to 48 hours. 
ALL SETS ARE TESTED BY OUR EXPERTS AND WE GUARANTEE THEM TO WORK SATISFACTORILY. 

Radiola 25 Superheterodyne 

Radiola Portable 
(Second Harmonic) 

Superheterodyne 
(AR -81z 

One of tile mutt famous radio sett in .,visai Ira. 
Each cabinet is said to have cost t wake dollars to 

make. It is solid wood and finished in mahogany. 
This sel may be placed on a table. the battery switch 
turned to "on," and music will be heard -without an 
outdoor antenna : it works with a loop aerial which Is 
1,11111 inside the cabinet. The set Is super -sensitive 
oil. in certain localities, it is possible. on the east 
oast, to hear went coast stations. The robinet holds 

all the batteries for the six "dry -cell" tubes required 
In locations near strong broadcast stations inlerfer- 

enre may be experienced. That is. a station may' be 
heard several times. To overemne this. sonic experts 
menlrrs have preferred to tune In the short -wave 
stations and then use their A ItSI2 as the ISTER- 
51EDI\TE F11EOCENe'Y AMPLIFIER f a superhetero- 
dyne hookup. This is nrrompllshed by tuning their 
superheterodyne to a brnadeas! wave n which there is no 
Interferenre. Then, short -wave signals are "heterodyned" 
from the short a 

s 

es to the wavelength to which the 
super is tuned. in that way the tremendous amplifient Ion 
obtainable from this tereirer is used to the fullest extent. 

A few may wish to arrange the parla differently on 
another panel. In this rereher there are two large 
variable condensers of 31 plates each. The oscillator tint ts 
are honeycomb roils mounted on e hard rubber sheet. The 
main part of the set. the Intermediate frequency trans- 
formers. are burled In beeswax in a shield ran called 
the " atarmnb." On the top of this can are mounted 
the tube sockets. A terminal strip is the term Inos of 

The Ranllnla 22 5. Ina ,I. by the General Electric Company, and sold by the 
Rai la Cnrlarh. its of it oft, 1,. n eu "ly 

hell 
girodyne." This is a 

,perlai cl ,e,,i . the patents are jealously hell by the R. C. no 
inlriculmenr cignrnssly of this ed, due su the sable of the circuit. The 
partrIt. adaptation rsul 

"intermediate 
tels equenr Is kn es the "second nad mica 

rirrult. All the fr«,ii, 
alone 

transformers" are nfori les In a 

twelve 
d b." Tels catacomb 

these 
ulnae est int bought for less than 

mol to haro one of these I add in the 25 costs, all NOT 
LENS THAN 

he 
toning oinl)hrers, In add!! Ion. there are all iha other 

parts. suri as the tuning nn:drnsrrs, rolls, loup aerial. etc. 
The is n lop-operated set. No outside aerial Is needed, but an 

antenna mas be used if deslt ed. by running Its lead -in close to the loop, or 
tusking a single loop In the lead -in and placing this loup in Inductive relation 
to the lop on the 

A 2 -u f. by -pava ondenser is mont a i wed in the cabinet. A marked, color- 
coded Talle l e pros fled for battery runner! hot Sturdy 41 -plaie (brass) vari- 
able condensers ( "stra held line frequency'' type I with pigtail rotor cmmer- 
tinns are used for lop ao d "sel Bator" tuning. lo Brook n. with this set we 
tuned in WI.W. of Cincinnati, st noon, with Rblt broadcasting on one side 
and R'JZ on the other! This is phy sits fly Impossible unless the receiver has 

le -ke. select is ity " 
Tuning of this receiver is accomplished through large "thumb- operated" 

tuning drams, so designed that stations may be "logged" directly on the 
drums. Two tip jacks are proslded for testing filament potential. The 
small center knob controls a molt lisle- rantott 's Itch which changes the con. it 
to Include one or two stages of A.F. amplification. Addit tonal volume control is 
afforded by panel -mounted rheostats of the cartridge type. Two jacks for 
headphone use. Sortie constructors lore stripped these receivers and reassembled 
the parts In an entirely different layout, resulting In a very compact. super- sensitive arrangement in portable form, the entire equipment being Ideal for 
such design. The loop is 12 Inches wide, 28 inches high and 5 inches across 
the top; and renter -tapped. 

A tsco -tune mahogany -veneer cabinet of original pattern houses the chassis 
and all batteries. Its overall dimensions are 28xl9x12- Inches high The 
weight Is 42 pounds. Six type 199 tubes are required. 

EXACTLY as illustrated and described with cabinet and fino loop aerial. (No o ubes. batteries or loud speaker.) 
Sill pied by freight or express collect Litt price of set $265.00. 

one end of a 6 -wire cable for connecting the batteries. 
There are two porcelain hase rheostats on the inside of 
the panel. controlled from the front; one has bout e nhme 
and the other has about 20 ohms. A push -pull switch 
(renter) turns the set on and off; another. (tower left) 

ruts in either 011e or two stages of A.F. amps Bleat inn. 

Although the cabinet is 3' inches long. Il te, deep and 
111 high. the panel of the receiver is only 19 inches long 
and 9 inches high. The difference Iles In the two end 

s for "A" and "It" batteries. Six. type compartment 
V199 tubes are required for t receiver. Dry-cell 

power tubes, the type '20, may be used in Ibis set if a 
Naald or similar adapter is used. The weight of this 
set, oIthont ball cries Is ;;C pounds. Exactly as illus- 

RADIO SPECIALTY CO. 

Price $10.95 
rated and described. Price Includes cabinet but no 

batteries, tubes or loud speaker. 
Shipped by freigkt or express, collect. List price 

s $220.00. 

HOW TO ORDER 
Remit amount by money oney order. cash nr certified 

check (personal checks (crnsier delay). Order direct 
front this page at prices quoted. No C.O.D. orders 
on this sale accepted. 

BUY FROM It \IMO'S OLDEST MAIL ORDER HOUSE 

98C Park Place 
New York City 
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Servicing the Freshman "QD -16S" 
(Continued from poor lallt) 

and "it" un till' gin_ . lead: of the first 
autoforuur. The c Ic r. shcnllll show con - 

tinuity. 
'l'he failure of tin. detector tube In 

light is Clue to it broken connection, or eke 

h \' p u t t i n g the t v s l r l i p s un I l o r t t , sIate- 
rv,lnretl leads. TO le.( the hin'in_ re sislnr, 
Put tilt \ tip un the hruw'n lead "1 the 
Poaler tr:uufurmer, and "II" on the orange 
lead of the seeond :ndufuriner; ureter should 

.;71i1F9 RADIO SET ANALYSIS 

Ma 

:T .. 

0.01.S. LUG IN SOCAUT Of SET 

St00"i-T- 
._-222 

.Ta`S.Jo.o_. 
f 3,10132 
2.26 

1.40 
100 
110 

5.00 
2.16 

1.36 

mro T, 

120, 
7f:7,71:-.""*" °'SdIc'rA-° 5 

4t 1ItFc 
Dot 

5.0- 
227 40 0.0 2,76 2.76 0.0_ 

4.00 _ 600+ i0 226 1 A P 100 6.0 -- 1711 21 F 4030 
4.80 

156 
4630 

407Q 
4.70 

170_]8.0-_ 1e-tttl_18.00_9_9 
rt2.00 28660 Root. 

tto ate 9eeondnri 

119 r... .owrr. ea.r.w POSITION AMC VOLTS. an o. -114_-roer 
.VCGr.Tal.. .. c.0.ou 500 

IIIT 

the 2.25 -volt winding is burnt out. l'ut the 
tester tips on the orange leads from the 
power transformer; the miter should show 
continuity. 

The 5 -colt winding for the '71:\ is tested 

Fig. 3 

. 1 typical r, port 
of the conditions 
Ionia in a Fr; +I 
mou Model "ltdl- 
lbS' i,t good or- 
der, with good 
tube:, when tested 
with a standard 
lruif nnalycer. 

The use of blauk.a 
of this kind to 
make a pnvname,t 
record is u help- 
IId pr,,ree. espe- 
cially Whin the 
.orris of a pre- 

cions service trip 
are at hand for 

corn pa ri.rvro. 

show continuity. 1t7, the biasing resistor of 
the power tube, has a value of 2,000 ohms; 
118, biasing the first audio tuile, 1,800 ohms. 

A lark if plate voltage on the `_' is due 
to a defect it, resistor lt3; absenev ccf oereen- 
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LIFE -TIME DX AERIAL 

Guaranteed Double Vo!urne and SharperTonmo 

DESCRIPTION OF 1.11'KT1 \117 DX AER1.11-. 
No. 30- LENGTH .30 FEET: Assembled ready to 
string up. Brings in to h m,e of 151 -ft. wire but 
retains the selectivity of a 30 -ft. aerial. Rings 
are heavy gauge solid zinc. Duplicates in design 
and non- rnnvc.ivc materials the aerials used by 
most of Itiretst Brnadca st ing Stations. Design 
permits using this powerful aerial in all -ft space 
(preferably outside). Sharpens tuning of any re- 
ceiving set beeall se of short length but has enor- 
mous pick-up because 150 ft. of No. 14 enamelled 
wire is used. Made for owners of fine radio sets 
who want great volume on distance without de- 
stroying sharp tuning. (Also used by many 
owners of short-wave outfits.) "Makes a good 
radio set better." 

PRICE $10.00 

No. 60- LENGTH 60 FEET: Assembled ready to 
string me "ItIG Ta IV" Site (same description as 
:above except that 304 ft. of wire is used, making 
this the most efficient and powerful atrial possible 
to manufacture). 

PRICE $12.50 

No. 20- LENGTH 20 FEET: Contains WO ft. of 
is ire. PRICE 57.50 

No. 15- LENGTH 15 FEET: Contains 75 ft. of 
wire. PRICE $5.00 

Especially designer) for Screen Grid sets or re- 
ceiving sets located close to powerful broad- 
casting stations. 

.lfannfacut red by 
TIIOROLA RADIO PRODUCTS 

1011 So. Jllchlgan Dlyd. Chicago. Illinois 
If :von are a semi,. mall, professional or radio[rieia, , 

von .dotht receive h'. 1 D! -CRAFT each moan. 
l urn to page 474 of this issue and read the special 
otter to those arc actively engaged in roli,. 

EVERY 
SERVICE MAN 
SHOULD OWN 
THIS BOOK! 

S. GERNSBACK'S 
RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA 

The First Real Radio Encyclopedia Ever Published 

Regular Price $21.00 Our $ ¡ .49 
Special Price 1 

(1930 Definitions) 
FULLY ILLUSTRA TED 

Size 9 x 12 in. 
Over One Inch Thick 

168 Pages 
Written in Plain English 

EDITED by SIDNEY GERNS- 
BACK, A u t h o r of "Wireless 

Course in Twenty Lessons" - "One 
Thousand and One Formulas" - 
"Practical Electricity Course" - "The 
Radio Educator," etc. 

S. GERNSBACK'S RADIO EN- 
CYCLOPEDIA is the only standard 
[cork ever published in America at- 
tempting; to classify alphabetically the 
countless words used in the highly 
specialized science of RADIO. The 
ENCI'CLOPEDIA is written in plain 
English so that everybody can under- 
stand the definitions and descriptions. 

No expense has been spared, cover - 
ing over two years in compilation, to 
crake it worthy a place in your library. 

It is published in one volume -168 
pages -size 9 x 12 inches, over an 
inch thick anti nicely accommodates 
the beautiful illustrations and the 
large, easy -to -read type. 

The work contains 1,930 definitions, 
549 photographs, drawings and dia- 
grams. 

REMEMBER THIS IS A REAL 
ENCYCLOPEDIA - NOT A DIC- 
TIONARY - and very few of the 
things described and illustrated in this 
volume can be found in any diction- 

ary, or any other encyclopedia. 
The book contains as a supplement a 

classified cross index designed to bring 
together radio references under one 
heading having relations in common. 

All circuits new and old are de- 
scribed by word anti picture and every 
part anti apparatus used in Radio is 
explained and made understandable by 
means of photographs and drawings. 

The volume is printed upon fin, 
paper -liuuud in full black Keratin, 
marbled paper fly leaves and cud 
sheets, with the title stamped in wild. 

SEND NO MONEY 
Just Pas' Postman 

(Canada or Foreign .tend Check or 
Money Order for $1.75) 

ISKOR PRESS, Inc., R -3314 

286 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. 

Send ute one copy of Sidney Gems- 
back's First Radio Ï inty cl ntædia in one 
volume as advertised. I will pay post - 

wau 51.49 plus postage on delivery. 

Name 

Address 

Town ,nd St ate 
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grid voltage signifies that either 113 or R4 
is burnt ont. Lack of detector voltage shows 
that either R1 or 113 is burnt out. No plate 
voltage on the '26 shows that 112 is burnt 
out. No plate voltage ou the '71A indicates 
that the field winding of the dynamic re- 
producer is burnt out. (All these state- 
ments first ass that the filter chokes and 
condensers are satisfactory). 

The quickest way to find out if the pack 
is shorted is to put the "A" and "11" tips 

0-11 D.C. vOLTMETER 

o 
2 

1 

FIG.1 

2 iv. 

Two handy tester-,. whose principle is under. 
stood by all Service 31en, make continuity and 

resistance tests quick and easy. 

of the tester (Fig. 1) across the "11" ter- 
minals (with the set off); if a full reading 
is obtained, the pack is shorted. If there 
is no "B" voltage at all with the set on, the 
rectifier tube afar lie defective, or at con- 
denser may be shorted. A punctured by- 
pass condenser will prevent a voltage from 
existing across a certain section of the vol - 
tage divider. A shorted input filter con- 
denser (C14, CIl) will cause overheating 
of the rectifier tube and power transformer. 
The plates of a filament rectifier, such as 
the '80, will glow also if the mid-section, or 
output filter is shorted. 

Service Men's 
Notebooks 

(Continued from page 428) 

to drop out of its own accord. The sketch 
tells most of the story. 

There seems to be a "knack" in winding 
such delicate wire without breaking it; but 
this is easily acquired, and after that the 
job is surprisingly simple. 

I undertook the first ,job of this kind to 
ovoid the delay due to sending the unit 
to the factory for repair; but have found 
it to be a very desirable side line lo other 
service work. 

Operating Notes 
(Continued front page .1.29) 

New York City called Brooklyn heights. 
On my arrival, I found the set "'percolating- 
in it very satisfactory iwuanrr; and a thor- 
ough examination soon lnla\ hived ale that 
the trouble could not he in the receiver 
itself. 'l'here could be very little chance 
for the 11. F. coils to absorb moisture; lie - 
cnnsc the set was on the side of the room 
opposite the windows, and the apartment 
was heated by a hot -water system. 

I climbed four flights of stairs to the 
roof, and proceeded to tear down the old 
aerial, without even troubling to examine 
it, and to erect a new. 'l'he one I put up 
was 120 feet from pole to pole, eight feet 
above the roof; the lead -in was sixty feet 
of No. 11. heavily- insulated G. E. wire, 
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,ELECTRICAL OPPORTUNITIES" 
v 

4 

L 
SOUND l' IÌ / //// 

1 RADIO -_ ' 
`. 

- 111rß > 

ENGINEERING 

A full knowledge of electricity, as 
taught in the New York Elec- 
trical School, makes you inde- 
pendent, gives you your choice of 
either a BIG PAY job with one 
of the world- famous electrical 
companies, or a business of your 
own. ELECTRICITY is also a 
stepping -stone to Aviation, Auto- 
mobile Engineering and other 
highly paid professions. 

Here at the New York Electrical School 
you learn, not by correspondence, but by 
ACTUAL PRACTICE on full -size stand- 
ard equipment. NO BOOKS used. Indi- 
vidual instruction -you can start any day. 
This School owns and occupies two seven - 
story buildings in New York -the city of 
most opportunities. It is widely known 
as the country's oldest and foremost insti- 
tution for trade training. That's why big 
companies eagerly demand our graduates. 

THE NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
21 West 17th Street, New York 

This big 64 -page booklet gives full information about the New York 
FREEElectrical School rout ses and pictures of the equipment available for your personal use Send for it TODAY. It's free. 

MAIL TODAY 
The New York Electrical School 
21 N'est 17th Street. N York 

Please send n e FREE your 64 -page booklet. 
this request puts me under no obligation. 

It is understood that 

Name 

Address 

Ó ' Fo® a ,` jV 
Every radio worker should loin 
the ELECTRAD FORUM. Keeps 
you in touch with latest develop 
meats - helps solve your daily 
p rob I, ms. Dues. 55 per year. 
include unique monthly magazine 
of inestimable value. Write 
DEPT. RCS for details and 
application blank. 

DIRECTOR 

ELECTRAD FORUM 
1440 Broadway. New York 

SERVICE MEN 
BRACH TEST -O -LITE 

should be in every serv- 
ice kit, 51.50. 

Aluminum Box Shields - beautiful silver dip 
finish, 5 "x9 "x6" - $1.89. 
Any size made to order 
in 24 hours. 

All types of adapters. 
Tungar tubes. Test Clips 
and Soft Rubber Caps 
35c. pr. Bud Antenna 
51.95. Brach Relays 95e. 
Elkon 1500 mfd. "A" con- 
denser $2.45. Genuine Baldwin Type "C" phones, a necessity' 

for short -wave reception, $3.65 a pair. 

BLAN THE RADIO MAN, Inc. 
89F CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK 
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44TH ST. 
HOTEL 

Just East of B'way 
One of New York's 

New Hotels at Right Prices 

A high -class hotel in the very center 
of Times Square and within walking 

distance of all Shops, "Theatres, etc. 

300 Rooms -300 Baths 
$2.50 & $3.00 per Day 

A Restaurant of Unusual Excellence 

Special Weekly Rates 
J 

10 Tools in One Stec\ 

ASMALL but handy article which 
serves for every possible need of the 

all -round mechanic. Invaluable in any 
emergency. 
An excellent combination of utilities for 
the household -every necessity featured: Bottle 
1r. \ \l \IER - KNlI'E. SHARPENER - NAIL- Opener 
l'i'I.I.t :R - 11OT1'1.E.OPENEk - SCREW - 
ORI VER - CORK SCRE \V - CAN- OPENER - 
\\I:IGII -SCALE - RULER -- TABLE OF 

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

Jost glance at the illustration and you will 
sec how really useful this article is. The 
"Ten in One Tool" is 10 inches high and 
finely nickel- plated. 
The new tool is not only handy in the 
household, but every TOURIST, AUTO- 
1ST. CAMPER, PICKNICKER, BOY - 
SCOUT, FISHERMAN, CANOEIST, 
etc., should carry in his bag one of these in- 
dispensable combination tools. No SHOP, 
OFFICE, STORE, GARAGE. FARM. 
BOAT, should he without one. PRICE 
$1.00, POSTAGE PAID. 
Be the first one to own the "Ten Tools in 
One" in your own town. 
Send your order today, pin a dollar bill to 
coupon below and the shipment will go 
forward to you the sanie clay as received. 

GRENPARK COMPANY 
245 Greenwich Street 

New York, N. Y. 

Tempered Steel 
Screw Driver 

i iA e) 

$1.00 

Grenpark Company, 
245 Greenwich Street, 
New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed find Shan for which pire-, 
me prepaid your "Ten Tools in One." 

Name 

Address 

RC-33o 

High Carbon 
Knife Sharpener 

5' Inch 
Steel Rule 

Cork 
Screw 

Adjustable 
Screw Weigh 

Scale 
15 Pounds 

Table of 
Weight. 

and 
Measures 

Weigh Scale 
Hook 

Mail 
Coupon 

Send for Yours 
TO -DAY 

Can 
Opener 

Only 
10 Inches 

High 

soldered to the aerial by means of a small 
alcohol blue'- torch, and well taped. All in- 
sulators used were of highly -glazed por- 
celain. 'The lead -in was then brought dnun 
diagonally across the court, to keep it well 

away from the wall; it was brought in by 

means of a lead -ill strip, and taped up well 
to prevent corrosion of the clip. A wire, 
tested for continuity, replaced the lead in- 
side to the net. 'l'he receiver worked a lit- 
tle setter; and I then departed, satisfied 
that 1 had done it perfect job. 

A fete days later, the service manager 
informed nu:, the customer had just re- 
ported that the trouble had come up again 
and that, unless the .jab was completed, he 

did not want the set. I spoke over the 
phone to the customer, who said that it had 
rained the night before, and that lie could 
now get only two stations. I ilastC11Cdi to 
the shot, and found his complaint, well 

founded. .1 nrighhur's receiver showed that 
there mere plenty of stations on the air. 
The tubes were Perfect. 

I lhrcu' out fifty feet of loose wire in 

the room, and connceted it to the set as 
an aerial. It brought in about seven sta- 
tions, showing that the fault lay in the 
aerial installation. Running up the stairs. 
I inspected my job; everything was still 
shipshape! 

I oust admit that I had worked vainly 
on that ,job for about five hours when, sud- 
(letdy, the stations began coming in, one 
by one, every ten minutes. I looked out of 
the window, and silently cussed that aerial, 
with every thought that can describe an 
aerial in uncomplimentary terms. heeling 
myself beaten, I left the house, with the 
promise to return the next rainy duty. 

'l'hree days later, I went back during a 
heavy rainstorm, and waited for something 
to happen. Sure enough, the stations began 
slowly fading out. I began at the set, and 
worked my way to the window. Here I 

tore up the lead -in strip and to my aston- 
ishment, WOIt came in like a ton of brick. 
The metal weatherstrip was filled u-itb a 
wnall pool of water at the base, and testing 
it. I found it grounded. That was the solu- 
tion. 

I punched a couple of holes in the metal 
weather strip to permit the water to drain 
off, and taped the lead -in strip well. 

'l'he customer was very much pleased (so 
was I) and offered me three brand new 

dollar hills. Last, but not (cast, the set 
stayed sold! 

LONG -WAVE BROADCASTS 

11)I(1 weal hey broadcasts, by voice, are 

IN. now conducted on each even hour and 
Icilt' hour, t'ur the benefit of aviation, om 

these long waves, 11on the following sta- 
tions of the Department of Commerce: 8'i" 
meters, K1):\, Mayw"otl, III., :uni I(1)N, 
Hock Springs, Wyoming; 87(1 meters, W WO, 
l'hrvelluul, (1., K \' \. North Platte, Neb., 
WEK, \ \'ichihr, Kas., and KI.K, Reno. 
Nevada; 890 meters. K('(), St. Louis, Mo.; 
915 meters, KGD, Salt Luke City, ['tail, and 

KC'I', Glendale, Calif.; 935 meters, KR(', 
Kansas City, Mo., KSG, ('bene , Wyoming; 
and KC \-, Oakland, Calif.; 951) meters, KJh, 
Omaha, Neb., and KOJ. Elko, Nev.; 993 

meters, W \\'Q, Bellefonte, Pa.; and 1,035 

meters, WWI', Hadley, New Jersey. 
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Causes and Cure of Interference 
( Continued frigi /myr 433) 

of the Indicting where the broadcast re- 
ceiver is installed. the trouble should be 
traced clown with the akl of an automobile 
and a portable loop receiver of good design. 

An open car is to be preferred for this 
work; since the large amount of metal in a 
closed ear body acts as a shield and "dis- 
torts" the graph "pattern" of the signal or 
interfering noises. 

An Interference-Pickup Radio Set 
Fig. 25 showed a schematic diagram of a 

regenerative receiver suitable for tracing 
interference. The circuit consists of a loop 
antenna, a regenerative detector, and two 
stages of audio -frequency amplification. Re- 
generation and oscillation are controlled he 
a .00015 -m f. variable condenser. 

'There is nothing mysterious about this 
circuit. It is just a standard regenerative 
receiver using, instead of the common "three - 
circuit tuner," a "loop aerial" which com- 
bines in its design the aetiuu of an aerial, 
a primary, a tuned secondary, and a tickler 
winding. 

The loop described possesses "directional 
characteristics "; that is, it will receive the 
greatest amount of signal energy when it 
paints either toward or away from the 
source of the interfering signal. This idea 
is illustrated in Fig. 26. 

When used in a large city, the loop may 
show limited directional characteristics be- 
cause of the network of power, lighting, and 
traction feed wires resulting in deceptive 
indications. For this reason the location of 
interference is not accomplished by employ- 
ing the directional characteristics of the 
loop, (as used on ships), but by what is 
termed the "intensity of signal" method. 

l'se of the "directional characteristic" of 
a loop is not generally accepted as the best 

ntrlhrnl fier locating interference; bwc;ulse 
the loop will point to the neorext conductor 
which is carrying the disturbance, even 
though the actual source man- he located 
miles away. 

How to Use the Set 
Starting from the building where the com- 

plaint is received, place the receiver in op- 
eration. Insert the headphone plug (which 
automatically lights the filaments Of the 
tithes). it the loup parallel with its se rheaul 
power or lighting lines. . \(just the tuning 
controls for maxims m intensity (which nutty 
at times seem to be of equal intensity for 
any adjustments of the controls). Now 
reduce the volume control until the signal 
is barely audible arid, without changing the 
position of the loop, proceed for a short dis- 
tance along the line which is suspected of 
radiating the interference. 'l'akc another 
reading; but this time reduce the volume if 
possible, in order to detcruline whether the 
souree of interference i, nearer. This pro- 
cedure is continued until the volume con- 
trol is reduced to its minimum setting. At 
this point the source of the trouble is usually 
found. 

If the location stems to indicate that the 
trouble is on n particular pule, it should be 
shaken lightly in order to cause any loose 
wires or devices attached to it to vibrate. 
In this way poor cuutiee¡MIS will nuke 
themselves known by spasmodic and irregu- 
lar sounds in the headphones. 

If, at alun' time during the tracing of 
trouble, the filament or volume control has 
to he increascd lo make the signal or nuise 
audible, it is an indication that the receiver 
is being moved away from the source and 
not toward it; hence the only course to take 
is to trove the receiver in the opposite 
direction. 

Makers of Radio--- Guglielmo Marconi 
(Confiner rl f inaJe 4:31) 

('ulupamy; in December, star s were oper- 
ating, between the Isle of Wight and the 
mainland, over twenty miles. On shine 3, 
1898, Lord Kelvin, the veteran wiz ard of 
oceanic cable telegraphy, put clown a fee 
for the transmission of the lie :st paid radio 
message. 

What others, even before Marconi had 
taken up his studies. had seen clearly, was 
the principle. \VItat Marconi was working 
out with unbounded energy was the appli- 
cation -the creation of a transmitting and 
a receiving system, efficient and trustworthy. 
\Iaarconi, ih'clnping the "aerial -and- ground" 
system, disci the antenna. character- 
istics required for selective operation. In 
April, 1900, his fundamental patent was 
issued. 

Previously, however. the work of "wire- 
less" experiment had been extended to the 
stage of ship operation where, ubvionsly, it 
could fill a need not otherwise to be satis- 
fied. Radio commlllniealtion was established 
on a routine basis between the lighthouse 
service on land, at Dover, and the lightship 

on the Goodwin Sands shim!, tom of the 
danger spots of the English coast. On April 
38, 1)919, radio first saved lives by announc- 
ing the peril of a ship, the li. I'.Matthews, 
whirls had collided with the lightship itself. 
This was the first of the thousands of dra- 
matic events hi which radio has averted 
tragedy. 

In the suatuocr of 1899, Maarconi's appa- 
ratus was subjected to successful tests by 
the British mnVt and, in the fall of that 
year, he sisitenl :America to give demonstra- 
tions which led to as qualified approval by 
the l'. S. Navy, and to the organization in 
this country of the Marconi Wireless Tele- 
graph Company, a subsidiary of the IlriIish 
organization. 

In the following year, while commercial 
rivalry, tinged by national feelings, was 
arousing international competition for the 
Marconi ((ti tI m ies, \Llrconi hit lself was 
busily working out the problem of portable 
equipment Ile Baer demonstrations from 
a steam- propelled automobile, in which a 
large sheet of rapper served as his antenna, 

"Here at last is THE BOOK 
that we of the Radio profes- 
sion have needed for a long 
time. It is the best and most 
complete handbook ever pub- 
lished," says J. H. Bloomen- 
thal, Chief Radio Operator, 
U. S. S. B. Steamship "East 
Side." 

RATIO 
MANUAL 

A New Edition 
Conipdete new chapters on aircraft radio equip. 

ment; Practical 'Television and Radiomovies with 
instructions for building a complete outfit; radio 
interference; 100% modulation; latest equipment 
of the Western Electric Co.; the Marconi Auto- 
Alarm System; and many other developments of 
the past year. All this information is added in 
the new edition and, besides, the entire book has 
been brought right up to date with much new 
material. The Radio .flan sal continues to be 
the one complete and ttp -to- the -minute handbook 
covering the entire radio field. 

A Handbook 
for 

Students 
Amateurs 
Operators 
Inspectors 
20 big chapters 

cover: Elementary 
Electricity a n d 
Magnetism Motors 
a n d Generators; 
Storage flatteries 
and Charging Cir- 
cuits; The Vacuum 
'fuite; Circuits Em. 
ployed in Vacuum 

Tube Transmitters; Modu- 
lating Systems and 100't, 
Modulation; Rave- meters; 
Piezo- Electric Oscillators; 
Wave Traps; Marine 

Vacuum Tube Transmitters; Radio Broadcasting 
Equipment; .Arc Transmitters; Spark Trans- 
mitters; Commercial Radio Receivers; Marconi 
Auto-Alarm; Radio Beacons and Direction 
Finders; Aircraft Radio Equipment; Practical 
Television and Radiomovies; Eliminating Radio Interference; Radio Laws and Regulations; 
Dandling and Abstracting Traffic. 

Att immense amount of information never before available, including detailed descriptions 
of standard equipment is presented. 

Prepared by Official 
Examining Officer 

The author. G. E. Sterling, is Radio Inspector 
and Examining Officer. Radio Division, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. The book has been edited 
in detail by Robert S. Kruse, for five years Technical Editor of ÇIS'l', the Magazine of the American Radio R, fay League. Many other experts assisted theia. 

Free Examination 
Tito new edition of "Tite Radio ]tannai' has ilr - -t been publt.hrd. Nearly sou pages. atto Mu oration,. Bound in Flexible }'abrlkobl. The coupon brings the volume fur free examination. If you du not agree that It h the best RaJlu hook y u have seen. return It and owe nothing. If ,u,, krel, it. ..end tho Price of $6.ou w,miht cru days. 

Order on This Coupon 
U. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 
a0 Fourth Ave., New York. 
Scud ,e the 'Revised edition of TIM R.%I)r0 MANUAL for examination. Within ten days after receipt 1 will either rotten tao volume or semi you KIM, the peleo In full. Radio -craft 3 -3n 
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STEP UP VOLUME 
"REDUCES" STATIC 

with Tunable Silver- Plated Aerial! 
Clear, natural reception with interference reduced to a 
minimum is at last possible with SUB-TONE, the 
marvelous new TUNABLE SILVER -PLATED Aerial. 

Less Static - More Selectivity 
is achieved by tuning the aerial to the broadcast being 
received. Increases volume without increase in static. 

SUB -TONE Works on All Sets 
Not a wave -trap, filter or makeshift, but a combined 
aerial and tuner especially designed to meet the 
varied differences of construction in radio aerrER sets. Sub -Tone is tested and approved by RADIO 
experts. ,# PRODUCTS. 

141 W. Austin Ave.. 

TRY IT FREE! Ccan.811R' 

Test SUR -TONE on your own set at our risk. Easily # 
Please send at onre inter - 

installed. Send coupon for interesting details ¡ .sting detail. about SI:It -TONE 

and Free Trial Offer -TODAY. e# la. 

TrN- uti.l: sm.vea- PLATED .\estai 
ais l l'ree Trial Offer. 

BETTER RADIO PRODUCTS tee 
141 West Austin Ave. e Nam, 

Dept. 831 -B Chicago, III. 0* \ Ids, -< 

o 
State 

HOTEL CENTURY 
111 West 46th Street 

Jus: East of Broadway 
JUST COMPLETED 

N. Y. City 

350 ROOMS - 350 BATHS 
This New Hotel contains every 

modern appointment 

Every Room has Private Bath 
$3.00 per day up, Single 
$4.00 per day up, Double 

Situated in the heart of the city: 
near Railway Terminals. All Lead- 
ing Shops and Theatres within a 

stone's throw. 

JArII?S A. FLOOD, Resident Manager 

Editor, SLOGAN CONTEST, 
RADIO- CRAFT. 

96 -98 Park Place, New York City. 

Gentlemen: 
I have written below my entry in your $100.00 Prize Slogan Contest. 

EL 1'.\1:1: 459 
3 -30 

Name 

Occupation 

Street A ddress 

City 

A ge 

State 

to the hotels which served as his tempo- 
rary headquarters. 

But, while n hundred or two hundred 
miles remained the linrt of "wireless," it 
was obvious that the full possibilities of 
Marconï s system were not yet developed. 
The inventor erected a station, huger than 
any before designed, and took ship for St. 
Johns, Newfoundland. Here, on December 
1.3, 1901, he sent up a kite carrying a tem- 
porary aerial line, and at half -past twelve 
in the afternoon (four o'clock, English time) 
heard the three dots of the letter "S" re- 
heated again and again from the sending 
station at Poldhu in Cornwall, sonic two 
thousand miles away. The Atlantic had 
been spanned by radio! Within a few days 
more than a year, transoceanic communica- 
tion had been opened between Poldhu and 
Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, between which offi- 
cial greetings from the govermnents of 
Great Britain, Canada and the United States 
had been interchanged. 

It is not within the scope of this article 
to narrate the later history of the technical, 
the couunercial and the financial develop- 
ment of radio; we may only say that Mar- 
coni, since the days of his more picturesque 
triumphs, has continued to work steadily 
and energetically in the application of sci- 
entific principles. Ilis achievements, though 
bitterly contested by commercial rivals, met 
with the recognition of the world. Among 
the most cherished of the honors heaped 
upon him were those given by his own coun- 
trymen, including his fellow townsmen. In 
1909 he was Warded the Nobel prize; in 
1915 appointed by King Victor Emmanuel 
III to a seat in the Senate of Italy, a body 
of men chosen for life for their distinguished 
services. 

In his earliest experiments, like his prede- 
cessors, Marconi had used ultra -short waves. 
Under the conditions of commerce, longer 
waves were found most dependable; and in 
the mind of most radio men, short waves 
were considered suitable only for the play- 
things of amateurs. Marconi, however, held 
fast to the Wen of their utility; the fact that 
waves, as Hertz had shown, could be re- 
flected, led to his development of a direc- 
tional system, introduced in 1905. From this 
have been developed, first the "radio light- 
house," introduced by him on the English 
coast, near the scene of his early experi- 
ments; and later, the "beans stations,' which 
focus their short -wave signals, like a search- 
light, by "reflectors" composed of parallel 
wires behind the transmitting aerials, and 
of which a great system now links the con- 
stituent nations of the British Empire. 

For a number of years, Senatore Marconi 
has conducted a large proportion of his per- 
sonal expel' 'nts in the elaborate labora- 
tory with which he has equipped the yacht 
in which he takes extensive cruises. Here 
we may picture the great inventor, listen- 
ing awhile to the merriment and melody of 
the continents, the hails and greetings of 
the sea, which is no longer silent and mys- 
terious; and, perhaps, turning an attentive 
ear to the cries of a ship whose crew are 
being snatched front death by the instru- 
mentality of the devices he has created. 
Here, then, we may leave him in the pride 
of past achievement, with the hope that he 
has much more to add to the creations which 
he has already made in the realm of radio. 
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Troubles in Mass Radio Production 
(('u:i inned from pogo -Lori) 

feet becomes yen serious tiring protracted 
periods of rainfall, when the humidity of 
the air nlcast res nearly 

It is not necessary to go into detail; hilt 
we uuty Merely nlenlion the well -known need 
fur properly impregnating . \.F. transformer 
windings and those of chokes and power 
transformers. In the power transformers 
and chokes, good impregnation is necessary 
in order to safeguard Against breakdown 
under the high voltages encountered in these 
coils: while, ill A.F. lrall5forlllcrs, the tllaiu 
reason is to prevent electrolytic action. 
Phis, %'hero moisture is present, efts away 
the wire, aultl soon rrsulIs in an "open" 
coil. 

Mass Production Problems 

.holler important cause of variations 
ill receivers is malter of design. For 
example, with a completely- shielded screen- 
grid tube circuit, the grounding system is 
of extreme importance. It is coauuem prac- 
tise II) build refciycrs upon a painted chas- 
sis, the paint 'being scraped oit' where ground 
connections are tu he Iilalelt'. 

The difficulty with this pactise is that 
it ill lulei' tonnant frailties. When receivers 
are being made at the rate of a thousand 
or two thousand a day, it is evident that 
the man who is doing the "spot-facing" may 
miss one or more of the places to be spot - 
faced, in quite a few chasses. . \s a conse- 
qmnee, the ground connection at those 
points may or may not be good. If it is 
good at the factory, and passes the inspec- 
tion tests, it. may change during shipment, 
because of the jarring; and, when the dealer 
ur customer gets the receiver, Ilierc may be 
no ground connection it all. The set then 
ills either oscillate or he "dead." .1 good 
ground system is Most important, in screen - 
grid sets, in order In luryent oseillalion. 
On account of this, there is a growing teu- 
dcuty to use cadmium-plated chasses in- 
stead ut' painted. sprayed, parkerized or 
other surfai't's which (I re non- conducting. 

.knottier cause of diftieulties, :IIsn a mat- 
ter of design, :mises in connection with the 
theory of "canuse and MYcel." For (sample, 
there are man y places in radio retci%ers, 
where small changes may prothur large 
effects. \Cr generally ,speak of such con - 
ditions as "urilical." ln neutralized cir- 
cuits. for instance, in evtiich things such as 

inudetltude shielding or grounding, or im- 
proper placement of parts occur, the effect 
clay he such as to Make the adjustment of 
the neutralizing condensers entirely too 
"critical." As a result, it is difficult hi keep 
therm in adjustment, when other changes 
which we l'anulot avoid are nccu rri fig ; as for 
e\,nnple, changes of tube constant, with the 
strength of signal, regulation of the power 
supply, etc. 

\gain, in screen -grill sets, it is possible 
In obtain a stable condition by permitting 
the feed -back currents of the various stages 
to "Mick- each other. This inrulves :u1 In- 
complete grmmiding s stcul; nntt it has been 
fnuuu that the r.cliscr call he Made stable 
with null\ a mull :nrlount (a11d rnrr,spond- 
ing relinerd Lost) of III:. M- passing. The 
reduction of the cost is tplite a temptation 
to use this method of attaining stability, 
but the method is more or less dangerous; 
since, if any of the few remaining ground 
tonnect'nns la eoane imperfect, the balance 
between the teed -backs will be destroyed 
and oscillation will result. 

.1s another example, balancing schemes 
are often used in power -supply circuits, in 
order to knell the hula down. Some of 
these schemes work out very successfully; 
but others :ar not quite so successful, be- 
cause of their critical nature. 

And so we alight go on amid nn, describing 
one trouble :iffy!. :ututher, for there are 
plenty. But you must not get the idea, front 
this article, that no commercial radio sets 
are any good. \ \'hart we are trying to bring 
out is that, in large -scale production, there 
arise troubles of which the average radio 
Service 'Alan is not aware, and which, unite 
often, tin not really interest hint. It is quite 
possible and practical to avoid all these 
difficulties but, unfortunately, things such 
as these are learned only through experi- 
ence. 

It is not possible, when IiuiliIing sets at 
the rate of a thousand or More a day, to 
bunt for these difficulties in cyery sot; for 
this nnld involve an enormous labor cost 
anti drive the price of the set slay -high. 
l'hc remedy is to so design the set, anti to 
adopt such practises in manufacturing, that 
such difficulties do not nrise. It is not well 
to ,cllntlnlize too rigidly. . \n ounce of pre- 
vention is worth a pound of cure, in radio 
Manufacturing as well as in medicine. 

New Developments in Short -Wave Radio 
(Continued front pfoff I i-5) 

'hhr possil:ilit nteIhod fur 
amateur use Ill not ¡Mph' insurolonol.iidc 
difficulties; for the antennas mals' hr solaced 
ils ,lose ara 1,15111 feet or even less auto r 
perinients laye been coudurtrel which show 
that two o rials help materially in this work. 

Screen -Grid Transmission 
Technical developments in short -wave 

transmission have been nuns coos. Perhaps 
of the grealest contributions to this 

phase of transmission is the development of 
the fier- element or sereened -grid transmit- 
ting Yllcuu111 tube. A pruldem which cou1- 
pletely baffled engineers and hampered the 

suecss of short -Wane transmission has been 
the frequent "swinging" or changing in 
wavelength of signals, which made it neces- 
sary for the receiving operator to keep his 
hanul constantly on the tuning control, in 
ardor to hear the signal continuously. This 
trouble has now been practically el' ' stet 
in the newest types of transmitters by the 
application to the system of transmitting of 
the screen -grid tube, which is primarily dif- 
ferent from the ordinary three -element 
transmitting tube in that it contains two 
grids. 

One is the regular control -grid, regulating 
the How of electrons between the filament 
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Now available 
as a complete 
library - 
Three books cover- 
ing the entire field 
of building, repair- 
ing, and "trouble- 
shooting" on 
modern broadcast 
receiving sets. 

This I,Ibrary serres alike the nerd; of the rommrrrlal r tilt, d ruler. Installer and nhrman, :Old the aroare Ir 
who k,,p, ahnrrat filth Chet tarera trend in radio bp 

1.. ,,n II Sels. 

RADIO CONSTRUCTION 

LIBRARY 
By JAMES A. MOYER 

Director of University Extension, Massachusetts 
Department of Education 

and JOHN F. WOSTREL 
Instructor in Radie Division of University Exten- 

sion. Massachusetts Department of Education 

II ESE three hook,. embody not only a thorough 
Iu.1ue -st catty ro u' -e, but :e reaily Iman., of relerenro 
for the raped rurrd rJ iIltu-1rlon. step -by -stet, In- 
format 10/1 Ir given Du airing. "t roNsle-- shooting 

Ina al lac loo and servicing to get the best t.luo quallt', 
.II.I Oahe and sJrcIiray In broadcast retool on in all tt Iseo 

1'1arlical dal Is given on rally equlpnant swh a, 
/flit runs 1%.1ám . bmteq elludnator,, loud speakers, 
charger, vacuum tubes, car., cr. 

A Sert ion Ir devoted to the Identification of common 
faults hr rrcchers and methods ut making nnrkumnlike 
repairs. 

The three hooks are profusely lllo,tr:aed with me -- 
standahle ,llagrauts of In:okupe. rnuartlens. loud epr:.6 
amer, hnr:alation Ironic and anhuna ere,rmt -I1,1 weir 

pl.,n i,.r.mli 
. t.rLh- ..i . Lal. tL:,1 I.. 

See this Library for 10 Days Free 
No Money Down - Small Monthly 

Payments 
It is your privilege to examine this Library for 10 days 

without cost. If they provesatisfactory, send an initia 
payment of only $1.50 and 57.00 a month until $7.50 has 
been paid. Otherwise return the books. 

McGRAW -HILL 
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON 

McGRAW HILL BOOK COMPANY. INC., 
370 Seventh Avenue, New York. 

1',,Il nay ,end zoo the Itndlo Construction 1.lbr :u 
three colmues, for In day,' free examination. I alai.. 
to remit u in Idol payment of $1.50 at the en1 
I0 days and $2.00 a month until the prlcc of $7.: 
use Lech hall- or -1 ulii retort: rho hooks. 
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EXTRA MONEY 
IN YOUR 
Ex Libris 

SPARE TIME SELLING 
Beautiful Bookplates 

Definition from Dictionary: 
(Ex Limns: from the books o /-an in- 
scription often printed on a card, called 
a bookplate, with the owner's name, and 
pasted in a book.) 

Here is an opportunity for everyone, 
regardless of whether or not you have 
selling ability. You can make extra 
dollars in our spare time. Ex Libris 
(Beautiful Bookplates) sell rapidly and 
in large quantities -members of the 
family, friends and relatives will buy 
these bookplates without hesitating. 

These artistic Duo -Tone Bookplates, 
illustrating old woodcuts and engrav- 
ings are reproduced on antique -tint 
vellum paper, with name imprinted. 
They insure the owner against loss of 
cherished volumes and show the pride 
taken in a personal library. 

Ex Libris (Beautiful Bookplates) sell 
at $2 up per hundred with name im- 
printed. Write for our special profit 
plan of selling -or send 10e. for speci- 
men and illustrated catalog of our 
unique series. 

ISKOR PRESS, INC. 
286 FIFTH AVENUE Dept. 9 NEW YORK, N. Y. 

1873 3 NE 
construction and 

hospitable traditions. 1930 
Famous for its home -like atmosphere. The 
SEASIDE is a rare combination of a thoroughly 
modern hotel and a great private home with 
your friends about you. The SEASIDE'S cuisine 
is famous; the porches and open and 

vita -glass enclosed sundecks invite you. 

A few days spent here during the winter 
months will help you to keep fit in brain 
and body. The mildest weather north of 
the southern resorts, open golf through- 
out the year and no snow. Watch the 
reports of temperature of various cities 
and compare Atlantic City to them. 

COOK'S SONS CORPORATION 

V SEASIDE HOTEL 
PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE AND BEACH 
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY 

v?_.... 

AGENTS WANTED 

FILE BOOK. Start little nail order business. 
Iiadwil, 27A -74 Cortlandt Street, New York. 

:0011 VALUABLE FORMULAS. prepaid $1.00. 
National Service, 3937 Marburg. Cincinnati, Ohio. 

CHEMICALS 

BOOKLET OF EXPERIMENTS and chemical 
catalog. 15c. General Chemical Compaia, Box 

'397, Reading, Penna. 

DETECTIVES 

DETECTIVES Earn Big Money. Excellent oppor- 
tunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars 
Free. Write, George \Vaguer, 219013 Broadway, 

INSTRUCTION 

BE THE LICENSED RADIO DOCTOR of your 
community. Earn $7,10- $10.00 spare time evenings 
Write now for free booklet. "Why the Radio 
Doctor ?" Dept. C, 131 Essex Street, Salem, 
Massachusetts. 
T EARN TATTOOING. Instruction catalog, dime. 
sc.a.... All llf.:.. h'nrfnar Virom,s_ 

OLI) MONEY WANTED 

$5 to $500 EACtI paid for Old Coins. Keep ALL 
old money. Many VERY valuable. Get Posted. 
Send 10e, for illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x6. 
Guaranteed Prices. We buy and sell. COIN 
EXCHANGE, Room 10. Le Roy, N. Y. 

PATENT ATTORNEY 

PATENTS - Time counts in applying for 
patents. Don't risk delay in protecting your 
Ideas. Send sketch of model for instruc- 
tions or write for free book, "How to Obtain 
a Patent" and "Record of Invention" form. 
No charge for information on how to proceed. 
Communications strictly confidential. Prompt, 
careful, efficient service. Clarence A. O'Brien, 
Registered Patent Attorney, 343 -A Security 
Bank Building (directly across street from 
Patent Office), Washington, D. C. 

RADIO 

POCKET RADIO, Clear Reception. Satisfaction 
GUARANTEED. $2.00. Particulars FREE. Dis- 
tributors wanted. Neil II. Tasker, South Sixth 
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and the plate or anode of the tube; while 
the other serves as a shield or screen, and 
confines the field of electron activity. 'l'he 
purpose of the screen -grid is to protect the 
plate circuit from the capacity effects of the 
control -grid circuit arid, vice versa, to pro- 
tect the control -grid circuit. It does this 
while, at the same time, it allows electrons 
which are emitted from the filament to pass 
through the two grids freely and unretardcd, 
unless the control -grid is tunde either posi- 
tive or negative. It prevents feed -back in- 
side the tube, permitting its use as a power 
amplifier in transmitting circuits. It pro- 
tects the master -oscillator from capacity 
changes in the antenna. Its other advantage 
lies in the fact that it makes neutralization 
unnecessa ry. 

Eliminating Recurrent "Hums" 
Another important recent development in 

short waves relates more particularly to the 
'receiving apparatus itself. This has to do 
with the receiving tubes used in the receiv- 
ing set itself. Iíuw many of my readers 
have been troubled with unexplainable het- 
erodynes, when passing over the very short 
waves: It has been found that these are 
often generated within the tteumn tubes 
themselves; not always in the radio -fre- 
quency- amplifier and regenerative detector, 
but sometimes in the audio -frequency and 
power tubes of the set. And the coupling 
circuits (or tuning circuits) for this inher- 
ent oscillation that has troubled us for so 
long are the filament circuits! Especially 
when the circuits use A.C. tubes, and vol- 
tage balance is obtained by a potentiometer 
arrangement across the filament. 

This has also been an explanation of some 
of the queer and unexplainable "hums" that 
have appeared when we tune down to the 
lower wavelengths. What actually happens 
is this: the resistors and wiring of the fila- 
tuent circuits may list e enough inductive 
effect to produce a tuned circuit through 
the tube when the combined inter -electrode 
capacity is placed across it, through the 
plate and grid circuits. When the timing 
circuits- proper -of the short -wave receiver 
are varied through the frequency bands 
occupied by these pernicious oscillations, a 
laud hum is heard in the telephone or loud 
speaker. It is interesting to note that the 
author discovered this effect on a long -wave 
receiver, some time ago, when investigating 
the complete frequency components of the 
radio-frequency and detector stages. Hap- 
pily, the trouble can be easily remedied and 
any short -wave receiver freed from this 
trouble in a very simple manner. 

In the accompanying diagram (Fig. I) 
is shown the filament circuit of a type "7 
heater tube with the usual potentiometer 
,arrangement. The ordinary remedy It Iia lil 

be to use what is termed a non -inductive 
potentiometer; but this does not seem to be 
entirely satisfactory, probably because the 
filament wiring may have the necessary in- 
ductance to cause resonance. 'l'he easiest 
way seems to be to shunt one side of the 
potentiometer winding with a large capacity - 
that will tune the local oscillation away 
from the usable short waves. It has been 
found that a capacity of front .005- to 
.01 -mf. is sufficient to raise the wavelength 
out of the short -wave spectrum; and then 
all recurrent hums and heterodynes disap- 
pear and cause no further trouble. 

This is something that the regular Service 
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Man and professional set builder will do 
well to keep in mind on his short -wave re- 
ceivers when trouble of this kind makes its 
appearance, as it almost always will. The 
corrected circuit arrangement is also shown 
with the by -pass condenser (Fig. 2). 

And so we can see that it is not only in 
the big things that short -wave radio is 
progressing. Many of the most important 
developments in this field are seemingly 
little details, unobtrusively accomplished in 
the great and small laboratories of the 
world by painstaking labor and tedious re- 
search. Thus it has been with the quick de- 
velopment of the short waves from the play- 
thing of amateur experimenters -to whom 
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a large portion of the final results must be 
accredited -to many systems of communica- 
tion anti control which promise to bring 
every spot on earth within calling distance. 

(In the April issue of RADIO- CsArr, Mr. 
('oekaday will continue his description of 
the newest developments in short -wave radio 
reception and transmission, with special 
reference to transatlantic communication, 
both point to point correspondence and 
broadcasting, which is making it possible to 
hear European programs in this country. 
Ile will deal also with the remarkable ex- 
tension of radio facilities in aviation, one 
of the most striking developments of the 
past year. -Editor.) 

Short -Wave Transmitter Design 
rt,l from lagt, Ildl) 

filter, and gives excellent results if properly 
operated. The solution, once the plates have 
been formed, will last for several months. 
'1'hc distilled water is decomposed by chem- 
ical action and evaporates; so that the water 
must he replenished. 'l'he evaporation may 
be greatly reduced by the use of a thin 
films of some heavy oil on the surface of the 
solution. Ordinary animal or vegetable oils 
are "emulsified" by borax and will not serve; 
paraffine oil is good 

Rectifier leads sl hl not he run near the 
transmitter; all sorts of peculiar frequencies 
are set up in a sparking rectifier and these 
often "modulate" the transmitted frequency. 
giving a very broad signal. These fre- 
quencies, also, may lind their way into the 
A.C. lines and cause trouble in general. 
Rectifiers will often spark when working in 
spite of all one can do; placing the rectifier 
in a well -shielded case containing the litter 
will eliminate this trouble. 'l'he shield should 
be grounded. Ordinary wire netting used as 
a shield reduces the interference greatly. It 
should be remembered, however, that spark- 
ing is no sign that a rectifier is operating 
properly; and, for best results, use enough 
,jars so that the voltage across each jar does 
not exceed about thirty. 

There are two connections for rectifiers 
in common use; these are shown in Figs. 5 
and 6. The bridge system, shown in Fig. 6, 
requires no tap on the transformer and is 
the more convenient of the two. 

When a rectifier is new it offers very' little 
resistance to the passage of current and so, 
when first connected, it may cause the trans - 
f triner to heat. The primary transformer 
(1Irt'ent should be cut down to a low- value 
by using a ballast resistance. such as a ,jar 
of salt water, connected in series with the 
line. As the rectifier forms, the distance 
between the electrodes in the salt solution 
may be reduced and finally the jar may be 
removed. Use a large ,jar with plenty of the 
solution, and sec to it that the transformer 
is not heating. 

Experiments indicate that chemical recti- 
fiers fail to function when the solution be- 
comes heated; consequently plenty of plate 
surface should be allowed for a given cur- 
rent. The following table gives convenient 
data, which may be used in rectifier design. 
For intermediate voltages and currents, use 
intermediate values: 

Plate 
voltage 

350 
500 
750 

1001) 

RECTIFIER DATA 

Aluminum 
and lead 

plate areas 

1'L sq. in. 
21/. ,t 

3 " 
31/ c. 

Total jars 
(Bridge 

connection) 
24 
32 
48 
so 

These values allow plenty of surface for 
overloads. One slay, of course, originally 
design the ,jars Sa that any voltage up to 
If100 may be used by adding the required 
number of ,jars. 

Filtering the Plate Supply 

All sorts of filters are suitable; but a 

system which works well comprises a large 
choke, in series with the positive side of the 
transmitter input, and a condenser connected 
directly across the plate supply on either 
side of this choke. Ford coil secondaries will 
serve, hut their resistance is high; two or 
three of them connected in parallel will give 
good results. The coil vibrators should be 
screwed down, and the primaries left uncon- 
nected. The condensers, of course, must 
withstand the plate potential and, the.larger 
their capacity, the better. 

For general use, an arrangement which 
will give satisfactory results is shown in 
Fig. 7. With the known plate voltage (as 
given by the manufacturer) that is to be 
used, find the number of ,jars and plate area 
from the accompanying table, and construct 
the rectifier. (Notice that it is necessary to 
have the number of ,jars divisible by four; 
so they may be conveniently arranged in 
the bridge.) Arrange the ,jars in a box, 
which may be shielded, as described, allow- 
ing roan for the litter; the capacity of the 
condensers will depend upon the number 
available. I'se commercial borax, and put 
enough in the distilled water so that some 
remains at the bottom; that is, make a 
saturated solution. four in the clear solu- 
tion and "form" the rectifier as described; 
a "forming" circuit is shown in Fig. 8. ' l'Ite 
power may now be connected to the oscil- 
lator, the positive lead going to the plate. 

An efficient oscillator of constant fre- 
quency, a well -rectified, well -filtered, plate 
supply, and a good antenna system, allow 
one to enjoy Amateur Radio. 

Read what engineers have 
to say about Rider's 

"Trouble Shooter's 
Manual" 

a 
RADIO CORPORATION OF 

PENNSYLVANIA 
331 Fourth Avenue 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
August 23, 1929. 

Radio Treatise Co., 
1440 Broadway, New York City. 
Gentlemen: 

We have received John F. Rider's "Trouble 
Shooter's Manual" which our instructors, who 
are Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing 
Company and Radio Corporation of America 
engineers, recommend highly and say that all 
of our radiotrician students should have a 
copy. . . . 

Very truly yours, 
Radio Corporation of Pennsylvania, 

(Signed) W. R. Jones. 
Business Manager. 

Is a higher recommendation 
possible? You too, if you are 
interested in radio and radio 
service will find Rider's 

"TROUBLE SHOOTER'S 
MANUAL" 

of infinite value. Wiring dia- 
grams of more than 200 models 
of radio receivers . . . Trouble 
Shooting information . How 
to find the trouble ... The pos- 
sible troubles and symptoms in 
radio frequency amplifiers -de- 
tectors -audio frequency ampli- 
fiers -A eliminators -B elimi- 
nators-a wealth of vital money- 
making information . THE 
BOOK WILL BE WORTH 
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS 
TO YOU . 22 chapters of 
vital information -the kind of 
dope you need in your service 
business ... 

Wiring Diagrams of These 
Commercial Receivers 

Radio Corp. of Amer. 
Atwater -Kent 
Zenith 
Fada 
Stewart -Warner 
Philco 
Freed- Eisemann 
All- American 
Colonial 
Amrad 
DeForest 
Garod 
Operadio 
Magnavox 

Federal 
Crosley 
Majestic 
Stromberg -Carlson 
Grebe 
Freshman 
Bolster 
Day -Fan 
Workrite 
Spartan 
Ware 
Kennedy 
Sleeper 
Grimes 

240 PAGES 8'" z 11 ", BLACK STURDITE 
BINDING 

RADIO TREATISE CO. 
1440 Broadway, New York City 

Send No Money 

RADIO TREATISE CO.. 
1440 Broadway. New York City. 

Send me .john F. hider', "Trouble Shooter's 
Manual.' and 1 wilI pan postman $3.50 plus a feo 
rents for postage on d,llver. It is understood that 
it I do not find the hook satisfactory after 10 -day 
examination. and the hook is returned In good condi- 
tion. my money will be refunded. 

Name 

Address 

city State 
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12 -PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET 
ran. sum.. Lot diagram: for ho..: t. r . 

1.,1 with rarb uni. 

I': Al" $5.00 IN CASH 
)eloped for thl: unit 

:, sand nuhllshed Iq' u,. 

P. G. Microphone Transformer 
A Vudulal loti Trans- 
former ,neeta!I II' - 
signed for ue with 
Ibo Skindersiken Trani- 
miner Unit. Ifni many 
other 11, . 

Primary re- 
..tanee. 1: 

aline 
I 

+m t" 
are. .,a nhms. 

WE 

FOR SALE \T I.P \DING DEALERS 
Or mit:. helms 

SEND NO MONEY 
[when the pam:ul ,u, Ii . y 

at 
I pay idol for 

whuGver I haie nrdrred, nil, a few ,enl- IMI'lage. 

PRESS GUILD. Inc. . I43 -a0 
16-111-11-East 301h St.. New York. N. Y. 

Please mall mD at one a- many of the fnllnsrhrg Renia 
n 1 hase Indhaled. 

- 

.. Slanders Ike. Transmitter Volts at 92e. for t; ß1.75 
for 2; S2..0 for 3; $3.21) for I. 

P. n. Mlernoletno Transtonners at $2. 
' R-hen &W erra terr,l 1 will pay tito po -.[man the rital of the 
Items permed Otis IM,.tage. 

7Vame 

A.Idress 

Stale 

(Cola ill tied ffnOt paye 112) 

.\ large leakage current causes rapid de- 
terioration of the cuntlenstr and ruins the 
operating efficiency. Now, in emoneet ion 
with this action, the must state that a certain 
furor of .satisfactory (operation is secured at 
the start, even though the Talai. of leakage 
current is greater than normal. Ilowever, 
as the period of usage lengthens the dctri- 
Mentad effect of the leakage etureu t mani- 
fests itself and the unit bi.toules unlit for 
further use. 'Phis explains the reason for 
unsatisfactory pei-furunni.c after a period 
of tittle. \Vito respect to this period of 
operation. a close (observer will III It that 
the percentage of I tin, as discerned by the 
ear, increases gradually until it becomes 
decidedly atuloyinL'. 

It is in..ible that the 111111 IS not due to a 

defective rectifying element or n detective 
filter condenser. Instead, it may lie duc 
to an equal in the circuit connection, la-Neel] 
the filter condensers and the remainder of 
the circuit. An open in the rectifying cle- 
ment or in the circuit between the reelifyilag 
clement and the litter chokes, or at ;tune 
point carrying D.C., evadd Ile t T idrnctd by 
failure of the complete unit; since the path 
of the D.C. current and voltage would be 
°Ilan. \ \'c have experienced failure of filter 
condensers navre frequently than alit morn in 
the circuit of a defective rectifying rlylneut. 

To determine if the hum is in the \" 
eliminator, it is necessary tu replait the 
eliminator %Tilla a .tarage lottery. It the 
laut[ disappear's o ith the ballon surlily, the 
huit is in the climin:dor. Replaeemlent is the 
only remedy. 

The Cooperative 
Laboratory 

(Continued front page 159) 

Automatic Coupling Systems 
Other arraigenients, too, have found their 

way into commercial production and then 
almost as promptly disappeared again. 
Among these were the Tan'iahle- coupling 
systems known by the nettles of some of the 
men who .sponsored then. Some of yon 
N ill recognize the names of Lord, and of 
the king or the Itras "I:quanlatie." Soule 
of the t'a riy Yenida receivers employed at 

taniahlt eouplin_ system: and one of the 
rather recent ILunlli.rltuul- hooters eirenits 
utilizes a similar idea. The variable coupling 
was nsualle obtained by a mechanical con- 
traption appended to the rotor shaft of the 
condenser; so that the primary was brought 
into closer relationship with Ills secondary 
coil at the long wavelengths. When the 
ganged tuning condenser hecami a necessity, 
the mechanics of a Tatriahlc coupling hi.canic 
too eomplicaded and costly. It fell by the 
wall'Sitle. 

it would not be fair to pass from this sub- 
ject without mentioning the so- called Loftin - 
White eirelit, designed to accomplish equal 
11.11'. amplification over the broadcast hand. 
The essentials of this are shown in Fig. 7; 
it iS apparent that it comprises a combina- 
tion of inductive and vapacitative coupling 
wherein the deficiency in gain on the long 
wanes due to inductive coupling, is offset 
by al gain in coupling at the long waves 

A Special 
Courtesy to 

Radiotricians 
Professionals 
Engineers 
Mechanics 
Consultants 
Designers 
Service Men 
Contractors 
Manufacturers 
Dealers 

IN ORDER to make it 
possible for all Radio Tech- 
nicians to read RADIO - 
CRAFT regularly, each 
month, we have put into 
effect a special subscription 
price. 

The r e g u l a r price of 
RADIO -CRAFT is $2.50 
per year (12 issues). The 
newsstand rate is 25 cents a 
copy. 

Any radio professional, 
sending in a subscription on 
his letterhead, showing that 
he is engaged in some ca- 
pacity in radio work will 
receive as a special courtesy 

EIGHT ISSUES OF 

adioa f t 
for ear 

Professional- Serviceman-Ritdiotrician 

FOR ONE DOLLAR 

Just pin a dollar bill to 
the coupon below and for - 
ward it with your letterhead 
or business card. 

RADIO- CRAFT, 
RC -3, 98 Park Place. 
New York. N. Y. 

F'.neloso,l find $1.00 for which r' 
m,v .nhscrintlon to RADIO4'R.1 FT t, r I. 
eight mont he. 
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through the condensers C. Some of the first 
attempts to commercialize this did not meet 
with overwhelming success; but the idea 
looks good, and we should see more of this 
in the future. 

Now, all of this has been leading up to 
something. These articles of research are 
never compiled with only an historical 
motive; records of past performance are 
extremely necessary, to indicate an intelli- 
gent procedure for the future. The circuit 
which we wish to propound was first used 
in a variation of the Inverse Duplex (dis- 
cloSeti it) ()ST Magazine some time ago) 

but, until now, has never been worked out 
to apply to a straight radio-frequency cir- 
cuit. 

This idea produces almost equal N.F. 
amplification at reuaukaide selectivity; it 
is a circuit wherein the gain on long waves 
is obtained by automatic regeneration, ob- 
tained through a simple electrical filter. 
There is nothing c'omplic'ated about it. The 
bare elements are shown in Fig. 8; for the 
tinte being, we have chosen to call this the 
"Filter Feed- back" circuit. 

The next issue of lt.uto- Cn.crr will give 
inure information on this interesting circuit. 

GROUND 
GRIMES `FILTER 
FEED -BACK - CIRCUIT 

DETECTOR 

.00025- 
I MF. 

noon, e+ 

14000 OHMS 
RESISTANCE 

2.5IIILLINENRY_ 
R.F. CHOKE 

.o0Ò25 
MF. 

Fig. 8 

Here at have the eireaf propounded Gy llr. Grimes. which equalizes the ampliticatiot by regenerative 
feed -back through the ea panty. resistance and inductance shown. Details of its operation will be 

given vert month. 

Reception with a Radiovisor 
(Conlin/led f jt''ge 451) 

than with the píuhlems of working weak and 
fading short -wave signals. 

A receiver with a sensitivity of 100 mic- 
rovolts per meter will probably be more 
satisfactory than one of greater sensitivity. 
because of its lowered susceptibility to in- 
ductive interference. To those not familiar 
with comparative sensitivities as expressed 
in terms of microvolts per ureter, it may he 

explained that the present-day broadcast 
receiver with screen -grid tubes has a sensi- 
tivity of about to microvolts per meter, or 
ten tintes that recommended for the radio - 
vision receiver. 

(In fact, some of the latest radio sets 
achieve a "sensitivity" of 1 microvolt; Or 
]flu times the pick -up recommended for good 
picture reception.- Editor.) 

Another source of pour results with radio - 
viSinm may be traced to the audio amplifier 
output. Experimenters have been working 
with the '71A power tube; yet we have found 
that the output of such a tube, namely, 0.7- 
watt, is insufficient to operate properly the 
usual neon lamp. The '4.5 type power tube 
is essential. 

The usual neon lamp requires 1.5 watts 
of undistorted input for good response. 
The voltage of the output circuit should be 
around 200 volts D.C.; the A.C. signal 
about 50 volts R.M.S. on the neon lamp 
proper. 

Scanning Disc Faults 

The scanning disc is another source of 
poor results. Alost of the scanning discs 
now available are inaccurate; that is to 
say. the holes are badly located. so that they 
fail to weave a satisfactory pattern of hori- 
zomlal, closely packed, luminous lines. Many 
of the disc's are not mechwuicall- true and 
therefore, wobble, causing further distor- 
tion of the image. A scanning disc or dram 
should be made with w'atchmaker's precision. 
The holes must be laid out on an "engine 

lathe." 'l'he inexpensive discs, which have 
been avtiu iii 1e on the market in the past, 
are Icrdly satisfactory for good radiuvisinn 
pictures. The advanced experimenters have 
even gone to the extreme of having their 
discs made in Switzerland, by .skilled machin- 
ists accustomed to precision work. 

The accuracy of a scanning disc cyan be 
readily checked. If the neon Lump is fed 
with unuodulated or pure D.C. (such as that 
from batteries) and the disc is rotated, 
there should appear a more or less solid 
and glowing pattern. If black streaks ap- 
pear, it is certain that there are 
inaccurately- placed holes in the disc. 

Maintaining Synchronism 
Another source of poor results is the driv- 

ing motor. Obviously, to weave it satisfac- 
tory pattern, the scanning disc's speed must 
correspond to that of the transmitter. It 
must be in step, or in perfect synchronism. 
For the present, the simple expedient of 
"synchronous" motors," operating on the 
same A.C. power system, is depended upon 
to keep receiving and transmitting scanning 
systems in step. 

]Sven with as synchronous motor and the 
same power system, it is often necessary to 
"frame the picture" in the vertical and 
horizontal planes. The vertical or up -and- 
down framing, necessary when portions of 
two pictures appear one above the other, is 
accomplished by snapping the motor switch 
one or more times. 'l'he horizontal, or left - 
to- right framing, is achieved by shifting 
the neon hat ui s cover, or the motor frank, 
to alter its relationship to the scanning disc 
or drum. 

Where the receiver is (a) on a different 
power system than the transmitter, or (b) 
must be operated on direct current, or (e) 
with a battery motor, it becomes necessary 
to employ electrical or mechanical synchron- 
izing means, manually operated. A variable- 
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GOOD RECEPTION 'EASY 
Thousands of 

users marvel at the 
difference in recep- 
tion with a Towns- 
end "B" Power 
Unit. Full, sweet 
tone, clarity, vol- 
ume and grenier 
distance are among 
the many advan- 
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TOWNSEND 
"B" POWER UNIT 
Hooked up in a few minutes; 

just ping into the light socket 
and forget it. Delivers up to 100 
volts on any set -D.C. or A.C. - 
uny cycle. 

Approred and passed by the 
rigid taboret tors. tests of "Popu- 
lar Radio " and lindio Verra." 

Over 150,000 Now in Use! 
Tl ere's no longer any 

reason for potting pp with 
t he expense and undepend- 
able performance of "B" 
Batteries -when you can 
own n good "B" Power Unit 
for $6.85. Over 150,000 
Townsend "B" Power Units 
now in use-a substantial 
proof of satisfaction. 

Send Only $1.00 
Send name and addre..s 

with only $ 1.00. On arrival 
of Townsend Power Unit 
pay postman $5.85 plus 
postage. Try out ten days, 
then. if it fails to do 
everything we say. return 
it and money poll us will 
he refunded. Make a 
REA Lreceiver of your set. 

TOWNSEND LABORATORIES 
723 Townsend St. Chicago, Hl. 

P R O O F 
t. n is r Eliminator 
brings my 7-tube 
Atwater Kent right 
up with any eleeirte 
set 1q this neigh- 

E. 1y. Carter, 
Nora irt, Conn. 

S o u r Etlmhrator 
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year.. Can get 
Kai I Rally a n y - 
thing with It out 
friend, with high 
powered A. C. sets 
hale Mtn, ulty lm 
bringing In. 

F. W. S.hnddt. Jr., 
Jacksonville. Fla. 
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AMPERITE aatomnticaliy regulates radio tube 
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else does AMPERITE'S work. $1.10 ugh 
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Philadelphia 
louraoieeShouldl3e 

7/te 

H O1IIEIL MAJ IESIkC 
BROAD SE AND GIRARD AVE. 

400 Large Rooms 
Only Hotel in Philadelphia with a 

subway entrance trom main lohby 

Most Moderate Rates! 

Single Room, running water $2.00 
For Two $3.50 

Single Room, private batti $3.011 
For Two $546 
Garage Connected with Hotel 

[Wire at our expense for reservations 
JNO. C. GOSSLER, Mag: Dir, 

Orders - Inquiries 

60 pc Fags' 
1 
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,o o 

Send 
for. 

Can be 
!cured 

by 
IAIL 
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POLK'S REFERENCE BOOK 
and Mailing List Catalog 
Cives counts and prices on over 8,000 
different lines of business. No matter 
what your business. In this book you 
will find the number of your prospec- 
tive customers listed. 
Valuable Information showing how to 
use the mails to secure orders and In- 
quiries for your products or services i> 
given. 

Write for FREE Copy 
R. L POLK ¡e CO., Detroit, Mich. 

Largest City Directory Publishers In the 
World. Brancnee in Principal Cities Mailing List Compliers- Business Statistics Producers of Direct Mall Adrertlsine 

ToAnySuit 
life 

with I: 
100.000 patterns. d tailored to your measure; 

Our watch sent FREE for 
r.. kcfure pan+ are wade. Fit 

I Send piece of cloth or vest today. 
Sur LalOR MATCH PANTS COMPANY 

115 Sn. Dearborn Street, Dept 374. Chic000 

I CHALLENGE 
you that T viii teach inni. by mail, in one keen, the elm - 

pleet. ,br,r, a -t method all for $1.00. Nut telepathy. You 

etttpartner.tt chum, ,weetivart.' etc 
only 

raleedltby New York. 
Itostan, ylontreal Police Mete: enlleeet; Thurston. Black- 
stone, et, lt fake, let them arrest me. 

A. HONIG MAN. Dept 
Canéd 

51113 Clarke St.. 
Montreal, 

Speed Mt Or with y:r'iahle -speed emit rol and 
(lush- Milton ;ueeleratur (.11.H-circuiting Ihr 
series resistance in the nwlor', supply line), 
or again lt frieli "n drip Ihal can Mr funned 
away front the renter shaft of the free- 
turning scanning disc, uul he resorted lo. 

'l'ht' 111mí lain') is it further source of 
failure. Many poor neon I:uups uhieh either 
fail inn ,_low uniformly over their entire plate 
surfae t, or are insensitive to current changes 
nr [slid lion, have appeared un Ihr uurket. 

What Are the Tests for "Detail"? 
Willi the foregoing consider :Ilion, noted. 

the question aelsya what ron.liltiles good 
teleti.'vnl ett Pitt ion- \. in sonnet hruad- 
ca.nng, it is dillitudt to tli.,u.. coon, :n nlit 
merit, in Ihr ubreare of ,I anal it" t ire :Inns/ 
a ¡'(IN. 

In 011I' .1(.111,i10, Ir :ntsfuissiun and reception 
test., wr h:nr certain sa:tttlartl photographic 
lihm., in Os Melt I lie reprudnelion of valions 
details sect es as c :nlge of the drgrre of 
litleü!n we obtain with different apparatus 
and ..rrnugtnlenl r. 

'thus, in our 'Big Fight" silhouette filial 
:'rtaluenlly broadcast, we watch for the ropes 
of the ring. If these ropes appear, we ;Ire 
Sali.lied with the detail; e'en uith :u rela- 
tively poor rercicer and radio%isor, the 
ordinary figures show up well. interferem, 
appar. as cloud: in the background. _\ 

faulty scanning disc or druid shows up a, lI 

streaky picture. 
In our half-tone pictures, such as a close - 

up of the human Gtte, even a poor receiver 
and radiuv isor will give a fair outline of 
the face and will depict the hair; if trans- 
mission and reception are gaud, the tyt- 
brows. eves and mouth can he made nut. 
If conditions are Oit.,l. the mouth and even 
the detail "f the Iceth are reprn.reled. 

Great stress has been laid on pictures of 
smoke issuing from a man's mouth or front 
a lighted cigarette. Smoke, as it matter Of 

fact, televi.rs well; sn that this feature is 
no indication of good radios- ision results. 
\Ise), 'tuning objects are popularly looked 

upon as difficult to reproduce; whereas the 
opposite is true in practice. A still uhjeet 
bcet.utes runspicuuus and separates itself 
itself from the background only when it 
begins to Move. It is the still oi,jrcls that 
usually hick detail. 

In nor laboratory work, u'e hate developed 
a "cone design:' made up of a number of 
stripes which taper to it point at the top 
(Fin. 1). Iii' scanning such a design front 
the base to the apex, it becomes possible to 
test the frequency cut -oil' of the transmitter 
and receiver. At first, we could go only 
all t half Ivan up the cone; e'brn the lines 
would simply he solid black front that point 
up to the apes. Today, we go nearly up 
to the apes, with the small remaining por- 
tion in solid black. 

MARCONI'S ANNIVERSARY 
N December 12, the twenty- eighth anni- 
versary of his first radio reception 

across the Atlantic, Senatirrc Guglielnut 
:i ;is(uni broadcast a description of his ex- 
perience through the short -wave station 
G.SS \C (which is in the itfarrtni works at 
Chehnsford, England) for the benefit of 
American listeners. The address was picked 
up by many short -wave listeners direct; as 
well as rebroadcast by stations for the regu- 
lar broadcast audience. 
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The inventor and His Patent 
(Continued from peon, 1.11) 

The following dates were copied front 
live patents selected at random front the 
issue of the year 1927: 

Allowance 
Filing Date Date 

\l :q 9, 1922 Apr.5, 1927 
Apr. 7,19'22 saine 
Aug. 3, 1922 sane 
Feb. 18, 1921 saine 
Feb. 15, 1926 saule 

Time 
1 yrs. 11 mo. 
5 0 
1 H 

6 2 
1 2 

Total 20 23 
Average 4 4.6 

The average arrived at in this way, in 
round numbers I. years 5 months, closely 
approximates Senator King's average, .1. 

years 6 months. 
The variation in the "prosecution times" 

of different patents is indicated by the CH- , 
fcrent periods for the foregoing examples. 

The average tine of prosecution changes 
and, in general, increases from year to year. 
Around 1927 the time of prosecution prob- 
ailils- was longer than any prior time in the 
history of the Patent Office. Early in that 
year, it drastic step was taken to reduce 
the period by cutting the permissible time 
for responding to an Office action from 1 

year to (i months. 
What is the probability that a patent will 

be obtained after it has beet. applied for? 
The answer to this question is decidedly 

an approximation. The report for but one 
year has been investigated, 1925; this con- 
tains a list of applications and patents 
granted on those applications front the year 
1810. A rough approximation shows that 
at no time has the ratio of patents granted 
to applications filed been greater than 75% 
or less than 4.4%. in general, the ratio does 
not greatly vary front 5m; ; the probability 
that a patent will he obtained after it has 
been applied for is "fifty- lift,,." In other 
wards, of two applications tiled, One will 
Mature into a patent. 

In general, team/ is patentable' 
The Revised l'. S. Statutes instruct the 

Patent Office that arts, machines, manu- 
factures and et iii upeittuns of matter are 
patentable. One lint' call these "contri- 
':Ine,:', if he so wishes; or one may caul 
them "conceptions emanating from the 
mind." Most people prefer to call them 
"inccnt s. 

(Me prerequisite must first be present be- 
fore one of these inventions is patentable- 

or novelty. 
What is an invention? 
This question may he revised to ready 

"What kinds of plgsieal objects and proc- 
esses may be called inventions?" 
e* an invention Re is s thing practic- 

ably utilizable in an industrial art ." 
(Roberts on Patentability of Inventions and 
Interpretation of Patents, V. 1, p. 3) 

"An invention consists of an integral 
group of cooperant instr ntalitie.s, each 
of which performs one or more functions 
which unite with functions performed by all 
the other cooperants to produce conjointly 
an industrially utilizable resultenl;" 
(Roberts, \'. 1, p. 249) 

All of which leads, more or less, to the 
definition that an invention is a combination 

of iaslra ?mulct lilirs or elements. A step in 
a method, a ehenlical in a compound, a lever 
in a machine, or a lens in a camera - these 
am instrumentalities. 

\ ucrc aggregation, such as an assort- 
ment of pencils, is not n cuulhinaiun and 
c:uund be nuite lhu subject of a patent 
under ordinary eireiiuI minces. Ilowevcr, a 
pencil with a lead- feeding ue:iiis on it may 
be a cnuilin ition, and may hr turtle the 
subject of it patent. 

Inventions must have commercial value. 
'Flue industrial connotation of patents 

should not be omitted. While not neces- 
sarily intended for consumption by indus- 
try an invention should be utilizable by 
industry. That is, an invention should have 
smile enuunercial significance; unadorned 
scientific discoveries (alunit by made the 
subject matter of a patent. (.\n optional 
definition of invention is that it is the 
proper subject matter of a patent.) 

Is a model required? 
'l'he answer is '\o; but titis should be 

qualified by the statement that rarely, the 
Patent Office does call for a model. 

How long sloes a patent rant? 
The statutory period is 17 years. 
Can it be rente ::eel nt the end of that 

tithe? 
At the end of 17 years the patent monop- 

oly has expired, and the invention belongs to 
the public. As a rule, no extension of time 
is permitted. Extensions which, under cer- 
tain circumstances, are granted to World 
War Veterans form the only exception to 
the rule. 

llrhat is a Went? 
"A patent is the grant by the government 

of a seventeen -veer right to exclude others 
from making, using or selling anything which 
the courts niny hold to lie within the pur- 
view of any one of such elaiuts of the patent 
as may he held to be valid." (iluar, 
Patents, p. 11.) 

How many patents are there in the Patent 
Office? 

IT. S. Patent Number 1.71.2.178 k listed 
in the Official Gazette of the t'. S. /':tent 
Office, \lacy 7, 1929. In addition tu U. S. 
/':tents, the Patent Office has a vast num- 
ber of foreign patents; 2,0011,nnn is a con- 
servator figure. 

Now along/ applications for patents are 
filed in am //ear. in the Patent Office? 

i)iiring the fiscal year ended June 30, 
19.27, the applications for patents, reissues, 
and designs totalled 89,:360. (Annual lit. 
port of the Conimissioner of Patents, 1927, 
p. 7). The basin?.: of the Patent Office, 
together with the business of the industries 
of the country, is un the increase. 

HMO icon,,, npplirefion.s ore now before 
the Patent Office awaiting iiciiom? 

95,000 (Senator King in the IVashinglon 
Post, Apr. 22, 1929). 

71o:. much space is required to hold all 
the patents in the Patent Office? 

A hundred and twenty miles of shelving. 
Does American industry depend upon 

patents? 
'Pite New York Tintes has estimated that 

nine -tenths of American industry has sprung 
from patents. 

r 
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CUSTOM - BUILDER 
and ADVANCED FAN 
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BAND- FILTER TUNING 
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FIER - PUSH -PULL 
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POWER PACK - UNIT 
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1LMACK 
HOTEL 

RANDOLPH AT LA SALLE 

YOUR VISIT 
TO CHICAGO 

Will be a pleasant memory if 
you select the right hotel. The 
New Bismarck welcomes you to 
a hostelry where good food, 
superior service and cheerful 
comfort await you. 
Easily accessible to all the high 
spots of the city. 

Rooms, $2.50 and up- 
With Bath, $3.50 and up 

CHICAGO 
PATENTS 

Protect Your Ideas 

Write for Instructions, 
free on request - - or 
send drawing or model 
for preliminary exami- 
nation of Patent Office 

records 

Promptness Assured with 
Best Results 

Carl Miller 
PATENT ATTORNEY 

Former Member E.ramininp Corps, 
C. S. Patent Or ire 

265 McCILL Building, Washington, D. C. 

SONG WRITERS! " 4?- jtar+; Substantial Advance Royalties 

ó 
se n.r+ are paid on work found acceptable for pub- 

li ation. Ar one wishing to write etthrr 
tAr words or mue in for songe may submit 

Pwork for free examination and advice. 
arlexperirnre,. , neeenuary.New demand 
created by "Talking Pictures ". fully de- 
scribed in our fret book. Write for it 
Today- Newcomer At _nciates 
751 Earle Building, New York. N. Y. 

When it comes to making sick radios well, 
or good radios better just 

CIAROSTAT, 
For literature. write CLAROSTAT Mfg. Co. 

295 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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Service Man's Forum 
(t'oti.linned from page 436) 

when the surge coules have him put n 

ammeter in in the plate circuit, and watch the 
meter when the filament switch is opened. 
A six -ohm rheostat will replace the switch 
nicely, and eliminate burn -outs if we match 
the resistance of the transformer primary 
with the plate resistance of the tube. 

As I have not made enough money at 
radio servicing to be intimately acquainted 
with the Florida static, however, it mai- he 

I can sell air. Mervin enough rheostats to 
pay !din a visit in the near future. 

S. M. Sanrit, 
41 Benedict .Ire., 

ralley ,fe,,,III. L. l., N. Y. 

Radio -Craft Kinks 
(Continued from page 460) 

house, which eliminated outside pick -up, is 
shown in Fig. 4. For maximum efficiency 
and where spate permits, a more elaborate 
counterpoise system can be adopted as illus- 
trated in Fig. 5. 

USING THE BROKEN RULE 
By E. E. Youngkin 

AI.MOST every workman has around his 
shop a "collapsible -' rule that has seen 

hettcr days. In Fig. 3 is shown a double 
section of such at rude, fastened to the end 
and lid of a cabinet to hold the lid open. A 
luctal angle is used to picot one end of the 
rule -section to the hinged lid. 

Radio Book Review 

'SING RADIO IN SALES Pltl)MMOTION, 
by Edgar I -I. Felix. McGraw -Hill Book 
Co., New York. 5,N" x 9 ", illustrated, xii, 
386 pages. Prim $ -5.00. 

This volume, the first to deal with its subject 
systematically and thoroughly, is a landmark. The 
advertiser who is venturing into a field unknown 
to hint is indeed fortunate to find such a guide. 
At this time. when the uses of bro ®least ing. to 
reach the listener more intimately than can any 
other form of general salesmanship, are being in- 
creasingly appreciated-and the necessity of profit- 
able advertising appropriations to maintain the high 
quality of programs demanded by the listener is 
also startlingly apparent -\lr. Felix's hook is worthy 
of reading by business men and students, even 
outside of the professional field of broadcast ad. 
vertising. The radio engineer- designing a com- 
mercial receiver. will do well to heed the facts 
which are here presented. 

While the style is popular, and the author has 
honte in mind that his most important message 
is to the business man unfamiliar with radio techni- 
calities. his presentation of the basic physical facts 
of radio broadcasting is clear and lucid. The lind- 
tatious, as well as the advantages of broadcast ad- 
vertising and publicity are frankly discussed ; and 
no executive controlling an advertising appropria- 
tion. local or national, could read the hook without 
profit. 

The author deals with his subject impartially: 
"Since commercial broadcasting is still in a forma- 
tive stage. these questions cannot be answered with 
the definite finality to which the advertising pro. 
fession is accustomed." Yet whatever had been 
definitely learned, when the author wrote. has been 
set forth here. It is to be hoped that either a later 
edition. or a companion work. may set forth the 
later developments in a bn si tress which, as arc all 
things connected with radio. is still in a stage 
of rapid evnlut ism. (R. P. w.) 

THE F('NI).\1iII:N'i `.I.ì OF RADIO, by 
lt. it. ItaI ISeV 1'1).1). Published by Ram - 
sey l'uhlishing ('n., fil ' gton, Indiana; 
(i" s c) ", xii, :1711 pages, 4(r' diagrams and 
illustrations. Price $3.50, postpaid. 

1)r. Ramsey, who is professor of physics at In- 
diana t'ni sersity and author of a previous manual, 
Experimental Rodin, has prepared what is, pri- 
marily, :m elementary textbook for college students, 
dealing with the . principles of electricity, and es- 

pecially of alternating current, as they are apidit-tl 
to radio. 1Vhile the fundamental characteristics of 

.the important circuits, from the earliest days to 
those of this year, are described, the details of 
the "hook -ups" are not explained at length. The 
purpose of the book is simply to give the student 
a thorough grounding its first principles. 

"Although I have endeavored to give a non 
mathematical treatment of the subject, some cal- 
culus has been introduced in a few sections," says 
the author and, since a non -mathematical treat 
ment of radio theory is almost a contradiction in 
terms, what he means is that practically all his 
formulas should be comprehensible by a student 
with a good high school knowledge of algebra and 
trigonometry. The work is, in fact, much sim- 
plified. in comparison with the average textbook 
on radio principles; and it is illuminated in many 
places by simple comparisons which make the 
author's statements more readily grasped. A cer- 
tain dry humor lends point to many of his obser- 
vations. 

The hook will he readily understood by many 
radio students who have not the preliminary train- 
ing to read books which demand for their compre- 
hension a higher degree of engineering prepara 
t ion. It might have been made slightly more at- 
tractive by more e.uofol ; na.freading. (c. P. at.) 

Short -Wave Stations of the World 
(t,...._ . n ...:1 

Kiln- 
Meters cycles 
92 39 3,25d -W9XL, Chirac°. III. 
94.7.: 3.1041-WCK, Detroit. \lint. (Police Dept.) 
93.4g -97.71 6.142 -3.070- Aircraft. 
m.03 3.121 -WOO. 1)eal. N. J. 

97. 13 3.155 --W IOXZ. Airplane Television. 
97 32 Y.o; r,- -W9XL, Chicago. Ill. 
!s.:13 3.031. - Mot ala, Sweden. 11:30 a.m. -noon, 4- 

10 p.115. 

101.7 to 103.3 tors- 2.530 to 2.930 kr. Television. 
-W3XK, sitter Springs. 31d., R to 9. p.m. 

earept Sunday: WPY, Attwnod. N. J.- 
W2XR. New York. N. Y.- -W3XL, Dowtd 
ltna.k. N. J. 

104.4 2.870 -6W F. yeah. Australia. 
105.3 to 109.1 meters- 2.750 to 2.850 ke. Television. 

-W2XBA. Newark. N. J.. Tues. and Fri. 
12 to i a un - W2XCL, Brooklyn. N. Y.; 
-W8XAU, Pittsburgh. Pa.; - WIXB. 
Somerville. )lass.:- W7XAO, Port laud. Ore.; 
-W9XAP, Chicago. III. 

--W2XCR. Jersey City. N. J. 8:13 and 
9 p.m. 

109.1 to 113.1 meters- 2.e,50 to 2.750 ke. Television - 
W9X R. Chicago. Ill. 

110.2 722- Aircraft. 
121.2 2.116-Seattle, Wash.. Pollee and Fire Dents. 
123.1 2.398- -W9XL, Chicago. Ill. :- W2XCU, Ampere. 

N. J. 

hiln- 
Meters eR Ars 

las. 0-129.0 -Aircraft. 
]2p.n 2327.- WIOXI. Airplane Television. 
1:16.4 to 119.9 meter, -2.100 to 2.200 ice. Television. 

W8XAU, Pittsburgh. Ps. ;- -WIXB. Rom - 
t Ille. \has..; W2XCW. Schenectady, 

N. Y.; WIXAU, Bo.nan, )lass. 
142.9 to 150 mete,- 2 0041 to 2.1110 he. Television. 

-W2XCL, itrookbm, N. Y.. )jan.. Wed.. 
Fri., 9 to In n.tn.:-W9 XAA, Chicago. 
III.: --W2X BS. New York. N. Y.. frame 
to lines deep. 72 wide, 1.200 R.YI.P.- 
WIXAE, Springfield. )lass.;- WSXAU, 
Pit Wm rah. Pa.: W6XAM, l.ns Angeles; 
-W2XBU. SteaMts. N. Y.; -W3X AK. 
]round linwk. N. J. :-W3X K. Washing- 
ton. D. C. nails except Sun., g to 9 

11. m.: -WPY. All000i. N. J.-- WIOXU. 
Airplane. 

119.9 -171. g 2.000-1,713-Amateur Telephony. 
175.2 I.712-WK DU, Cincinnati. Ohio. (Pollee Dept.) 
178.1 1,684-WK DX, New York. N. Y. (Pollee Dept. 1 

185.6 1.008- W9XAL. Odra go. Ill. (WRAC) and Air. 
craft Television. 

187.0 1.604- W2XCU. wired Radio. Ampere. N. J. 
-W2XCD. Deforest Radio Co., Passaic. N. J. 

5 -10 o.m. 
157.9 1.59n -WKDT. Detroit. Mich. (Fire Dent.) 
(Standard 'television scanning, 49 Unes. 900 B.P.IL) 

1 
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Radio -Craft Information Bureau 
((1,rtinhfrJ /Orin poor io1 

average grid -Vitt capacity of a '99 is 4.2 L. 

as against the 9.8 mmf. between grid and plate of 
the 'O1.\ ttd,, 

i uter -elect ro. lc capacity plays a large part in the 
performance of superheterndynes, particularly the 
"25." .\ change in grid-filament or plate -filament 
capacity changes the toning of the input :nul output 
circuits of any tube; :uni an increase in grid -plate 
capacity causes increased feedback, resulting in 
strung regeneration and perhaps oscillation. 

The output of the '01.\ as an oscillator exceeds 
that of the '99 old, when it is used in this "second - 
harmnnic seller" the re -nit is :un increased output at 
ils fonda mental and harmonic ires lucncies, causing 
"heterodyne avili -tics" that never resolve into a 

station program. 
W.) %Vuuld it be practicable tu introduce a stage 

of tuned It.I'. ahead of the input of this set, pre- 
ferably in a separate nuit, for the purpose of 
minimizing soute of the numerous harmonics which 
render reception of many distant stations difficult 
or impossible.' I ant using a lung out side antenna, 
inductively coupled to the loop. 

(A. ) The re arc several ways in which this ex 
r collent and convenient tuait n1:q Inc applied to the 

"Iianiiola 25." 
The circuit shown in these columns as Pig. 49A 

is most easily miau- as a in ICE. unit coupled in- 
ductively to the at ria I and capacitatively to the 
loop, and shielded as indicated by dotted line. The 
lead from C3 is to Inc clipped to the grid side of 
the loop aerial. I.1 -L2 is a standard "antenna 
coupler," with its secondary tined by Cl, which 
Ouest have the correct capacity for the particular 
make of coil used. (The "tuning curve" will not 
exactly follow that of the "25" unless the con- 
stants of the coil and condenser combination exactly 
match those of the timing system of the receiver.) 
C2 is 1 -mf.; C3, ,0001.mf.; R, a suitable filament 
ballast for the trabe \'1; Ch, a standard R.F. choke 
coil. The last may be made by scramble- winding 
500 turns of No. 30 to 36 insulated wire on a 

spool )i -in. in diameter, and grooved 14-in. wide 
and tog -in. deep: or follow the directions, given in 
answer to I). .18 in the Information Bureau of the 
I:umary, 1930, is -tie of 1(.vlo, -Gnou Magazine. 

Radio -Craft's OP 
TU make this n I, 

Service ,Ieit, 1(.tr,i1/Cs.,, a La. i -iii litrl 
n 

144..W 

feature, of which advantage may Inc taken. free 
of charge, by any Su -rt ice Matt who has enrolled 
hinndf iu tint NAnux.s 1. Lnsr or km," Sixclrr: 
\1E8 (by filling out in full the blank which is 

printed in every issue of this magazine). We will 
print short notices of tilt saute nature as those 
which follow ; and a ill forward to the writer of 
any of them the rt pli, - a Lich may Inc addressed) to 
Lint (by the number gi voi) in care of RADIO-CRAFT. 

\Ve must reserve tint right to condense all let- 
ters into their most essential details : and we urge 
all our correspondents who use this service to Inc 

as concise, though thorough, as they would be in 
the composition of :n paid Odeon -c meet tvhich 
would cost them several dollars. 

Service \let st eking employment should give, 
at the le' ', the ingmrtait details which an 
employer will first ask; :upl anyone offering cm- 

ploy mutt to a Service Alan should be equally 
specific. 

It is desirable that references be give a in all 
letters seeking ennpluymnut, etc. -- iiut for publica- 
tion, but in order that Rnma.( 'RA rr may verify 
the statements made, if ecru! acd to do s , by 
parties interested in replying to the advertisement. 

We cannot publish under this heading any ad- 

vertising of a commercial nature -for the salt of 
goods, or instruction, etc.; or for an tmploynnont 
agency. \Ye cannot publish offers of general serv- 
icing for the public. or general representation of 
a manufacturer in a district. For the farmer, local 
advertising mediums are available, and as to the 
latter, a manufacturer requesting such information 
will he given it directly front the files of the 
N.ATIONAI. LIST OP RADIO SERVICE Mrs. An- 
nouncements seeking or offering regular employ- 
ment. however. will be accepted under the condi 
lions stated above. 

The writers of any of these requests may be 

addressed as Opportunity Nn. ( ber 
given Islow), in care of RAUto- CR.srt, 98 l'ark 
Place, New York City. 

(Opportunity i1) Service Man. five years' radio 
experience, engineering student, seeks position with 

In rig. 4911 a seer en grid lutine CI is shown 
arr:ngt d to :nimbi, the Imp pick -up (which ich stay 
Is. inductively coupled to the aerial, as at present, 
if desired). C2. C3 anni l.) are 1 -td. each. 'flu: 
loop. instead of being con nectled to the receiver, 
is now connected to the input of \'l. the output of 
which is inductively coupled to the "25" through 
the output R.F. transformer. The secondary I.' 
of the last is connected to the receiver in 
of the regular loop. 

CI may be :u. S. I..P. condenser of A11035-11'1 , 

capacity. 1.2 
a 

be made by o iudiug 

1 

h 
appn. 

notc Im1 turn. of No, 28 1).C.C. wire on . 

211.111. tube ; the exact Optimum number of tun 
being den rmined Ly experiment. 1.1 C011-fists of 
50 turns tot tilt r -ante wire. wound uvrr the filament 
end of 1.1. Shielding i- sbriwu in dottrel lines. If 
a 4f-,volt source is used for the ". \" supply of 

only a fixed resistor of 111 Ohms (i(1) and 
another of 5 ohms (R2) will Inc needed. Ou a six - 
volt supply : resistor of slant 12 011111S will he 
nettled at X. 

ül.) Can a I,op ,of the "box" type be made for 
the "Radiate 25 ?" 

(A.) .\ satisfactory limp for this rccciver may 
be trade by winding 12 tuns of wire on a frame 

Craftsmen's Letters 

noticeable on the short [caves; because it'is involved 
with the confusion of tongues that we have had 
since the days of Ilaha-l. The letters of the alphabet 
are pronounced ill liertntly in different languages; 
so that the eaters ditliculty of distinguishing a call 
from a distant station is aggravated. This was 
shown by the frantie elndea vors of our readers to 
catch the call letters of Xi). \. However, while 
radin has undoubtedly increased the vogue of Eng- 
lish throughout the world, it world be a little too 
ntuth to expect stations in mmn.English speaking 
countries to make all their announcements for our 
Late fits -/Slifer.) 

Portunity Column 
m: facturer to - ..i.n thorough familiarity with 
line. with view to position in charge of service 
work. Age 23. (N. J. suburb of New \ ark.) 

(Opportunity 12) Service Man wishes position 
with manufacturer affording :olvanccnte nt. lias 
car and testing equipment. \larricd. (Iowa.) 

(Opportunity 13) Service Mau. graduate School 
of Engineering, bias Wisconsin Radio Trades cer- 
tificate, seeks position offering advancement. .lar- 
ricd. ( Pennsylvania.) 

(Opportunity U) Service Alan, three years' ra- 
dio, ten years' business experience, seeks connec- 
tion. research or semitechnical work. Traveling 
position preferred. .Age 28. Married. (Chicago.) 

(Opportunity 15) Service \Ln, N. R. I. mein. 
bee, who has reached the limit of small town's 
business, wishes position with manufacturer or 
dealer in Langer place which will she full time. 
(Tennessee.) 

(Opportunity 16) Service Man, graduate School 
of Engineering, seeks position) with radio -equipped 
hotel, or with manufacturer. . \gc 22. (North 
Carolina.) 

( Opportnn itt 17) Service Alan, five years' radio 
experience, machinist, seeks to make ch :ulge, pref- 
erably with manufacturer. Age 31. (Pennsylvania.) 

(Opportunity 18) Service Man, radio opt rator, 
R. C. . \. Institutes graduate, seeks position, Cali. 
fornia pref erred. Is anion musician. Married. 
(Iowa.) 

(Opportunity 19) Custom Set Builder wishes 
to get in touch with manufacturer of 25 -cycle equip- 
ment for radio. (Ontario.) 

(Opportunity 20) Service \fan, experienced on 
receivers and power :unplitiers, wishes to go to 
California; interested in sound projection. (Ken- 
tucky.) 

(Opportunity 21) Service Man, eight years' 
radio experience, wishes place with m: facturer 
or distributor of good set, to specialize. \\'ill go 
anywhere. Speaks Norwegian. . \gc 32. (Iowa.) 

(Opportunity 22) Service Man, three years' 
professional experience, desires connection with 
manufacturer offering advancement. Salary not 
important. Age 21. (Ontario.) 

An Expert Training in 

ELECTRICITY 
Iter I.,,I. Silent Inuls.. I 

complete muse In deetrleal oror- 
Ueo. step -by -Step Information Is 
glieli on very Vraet teal subleut, 

loan , Impie xirlug to operation of 
p,mer stations stud tr:asmbd,nn sys- 
tem.. 'ri i- well -k n balks are 
already the olall- reti-renle guide of 
ne:n)y 01.11110 highly Vold euglneers 
and esis -u ns. .\ .hurt dally .nub 
I"rd,anditl i -n'ned Pay. 

Rn a b, -tier 

JUST 
OUT! 

A new printing 
in a semi- 
flexible Keratol 

binding. 

The New Croft Library of 
PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY 

2785 pages, 2045 illustrations 
See these 

books 
FREE 

w; 
bna 

11m-_e 

6,r Iualilu?-- . 

In. 

NO MONEE 
DOWN 

Small Monthly 
Payments 

McGraw -Hill 
Free Examination Coupon 

McGRAW -HILL BOOK COMPANY. INC., 
370 Seventh Avenue, New York. 

Mend roe, fur ln day: free examination. the New 
. -. :I Library of l'racth al Electricity, ses s ulumes 

Sod -itet pile i n'ratnl binding. If satisfactory I 
i lr rod von tL30 In ten days and 12.00 monthly 
II ilia .pecnot i,iet of ì11.30 has barn bald. If 

onuod I alit return tit Iaa,k:. 

Allays 
allá State 

,lunu 
\,sec of Company HC-3-30 

J 

,. .*. 
. TRI -STATE HEADQUARTERS 

Pennsylvania- Ohio -West Va. 

WHOLESALE RADIO 
To 'MALI I - 01 8E'r nt-1l.DEItx :frr 

sae II . , I tvV 

GET OUR CATALOG * 
FI0).13 I CP 

430 WOOD ST. 
r o.amuIines 

O PITTSSVH PA. 
PATENTS \ 

i 
' 

et - Guide 
It . 

TOT 
TO OB. 

'FAIN A PATENT" and 
Record of Invention Blank. Send model nr sketch 
:und description of pow i u Vel t i un for our Inspec- 
tion and Advice Free. R:\1)1O and ELEC- 
TRICAL Cases a Specialty. 

EASY l'.tYMIENTS in INrT.11.I.yiENT8 
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.. 923 -9th, Washington,_D. C. 

PATENTS 
TRADE -MARKS 

DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHTS 
TO PATENT PROTECTION 

Before disclosing your invention to 
anyone send for (dank form "Eva 
DENtE Or CONCEPTION" t0 be signed 
and witnessed. 
LANCASTER. ALLWINE & ROMMEL 

(Registered Patent aunmeysi 
475 Ouray BId9., Washington, D. C. 

Originators of forms "Er [deuce of Conception" 
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DIRECT FOREIGN RECEPTION 
`Without dependence on local rebroadcasting 

AFRICA Ell ROPE AUSTRALIA SOUTH AMERICA 

PILOT SUPER-WASP 
Short- Wave and Broadcast Receiver, 11 to 5O9 Meters 

In Kit Form for A.C. or Battery Operation 

WIDEN YOUR CIRCLE OF ENTERTAINMENT 
Your broadcast receiver is silent below 200 meters, but the Super -Wasp, 
swooping down to 14 meters and up to 500, unlocks a new world of 
trans -oceanic radio you never heard before! And you get it directly 
from the foreign station and not from a local rebroadcast. You'll 
be amazed by the wealth and variety of radio entertainment now 
being broadcast via short waves from civilized countries all over the 
world! ... Enthusiasts report European, African, South American and 
Australian stations -music delightfully new and strange to listeners 
"fed -up" with domestic radio programs! To assure consistently satis- 
factory operation, Pilot engineers developed the Pilotron P -227, which 
naturally makes it a splendid tube for broadcast receivers. 

PILOTA.[ SUPER WASP fÿ 
,...w ,....4 0..4 Î 

CUSTOM SET 
BUILDERS' PRICE 

KIT K -115 
The A. C. Super- 
Wasp. tue your 
o.rn ABC pack 
or Pilot K-1 i 1 

at SI 6.50. 'spe- 
cially designed 
tor the Super- 

P4 P Power 
l'aek and Tubes 
Extra. 

KIT K -110 
The battery- 
operated Super - 
Wasp. flatteries 
and Tubes Es- 
tra. 

'PILOT RADIO & TUBE CORP. 
WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO 
PARTS PLANT .. EST.1908 

Chicago Office, 234 South Wells Street 

323 BERRY STREET 
BROOKLYN NEW YORK 

San Francisco Office, 1278 Mission Street 

A JOINING THE RADIO INTERNATIONAL GUILD 
costs only 50c for a full year's membNrship. which includes lapel pin, certificate. and the 

ID n Guild's Official Organ -"Radio Design." published quarterly and replete with the latest 
Ioda) tLC and greatest radio construction articles, also new developments in short -wave, television IDJ t' +. and aviation radio. Enclose 50c coin or stamps with this coupon and return to Radio Interna - ADIOINtill n"ppA tional Guild, 103 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

GUILD 
far Qjh, 

i1(fJ 

7 
Ad,iress 4.1 Ci.1n', ~ Slnl 
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[JUST OUT: Latest Exact Information from A to Z! 
1 

:: ... . . . . . . :.!:}: :;::ti:. :s::,.' r,sa... . :t_ 

We take pleasure in announcing: "AUDELS NEW ELECTRIIC LIBRARY" 
New and More Uses for Electricity offer great opportunities to men who can 

handle this power correctly. Modern electrification of industrycalls for trained 
men who know how to handle electricity accurately. 

. 1101.111111 
Simple as A. B. C.- "Audels New Electric Library" gives latest, 

exact information from foundations of electrical practice to 
latest modern applications. This is a NEW practical and 

theoretical course in electricity for home study and kilig- ready reference. I Here are the answers to your questions, 
giving you the real dope that every electrician 

must know. They chart your knowledge, 
taking away the uncertainty of 

uess work, 

NEW! As 
Easy 
As ABC 

Latest ín8 ormation, 
fully illustrated, 
covering: 
Fundamental Principles and 
Rules of Electricity, Magnetism, 
Armature Winding. Repairs, Dy. 
namos, D -C Motors,Construction, 
Installation, Maintenance and 
Trouble Shooting. Testa and 
Testing Instruments, Storage 
Senility. Construction and Re- 
pairs, Alternating Current Prin- 
ciples and Diagrams, PowerFac- 
tor, Alternators. Transformers, 
A-C Motors. Windings, Recon- 
necting, Converters, Switches& 
Fuses, Circuit Breakers. Relays. 
Condensen. Regulators. Recti- 
fiers, Meters, Switchboards. 
Power Station Practice. House 
Light & Power Wiring, Circuits, 
High Tension, Transmission, 
Plans. Calculations, Code, Elec- 
tric Railways. Signals, Elevators, 
Hoists & Cranes, Gas Engines, 
Auto & Acre Ignition. Starters, 
Radio. Telephone, Telegraph. 
Bells & Signals, Motion Pictures, 
Talkies, Lighting Illumination, 
Electric Refri ion, Heating. 
X- Ray.Plating Welding Pumps, 
Compressors, Domestic & Farm 
Appliances, An Electric Calcu- 
lator for Engineers and Mechan- 
ics, Practical Mathematics for 
Ready Reference. A New Elec. 
tric Dictionary & Encyclopedia 
of Words. 

Books 
NowonSale 5 in Preparation 

pR, 

The Library contains 12 
books -the first 7 books 
containing 3600 pages with 
thousands of diagrams and il- 
lustrations are now ready; the 
remaining 5 books are in prepara- 
tion. A pocket -size, flexibly bound 
series that is valuable wherever 
electricity is used. 

Beautiful, timely books for service - 
pocket size; completely illustrated withdia- 
grams and charts; simplified, easy to read 
and understand. No electrical man can afford 
to pass up this opportunity. Extremely low 
price; buy on your own terms. 

BUY ON YOUR OWN TERMS 
I PLAN 1 -ONE BOOK A MONTH 

Please enter my subscription to "Audels New Electric Library" to 
consist of twelve volumes, price $1.50 a volume (S10.50 for the seven 
volumes now ready). Mail one volume each month and as they are re- 
ceived. I will mail you $1.50 promptly. 

PLAN E -PAT 5OC OR MORE A WEEK 
Please snip me for one week's tree trial the first seven volumes of 

"Audels New Electric Library." $1.50 each ($10.50 for the seven vol- 
umes now ready). The remaining five volumes to be mailed as issued 
at $1.50 a volume. If satisfied, I will mail you 50e or more each week as 
payment for the first seven brooks and 1 will pay for the last five num- 
bers as I receive them at 51.50 each. 

PLAN 3-CASH PRICE 89.98 
Please ship me postpaid "Audels New Electric Library" for which I 

e ncloseremitl nneeSB OSin full payment for the seven volumesnow ready. 
You are to shin me on one eek's trial the remaining five volumes 

as they are issmd for which Ì will rib her pay Si .50 esch as received or 
return to you. This price is 'laced on 5;¡, cash discount. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
AudelsNewElectric Library" 

is backed by our 50 -year record 
as helping hand publishers. Satis- 

faction always guaranteed. 

THEO. AUDEL & CO., 
65 West 23rd St., New York, N.Y. 

Please ship me the NEW "Audels Electric Library" on the 
plan marked (X)- 

NAME... 

ADDRESS 

OCCUPATION 

EMPLOYED LW Ger 
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BRAND NEW. 
CoRONAi#3 

Lowest Price-Easiest Ternis 
Ever Offered 

HERE'S your chance to own that brand new Genuine 
Model 3 Corona you've wanted - on the easiest 
terms ever offered - at LOWEST PRICE ever 

offered. Complete in every detail; back spacer, etc. Manufac- 
turer's Guarantee. Recognized the world over as the finest, 
strongest, sturdiest portable built. 

ours IorlODAYS FREE 
Only a limited number of these splendid machines available. 

To get one, you must act now! Experience the joy this personal writing 
portable typewriter can give you! Use it ten days free! See how easy it is 
to run and the splendidly typed letters it turns out. Ideal for the office 
desk, home, traveling. Small, compact, light, convenient. Don't send out 
letters, manuscripts, reports, bills in poor handwriting when you can have 

this Corona at such a low price on r ..... . 
such easy terms. Remember these Save Money- Use This Coupon 
are brand new machines right out of 
the Corona factory. 

Carrying Case FREE 
If You Act Now! 

Leatheroid carrying case, oiler, instructions 
free on this offer. Send no money -just the coupon. Without de- 
lay or red tape we will send you the Corona. Try it 10 days. If 
you decide to keep it, send us only $2 -then $3 a month until our 
special price of $39.90 is paid. Now is the time to buy. This offer 
may never be repeated. 

Smith Typewriter Sales Corp., (Corona Division) 
469 E. Ohio St., Chicago, Ill. Dept.1133 

Ship me the Corona F. O. B. Chicago On arrival I'll deposit 12 with 
press agent. If Í keep the machine, I'll send you 13 month until the 

137.90 balance of 139.90 price is paid; the title to remain with you until 
then. I am to have 10 days to try the typewriter. If I decide not to 
keep it. I will repack and return to mores. agent, who will return my 
V. You are to give your standard guarantee. 

Name 

Address 

Employed br 
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